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ABSTRACT
"NO ONE ASKED,

NO ONE TOLD ME:"

THE IMPACT OF INCEST ON WOMEN'S
WORK AND CAREER
FEBRUARY 1996
LESLIEBETH BERGER,

B.A.,

M.A.,

OHIO UNIVERSITY

M.S.S.,
Ed.D.,

CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY

BRYN MAWR COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by:

Dr.

Maurianne Adams

The impact of incest on women's work performance and
career development was studied in 41 female incest
survivors and 15 nonabused women from a diverse
population.

The methodology was a content analysis of

in-person qualitative,

semi-structured interviews.

Incest surviors participants reported having difficulties
in academic and peer relations and difficulties in
secondary schooling and more negative work experiences,
including peer relations,

difficulty in managing post-

traumatic stress symptoms,
advancing in a career.

remaining at a job,

and

In addition to these difficulties

incest survivors fell into different work group profiles:
disabled,

dabblers,

drones,

sprinters,

v

balancer/achievers,
of

and drivers.

incest contributed to

Childhood

an overall

negative

experiences
self-schema,

especially regarding work and career capabilities.
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CHAPTER 1
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1.1

Mv Interests

I have long been interested in both trauma and
career development.

Ever since my childhood on a two-

mile island off the coast of South Carolina I have been
intrigued with the varying responses people have to
traumatic events,

such as hurricanes.

Interest in one

kind of trauma seemed to spark interest in other kinds of
trauma,

and,

by the time I reached adulthood as a

clinical social worker,

I

found myself specializing in

all kinds of trauma reactions,
robberies,

the Holocaust,

including reactions to

floods,

rape,

My other lifelong interest was
development.

and incest.

in career

I didn't understand why men were expected

to have careers,

and women were not.

I was especially

surprised to learn that my female peers—who were very
bright—had few professional ambitions.

I had known

since kindergarten that I was going to college and
graduate school.

I expected to work and achieve.

By the 1970's I had become a psychiatric social
worker,

with three years of post-graduate training in a

family systems theory program;
other psychological services,

in addition to providing
I was running groups for
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women who felt "stuck”

in their career development or in

their dysfunctional patterns at work—or both.
When I

first started running career groups

in 1978,

I was trying to help women overcome some of their
internal obstacles to career development:
messages from their family and culture;
of their abilities;

1961),

women's fear of success

career development
differences

narrow assessment

fears about performance.

theoretical models were family systems
Toman,

restrictive

(Super,

(Gilligan,

1957)

1982).

My basic

(Bowen,
(Horner,

and later,

1978;
1968),

gender

These ideas were not

necessarily linked in the professional literature,
intellectual
disciplines.

but my

instincts led me to seek out these
Collectively,

they were helpful,

but they

did not provide a clear theoretical map.
I did help some women—but there were certainly
others whom I didn't reach.
faulted my style,

I didn't know why.

my exercises,

understanding of the theories.

I

my incomplete
The opportunity to

reassess totally my methods and theories came in the mid1980's when I ran a group on careers at a major
university counseling center.

The group was large,

consisting of over twenty Caucasian women,
identified themselves as lesbians,

two of whom

and one Chinese-

American woman.
The group was not going well,

it wasn't clicking,

and despite my efforts to design the exercises to this
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group's specific needs,

I was failing to reach them.

Finally,

I asked the women if they would

at break time,

be willing to write down what they needed from the group
and what they thought their obstacles were.
that their responses would be anonymous,

I emphasized

and I secretly

hoped that the anonymity would provide them the freedom
to express themselves.
The exercise did the trick.

Nearly two-thirds of

the group said they thought their family member's sexual
abuse of them "had something to do" with their work and
career problems,

and would I address that,

please?

I was speechless and utterly furious that my
training and theoretical models had not prepared me for
this response.

I muddled through the group,

and

afterward I ran to the library to find articles or books
on the effect of incest on career development.
virtually nothing.
later,

And the literature today,

is still scant.

Out of nowhere,

There was
many years

it seemed,

interests

in career development and trauma had come

together,

and I decided to study,

and,

ultimately,

read,

my two

conduct research

generate some preliminary findings on

the interface of these two domains.
I am not assuming that once a child has experienced
sexual abuse that she is doomed to a damaged,
life.

Quite the contrary—there are many survivors whose

lives are productive,
was

incomplete

balanced and rewarding.

However,

interested in discovering how the experience of

I
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incest effects the formation and performance of the adult
self

in relation to work and career development.
When I mentioned my discovery to several career

counselors and administrators,
as

they dismissed my findings

"exceptions" and not "mainstream career interests."

I

was shocked—and disappointed.
I continued running career groups and giving talks
on incest and other traumas.
I

As my client base expanded,

learned that indeed incest was a silent but potent

force in shaping the work and career issues of female
incest survivors.

I also learned that career counselors

were often not trained to address the psychological
issues of

incest;

conversely,

many therapists received

either no or rudimentary training in career development.
Although some therapists knew how to administer career
inventories and personality tests,

they often approached

career issues as a phenomena that occurred outside the
self and that was not systemically included in the
formation of self.

What further impeded research and

treatment of women's career issues was the culturallyheld view that careers belonged to men;

indeed,

all the

major studies of career development focused on males
only.
I

felt that I had stumbled upon an important yet

barely addressed issue in women's development,
reading and researching,

and,

after

and conducting many more

workshops and counseling sessions,

I decided I needed to
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return to graduate school for my doctorate in human
development.

By this time I had not been in school for

almost twenty years,

and research methodologies and

theories had certainly changed.

My dissertation is the

result of my interests and carefully researched study.
As I will demonstrate in this paper,

incest indeed is a

potent experience that informs the work and career life
of female incest survivors.

In addition,

my dissertation

is a professional—and personal—lesson in the importance
of qualitative interviewing and grounded theory.
Despite my training and professional experience,
findings frequently surprised me.
certain themes,

my

I knew I would uncover

such as lack of trust in self or others,

but I didn't expect many of my findings.

Making these

discoveries was one of the more rewarding processes of
this dissertation;

the most painful process,

however,

was

in listening to the stories my participants had to tell.
There were days when just one interview would exhaust and
depress me for the remainder of the afternoon and
evening.

Many times I had tears in my eyes when I

listened to the most horrible tales of family evils.
People need to hear these women's plights,

and I am so

glad to be a part of the process of making their lives
known.
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1.2

National

Interest in Incest

Incest and incest taboos have always been a concern
of almost every culture in the world.
however,

Recent interest,

did not surface in the academic and popular

journals until the late 1970's with books such as Susan
Forward's Betrayal of Innocence.

The women's movement

certainly called attention to the the plight of women in
general,

and articles in popular magazines and guests on

talk-shows began discussing the topic.

In the 1992

February issue of Lear's magazine a somewhat scholarly
article appeared which presented research on the several
different types of incest perpetrators.
the article ran,

Shortly after

Lear's magazine received over 100,000

requests for reprints.
psychiatric hospitals,

Additionally,

therapists,

and juvenile/domestic courts began
»

recognizing that a significant number of people were
incest survivors.
Importantly,
medium-sized,

in 1994,

when the local newspaper of a

racially and economically diverse city

announced a meeting of those interested in incest,
250 people showed up.

over

When the meeting's organizer

called for a show of hands of those people who had been
sexually abused,

more than three-fourth's of the

participants raised their hands.
Currently,

most literature on incest focuses on

diagnosis and treatment; most recently,

the literature
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has focused on the validity of recovered memories.

The

literature about the prevalence of incest in women
indicates that approximately 16-25% of adult women have
been abused by a family member before the age of 18.
Let's look at what these numbers demonstrate.

The

population of the United States is around 250 million
people; roughly have of them are women.

Even if we use

the conservative statistic that only 10% of the female
population have been abused,

then we're looking at over

10 million women who have or who will have experienced
childhood sexual abuse.

1.3

Incest and Career Difficulties

Unfortunately, very little literature exists on the
understanding,

diagnosis or treatment of female incest

survivors and their work and career problems.

This lack

of attention to the area of career and work is
surprising,

since women comprise approximately 50% of the

workforce at any given time
Labor Statistics,

(U.S.

Department of Labor,

1994)—and since the studies indicate

that between 16-25% of these adult women have experienced
sexual abuse before the age of 18
1990; Russell,1986; Wyatt,

1985).

the statistics from the U.S.
Statistics,

1994.

(Finklehor,

et al.,

Let's look at some of

Department of Labor,

Labor

According to their research the

workforce consist of at least 15.4 million working women

i
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at any one given time.

If we use the estimates stated

above that least sixteen percent of these women have been
sexually abused by a family member,

then almost 3 million

working women have been sexually abused before the age of
18.

Studies indicate that incest impedes cognitive

development in school-aged children
1985;

Fine,

(Eth and Pynoos,

1990); cognitive competence,

in part,

informs

self-esteem and self-construct; this constructed self
later creates more assumptions about the self based on
negative experiences and conclusions about the self.
surprisingly,
future,
general.

Not

one of the assumptions includes views about

adult competencies in work and in life in
Consequently,

a substantial population of women

exists who most likely have had or will have difficulty
in the areas of work and career,
effectiveness,
satisfaction,
skills,

career progress,
interviewing,

including work
selection,

growth,

identifying interests and

and projecting a self into the future with a

planful confidence.

1.4

Research Problems and Questions

The more I thought about my topic,
questions my research raised.

the more

Unfortunately,

the

existing literature on incest barely addresses the
problems of female incest survivors and work related
issues.

Two recent studies

(Lisak and Luster,

1994;
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Lisak,

1994)

indicate that male incest survivors do

indeed experience the self and the world of work
qualitatively and measurably differently than nonabused
male populations.
book,

But what about women?

Strong in the Broken Places

(1992),

Linda Sanford's
includes women,

but she specifically sought to address people who believe
they have overcome childhood abuse—sexual,
emotional.

physical,

and

How could I study female incest survivors

without targeting a clinical population?

How could I

include various reactions to incest?
I knew one thing—I was going to use qualitative
interviews and grounded theory as the methodology.
Grounded theory is the foundation of all good therapists;
we may have theory to guide our questions,

but findings

and further questions grow from what the client offers.
In other words, my approach is not from the "theory roof"
down.

I will discuss my research orientation in greater
t

detail below in the chapter on methodology.

In general,

my approach includes systemic family theory, Kegan's
developmental theory,
semi-structured,

and post-traumatic theory.

face-to-face interviews.

I used

I have found

that interviewing yields different data than the data
obtained exclusively through questionnaires.
example,

For

incest survivors are able to elaborate on the

subjective value and experience of a particular
phenomenon.

It may not "mean" anything to a survivor,

for example,

to say that she disliked school; yet,

a
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questionnaire may reveal that "x" per cent of incest
survivors "disliked” school.

But perhaps the teachers

were bad; perhaps the person was the only Black in a
suburban school,

etc.

Of course,

large studies would

take forever if the methodology were strictly
qualitative; but the scope of this study is small enough
to permit qualitative interviews.
My participants did not come from my clinical
population.

Rather,

the women are from nonclinical

sources such as word-of-mouth, workshops at career or
nonclinical women support centers,
articles.

Finally,

and newspaper

I must add that the KINDS of

questions I might ask as a researcher often may not vary
from the kinds of questions I ask as a therapist;
however,

the PURPOSE is different.

As a therapist my

goals are to team along with the client in reducing
symptoms,

increasing understanding,

traps and aiding in behavior change.

altering cognitive
As a researcher I

do not work toward change or even necessarily
understanding—although I firmly believe that the
phenomenon of BEING interviewed invites both change and
understanding.

My goal was to record and understand.

And—as all good therapists do,

in the process of

interviewing I continuously refined and re-grouped my
findings.

In the chapter on methodology I will go into

greater detail about my personal journey as a researcher,
and how I came to organize data.

For the purposes of
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this chapter I want to highlight my initial research
questions.
The first set of questions that hit me concerned
just WHO would I interview?

What criteria would I use to

include or exclude participants?

I knew I wanted to

study only women--but which women?

And even this

decision to exclude men caused me initial self-doubt.
But then I remembered something that one of my mentors,
Dr. Murray Bowen of Georgetown Medical School told me:
/

"You don't have to study the tiger too in order to make
true statements about the lion."
study only women.

However,

I was relieved—I would

I also decided to study BOTH

nonabused and sexually abused women.

I thought that the

nonabused participants would provide me with information
that would enrichen my data about sexually abused women.
For example,

I might be able to address issues such as

the difference between the work profiles of nonabused
women and sexually abused women.
The second set of questions concerned WHERE would I
get my sample?
population,

I didn't want to use my clinical

but I could use what I had learned from my

practice to serve as a basic guide.
from therapists,
sample.

If I used referrals

then my sample would still be a clinical

I decided to do a community-based sample.

The third nagging set of questions concerned WHAT
would I study?

What was my goal?

I could answer those questions,

My hypotheses?

And if

just WHAT would I ask to
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uncover the answers?

Were there several topics and

domains I needed to include?
I realized quickly that even thinking about my
research would require research of its own.

I felt as

though I were a detective on a mission to find out how
incest impacts women's work and career.
proven to be exciting,
surprising,

rewarding,

The journey has

depressing,

uplifting,

and frustrating.

I finally selected the following questions:

1.

How is the self of female,

survivors constructed?

adult,

incest

How does this self-construct

affect or inform work history and career development in
sexually abused women?

2.

How do reported family process,

issues, multicultural contexts,

developmental

and educational history

affect or inform the self-construct in relation to work
and career?

How does the family reward/influence

attitudes toward work,

careers, women,

and the future?

What other variables inform/influence the self-construct?

3.

What problems or obstacles do incest survivors

typically encounter when they take a job,
career preparation and/or advancement?
problems different from nonabused women?

embark on

Are these
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4.

What factors contribute to success in work and

career in incest survivors?

Are these the same factors

shared by nonabused women who do not report work
problems?

Even though I have only interviewed 41 incest
survivors,

I have confidence that my findings are

trustworthy and valid.

I am able to draw upon my

clinical knowledge of over two thousand nonabused women
who were my clients and fifty women clients who knew they
were abused.

The nonabused clients especially provided

me with invaluable data about career development and work
history; they gave me a perspective and a grounding.
example,

For

I wanted to consider the most frequent work

patterns and work problems in nonabused women in order to
enrichen,

clarify,

and expand my understanding of the

problems of incest survivors.
of this study,

Consequently,

for purposes

I interviewed an additional fifteen

nonabused women, using my selective and refined
questions.

In fact,

about my study,

EVERYWHERE I went I told people

often conducting on-the-spot interviews.

One woman followed me out of a meeting into the parking
lot after overhearing a conversation I was having with
another colleague.
I have learned a great deal—I hope to learn more
and it is my pleasure, despite the fits of anguish I
experienced for these abused participants,

to report my
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findings in this dissertation and to continue the
research.

In general,

research is just one more odyssey,

and I hope this dissertation will seem like an intriguing
journey to the readers too.

*

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

My studies have finally enabled me to produce a
clear map of what happens to many adult female incest
survivors in the work world.

The purpose of this review

is to take my readers on a journey using this map.
Hopefully,

along,

the way,

I can demonstrate the

significance of the topic.
Over the past several years I have been—and
continue—to conduct groups and individual sessions with
adult,

female incest survivors.

In addition to my

theoretical foundations in trauma,
family;

career development and

I have broadened my theoretical base to include

literature on:

1.

career and life-span development

Cafarella and Olson,
Josselson,
1957;

1987;

1993;

Levinson,

Erikson,
1978;

(Baruch,

1968;

Sheehy;

1983;

Kegan,1982;
1995;

Super,

Vaillant,1977);

2.

post-traumatic stress and incest

1988;

Ferenczi,

1933;

Figley,

1985;

1920;

Herman,

1981,

1992;

Janoff-Bulman,

1990;

van der Kolk,

1987;

Lifton,

(Courtois,

Forward,

1976;

1978;

1992;
Wilson,

Freud,

Kluft,
1988);
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3. multiculturalism
McGoldrick,
Rotheram,

4.

Pearce,

(Buenker and Ratner,

and Giordano,

1982;

1992;

Phinney

and

1986);

child development

1986;

Bowlby,

1982;

1984;

Cicchetti,

1987;

Mahler,

Bullock and Gelman,

1987;

1968;

(Adams-Tucker,

Hoffman,

Mead,

1964;

1977;

1982;

1979;

Biller,

Bullock,

Lyons-Ruth,

Piaget,

1932;

et al.,

Vygotsky,

1978) ;

5.
1987;

psychological resilience

Antonovsky,

and Moriarty,

6.

1976;

Gondolf and Fisher,

Robinson,

1989;

1992;

Hewitt,

1976,

Goldfield

Mead,

1963;

Murphy

1990);

1964;

(Franks
Stone,

Winter and

(1991);

achievement motivation and risk-taking

(Atkinson,

1958; McCllelland,

1987;

Dickerson and Hinkle,

Liam,

O'Toole,

Hargrove,

Sanford,

1989;

Weinstein and Deutschberger,

7.

1988;

symbolic.interaction theory in sociology

and Gecas,
1981;

1979;

(Anthony and Cohler,

and James,

and Falbo,

1958;

1978;

1992;

1986).

Clance and O'Toole,

Hunt and Hunt,

Sassen,

1980;

1987;

Snell,
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This

list is hardly comprehensive;

I have

included

those authors whose works have most influenced my
thinking.
My readings,

interviews with incest survivors,

and

clinical treatment of both incest survivors and nonabused
populations indicate the following trends:

1.

The trauma of incest creates a disturbance in

the formation of the self.

2.

The impact of incest informs the self-construct

with regard to work and career.

3.

Childhood and adolescent experiences of incest

frequently compete,

inform,

intensify and/or usurp the

master identity with regard to personality,
ethnicity,

4.

race,

class,

The personal

religion,

gender,

and sexual orientation.

(biographical)

identity of the

incest survivor in the family system impedes or conflicts
with the career

(social)

identity of the incest survivor

in the social/occupational system.

In this review of the literature I will explore the
theoretical journey I took in order to propose these
findings.

The answers to the questions that I

listed

above in the first chapter derive from many theoretical
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domains that are not linked in the literature;

therefore

I must review many different bodies of literature before
completing my intellectual journey and arriving at my
findings.
I have divided this review into seven parts that
reproduce as closely as possible the intellectual journey
I took—and continue to take—in order to understand
adult,

female incest survivors and the world of work.

The parts are:

2.1

Incest and Other Traumas

2.2

Relevant Theories of the Self

2.3

Family Process Issues

2.4

Multicultural Issues

2.5

Theories of Career Development

2.6

Work. Satisfaction, and Achievement:
Special issues for women

2.7

Three Studies on Effects of Incest

At the end of each section I will briefly review the
relevance of the concepts to the understanding of the
impact of incest on women's work and career development.
However,
the

before I begin my journey,

I must first define

important terms I will be using.
I have defined incest as an act performed by an

adult caregiver on a dependant youth that involves oral,
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tactile,

oral-genital,

genital,

anal,

or other erogenous

contact.
The definition of caregiver can include stepparents,
governesses,

au pairs or caregiver siblings at least five

years older than the incest survivor,

and custodial

others whom the incest survivor perceives as a major
caregiver.

The incidence of incest can be once or many

times over the years.

I assume that all sexual contact

between an adult and a child is against the child's will;
in no way does the child collude,

even,

if later,

the

child instigates contact.
L use the term survivor to refer to people who have
survived any type of trauma.
The concepts of "work" and "career" must also be
defined.

Typically, people think of "work" as a paying

job that may be time-limited; unlike "career," "work" is
not necessarily subject to hierarchical goal attainment
of increasing status, money or responsibility.
Furthermore,

an individual often identifies her/himself

as "having" or "being" a "career," since career usually
involves a process of identity status, whereby an
individual includes as a self-label the name of the job
title;

in contrast,

individuals often regard a "job" as

something she/he "does."

For example,

a librarian says

she "is" a librarian; whereas someone who works at the
grocery store as a bagger may say she "bags groceries."
"Occupation" typically describes a lifelong pathway
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(life-course)
meaning.
change,

that provides direction,

planning,

and

"Career" titles and responsibilities can
since they are part of the steppingstones along

the life-course.
In working with incest survivors,
found these distinctions confusing,
muddling the terms.

however,

I have

the survivors often

For many of my participants just

being able to show up at a place of employment—any kind
of employment—is an accomplishment.

Ultimately,

the

distinction between the two categories resides in the
individual.

I will use the word work to refer as a whole

to the performance of activities and responsibilities
that occur on a daily basis at a job; many survivors,

for

example, may have high status careers but have
difficulties performing the work duties.

Work is what

someone "does," regardless of whether the specific
activities are part of a lifelong,

directed plan.

I use

the word career to denote a lifelong path that provides
meaning and direction.
Defining terms is just the beginning of the research
process.

Another major problem a researcher often faces

is whether the topic is important enough to study.
does the problem affect?

Whom

Do those people represent a

statistically significant proportion of the population?
My research indicates that indeed incest itself is a
widely occuring phenomenon.

Below I will review the
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findings of several important studies of the prevalence
of incest.
Finklehor's 1979 study of the incidence of sexual
abuse amongst college males and females brought
professional attention to the prevalence of childhood
sexual abuse

(Finklehor,

1979).

Finklehor found that

approximately 20% of the female students had been abused
by an adult.

A year earlier Meiselman found 58 cases of

reported childhood sexual abuse during one year of a
California clinic's patient population;
were between parent and child;
daughter;

43 of the cases

38 were between father and

1 was between mother and daughter

(Meiselman,

1978) .
Similarly,

in 1979, Justice and Justice used

clinical records in Texas and found 112 reported
incidents of abuse:

103 were between parent and child;

96 between father and daughter

(Justice and Justice,

1979) .
However,

these studies did not command much

attention amongst professionals.
small;

furthermore,

The studies were too

the emotional climate of the United

States was still too cool to the topic of incest.
Researchers were still interested in the subject,
however,

and in the 1980's three studies of a substantial

population of both men and women documented the
occurrence of childhood abuse.

These studies soon became

widely known in the academic literature.

In 1986 Russell
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studied 930 women and discovered that between 16-21% of
the women had been sexually abused by a family member
before the age of 18

(Russell,

1986).

In 1985 Wyatt's

study of 248 women demonstrated the same statistical
distribution
Hotaling,

(Wyatt,

Lewis,

1985).

Finally,

in 1990,

Finklehor,

and Smith undertook a larger study of

2626 men and women, which showed that 27% of the women
had been sexually abused by a family member before the
age of 18.

(This study also demonstrated that 16% of the

men had been similarly abused).
knew of their abuse

(Finklehor,

The focus of these studies,
prevalence of abuse.

Later,

All of the participants
et.

al.,

1990).

of course, was on the

clinicians became interested

in studying the symptomatology of incest survivors.
example,

For

clinicians and researchers discovered that

incest survivors,

compared to nonabused populations,

demonstrate a significantly higher incidence of adult
adjustment and major mental health problems in areas such
as:

number of adolescent pregnancies
incidence of prostitution
promiscuity
revictimization (rape, molestations,
drug or alcohol abuse
major depressive episodes
suicide attempts

beatings)
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self-mutilation
runaway attempts
borderline pathology
low sexual self-esteem
low self image
(Adams-Tucker,

1982; Gligor,

1990; van der Kolk,

1966; Herman,

1987; Meiselman,

1981; Kluft,

1978; Tormes,

1968).

Notably absent from this list of symptomatology is
adult adjustment difficulty with work and career.
little research is being conducted in this area.

Very
Later

in this review I will discuss the three studies I've
found that focus on work-related issues in incest
survivors.
In my work with the Massachusetts Department of
Vocational Rehabilitation,

over a third of the women with

career difficulties identified themselves as incest
survivors;

in a recent conversation I had with a Human

Resource Administrator of a large corporation,

she

indicated that between 30% and 40% of the women employees
referred for counseling were incest survivors.
first chapter,
statistics,

in my review of the U.S.

In the

Census Bureau

I cited that at any given time possibly 3

million working women could be incest survivors.

Three

million is an incredibly disturbing number—even half
that number is upsetting.
incest and work problems.

Perhaps it's time to explore
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Incest is probably not the only trauma that effects
women's work and career development; other types of
trauma,

such as physical abuse or the Holocaust, may also

significantly inform the self and therefore affect work
and career development.

Men too are victims of childhood

abuse and other human-mediated events.
As I stated above,

the specific literature on incest

and its effect on career development is scant.
tried to select those articles and ideas,

I have

however,

that

most illuminate the dilemma of incest survivors and the
world of work.
Consequently,

I have left out scores of information

on the after-effects from other types of trauma,
robbery,

hurricanes,

airplane crashes;

similarly,

such as
I have

not included extensive information on the after-effects
from other types of abuse,
or the Holocaust.

such as rape,

However,

long-term effects of all

kinds of trauma share a common core,
overview of the traumatized self.
however,

to my knowledge,

physical abuse

and I do provide an

Most importantly,

no literature exists on the

comparative effects of these different types of trauma on
work/career development.
I have also excluded detailed literature on various
developmental,

family systems,

and sociological theories.

I have selected theorists and concepts that most
contribute to the understanding of the impact of incest
on work/career development.

Most importantly,

I draw
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upon my clinical experience with both incest survivors
and nonabused populations.
This discussion ends my review of the definition of
the terms and the significance of the topic; the next
step is to chart my theoretical journey.

The most

logical place to begin is an exploration of the nature of
trauma and incest.

2.1

2.1.1

Incest and Other Traumas

Introduction

Incest is an experience that I doubt few—if any—
would elect to have in their past.
terrible about it?

But what is so

Can't a person have incestuous

experiences and "just get on” with his/her life?
incest a "trauma?"
is necessary.

And is

Perhaps a brief definition of trauma

Unfortunately,

the word "trauma" is about

as meaningful as the word "love" today.

We "love" our

partners—but we also "love" Diet Pepsi,

convertibles or

beaches.

Similarly,

the word "trauma" is also overused.

Physicians have "trauma units" in hospitals to treat
gunshot wounds;

some hospitals have "trauma units" to

treat surviving victims of robberies,

rape or hurricanes;

students may say that an exam was so difficult that it
"traumatized" them to take it.
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The best working definition of trauma is any
experience that threatens or is perceived to threaten
one's life.

Thus,

survivors of earthquakes,

carjackings,

robberies,

all trauma survivors.

the Holocaust,
However,

floods,

war or rape are

survivors of childhood or

adolescent incest are also trauma survivors since the
experience of incest threatens the actual existence of
the self.

Because children are dependent on their

caregivers for both basic life needs
etc.)

(food,

shelter,

and the rudiments of identity, when caregivers

commit incest,

they threaten the ability of the child to

form a differentiated self;

in many respects incest

maintains the child as an object—that is,
nonperson.

Trauma,

as a

then, meets the qualifications that a

trauma be a life-threatening event; one could say that
incest is an event that threatens an individual's actual
participation in life itself as a fully,

differentiated

person.
Some trauma survivors,

including incest survivors,

have greater difficulties than others in dealing with the
after-effects of the particular traumatizing event.
Incest is a complex experience that often involves being
both traumatized and victimized.

Victimization is

different from traumatization; traumatization,
mentioned above,

as I

is the experience of a life threatening

event; victimization is the behavioral and cognitive
phenomenon of acting and thinking that one is, will be,
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or should be chronically vulnerable to other lifethreatening or abusive situations.

Conseqently,

understanding both the nature of trauma and victimization
are critical in this discussion about incest.
However,

an examination of trauma and incest would

not be complete without an exploration of the impact of
incest on the self.

In general incest permanently alters

the formation of self,

self-concept, world view and

construction of meaning and reality
Root,

1992).

(Janoff-Bulman,

1992;

Many incest survivor never fully resolve

the issues of individuation/differentitation,
survivor's self is constrained,

limited,

since the

and partially

defined by the role of abuser.
This power of a person to "cast" another into a role
of the "caster's" choosing is called altercasting
(Weinstein and Deutschberger,
out the role" of victim,
treated like one.

1963).

in part,

Of course,

The survivor "plays

because she has been

children are extremely

malleable and do not have as much freedom as adults to
exercise choice or to modify and create their own roles
and responses.
However,

not all incest survivors are victims—and

not all survivors experience such extensive disruptions
in the formation of the self.

Why some trauma and incest

survivors cope better than others is still a mystery; a
great deal of research has been conducted on the
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resilient nature of some survivors,

but this research

still raises many questions.
To summarize,

understanding incest and trauma %

requires an examination of trauma,
self-formation and resilience.

incest,

And,

victimization,

of course,

understanding these aspects of trauma is necessary for
comprehending the nature of the incest phenomenon that
informs adult women when they participate or think of
participating in the workforce.

In this section I will

provide an overview of trauma, victimization,
identity,

and the resilient self.

self and

Perhaps the best place

to start is with a discussion of the traumatized self.

2.1.2

Overview of the Traumatized Self

Freud still provides a useful and comprehensive
definition of trauma.

"The essence of trauma is an

s

experience of helplessness on the part of the ego,

in the

face of an accumuluation of excitation, whether of
external or internal origin"
other words,

in sexual abuse,

(Freud,

1926,

p.

In

the physical stimuli is so

overwhelming that the child cannot master it.
the infant,

81) .

Just when

toddler or young child is beset with the

developmental tasks of developing bodily control and a
sense of general efficacy about the self,

the child

encounters a reality that does not permit control,
effectiveness or a sense of well-being.

Lifton is even
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more dramatic in his discussion of trauma.

He defines

trauma as death anxiety—the fear that annihilation is
near

(Lifton,

1976).

What is at stake?

than the annihilation of the self.

Nothing less

The memories and

images that are related to dying and mass destruction
form what he terms the death imprint.
the introduction above,

As I discussed in

incest too is a trauma since it

threatens the actual existence of the self.

One of my

participants reflects this phenomenon when she says:
times I

just didn't think I'd even SURVIVE at work,

fears and memories

(of the sexual abuse)

"At
my

were that

intense."
Wilden,

too,

emphasizes the significance of the

survivor's experience of the annihilation of the self:
as soon as the child becomes an object for another
person,

then the child ceases being a person

1968) .

The self is lost.

Even more importantly,
trauma

regardless of whether the

is a natural phenomenon,

hurricanes;
event,

(Wilden,

such as floods and

or whether the trauma is a human-mediated

such as incest or the Holocaust,

the experience of

trauma is a process that is partially inaccessible to
memory,
1993;

body sensations or language

Cohen,

1985;

Herman,

1992).

(Auerhahn and Laub,
The breakdown of a

positive holding environment creates disruptions in
memory and the formation of internal symbolic structures
that are reliable and loving.
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Typically,

trauma survivors employ a specific and

predictable assortment of adaptive defenses to protect
against the fear of death:

hypervigilance
(startle responses)
emotional and cognitive constriction
(numbing,dissociating)
intrusive memories and sensations
(flashbacks).

Trauma survivors are often at a loss to recall
"enough"

(or any)

images; sometimes only the body

"remembers" by getting numb, mute or paralyzed.

One of

my participants said that her memories "fade and return,
fade and return;" she found this fluctuation "odd" since
she knew the sexual abuse had happened.
All these mechanisms of defense serve the purpose of
protecting the self from having to face overwhelming
information.

Certainly,

one cannot easily comprehend the

notion of systematic genocide,
II.

for example,

in World War

But what is the overwhelming information that the

incest survivor cannot face?

What is so terrifying about

being sexually stimulated and overwhelmed?

Is the

feeling of helplessness sufficent reason for erecting
such sophisticated barricades of defense?
Probably the most lethal information that the
sexually abused child must face is the fact that her
parents do not care enough for her,

that her parents are
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evil and that they are not acting with the best interest
of the child.
Shengold in Soul Murder frequently makes the point
that the child's complete dependence on the parents makes
seeing the parents as evil and inadequate a terrifying
insight

(Shengold,

1989).

Leave?

And go where?

What is the child to do?

On whom can the child rely to take

care of and pay for all her needs?

The adaptive defenses

of trauma are in the service of the child's resistance
and fear of seeing her parents in a bad light.

What's at

stake here is survival.
What is often overlooked is that having another
person overwhelm,

take over and absorb an individual's

identity—which is the incest process—is equally as
anxiety-provokingi

The death of the organism is

frightening enough; the kind of terror that permeates an
incest survivor's life is the emotional response to the
death or alteration in the formation of the self.
Shengold labels this death of the self "soul murder"
(Shengold,

1989).

When the child's body sensations and

emotions are subjected to overwhelming stimulation,

the

child must rely on defensive measures against feeling
(Shengold 1989)

and thinking about trauma.

The defenses

aid in avoiding, minimizing and discharging the intensity
from the overwhelming stimuli.
"too-muchness."

The child suffers from a

She is limited in adaptive resources and

resorts to blocking things out,

denying that the event
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happened,

minimizing the impact or becoming rageful.

The

only other option is an identification with the aggressor
in order to prevent annihilation.

After all,

having an

identity—ANY identity—is better than not having one at
all.
What's at stake,

once again,

is survival.

asserts the requirements of survival:

Shengold

"...the child must

have enough gratification of the physical needs for care
and the psychological need to be wanted.

The palpable

absence of being cared about usually inhibits the
developmental maturation of the mental structure and
functioning needed to master intensities of affect"
(Shengold,

1989,

p.

1-2).

The danger of trauma,
that,

at best,

especially sexual trauma,

is

it can result in a disruption of the

ability of the individual to establish a separate,
functioning self; at worst,

the trauma can result in the

almost total eradication of the self.

Erikson depicts the

reaction to trauma as a collapse of the ego and
difficulties in integrating ego functioning
1976.

Similarly,

(Erikson,

Cohen states that trauma often results

in the absence of internalized representations of a
consistent history of need-satisfying interactions with a
caregiver

(Cohen,

1985).

Without these internalized and positive histories
(representations)

the child risks the destruction of the

foundation for effective, positive,

goal-directed
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interactions.

The trauma creates splinters of

representations which can never come together into one
whole picture.
bad?

Is Mommy

(Daddy,

Does he or she like me?

Stepdaddy,

etc.)

Am I likable?

good or

Lovable?

Worthy of attention?
The incest survivor can only answer:

"sometimes I'm

worthy of attention—but then the attention is not always
positive or pleasant or understandable."
inconsistent,

When events are

unpleasant or unintelligible,

the child

risks splitting the representations of the same person
into good and bad.

Not only,

then,

does the child have

an incomplete internalized representation of the
caregiver—but ultimately of the self as well.

Children

do not make distinctions between who they are and how
they are treated.
Understandably,

lifelong damage is not unlikely in

some traumas—especially if the trauma is human-induced,
such as incest,

the Holocaust or the corporate negligence

at Buffalo Creek where corporate indifference caused a
massive flood that destroyed an entire community.
One of the participants voiced these struggles
regarding her own attempts at ego integration:

"I'm

afraid to BE—maybe I can't BE...and it's just as well,
because if I did become real,
or hurt and hurt."

then I'd just be destroyed

She added that the incest left her

feeling like an "almost" person:
almost thinking."

"...almost feeling,
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In fact,

survivors of the Holocaust,

Buffalo Creek

and incest share a remarkable core belief system about
the dangers of the world,

the shortness of life,

imposssibility of starting over

(Erkison 1963).

my participants said that "it was too late for
have a life."

and the
One of

(her)

to

She is only thirty-three years old.

To summarize,

trauma can have dramatic negative

effects on an individual.

Trauma can also effect work

and career functioning and progress.

Work is a

significant life experience that involves,

in part,

a

view of the self as a positive and effective being; as I
discussed above,

trauma can interfere or significantly

damage the formation of a positive view of the self.
Many trauma survivors, however,

are more resilient and do

cope well with such horrible life experiences; they lead
productive and happy lives and do not have major problems
at work.

But,

of course,

some survivors do have serious

work and career disruptions.
resiliency,

Before I discuss

I will review the literature on

victimization,

a phenomenon that affects trauma survivors

who do not exhibit resiliency.

Many women,

in fact, who

experience work and career difficulties view themselves
as victims.

These women find themselves getting into

fights with bosses or getting fired or sexually harrassed
at work.

Why?

What is the nature of victimization

and

how might it subject women to career and work problems?
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2.1.3

Overview of the Victimized Self

Incest survivors risk establishing what sociologists
call a "master identity":

a rather rigid identity with

limited and predictable ways of taking and making
different roles.

In fact,

the entire identity,

the victimized self informs

situations and roles.

Incest

survivors have learned too well how to play the role of
passive victim,

and,

as a result,

varying responses to situations
1984) .

they have a dearth of

(Johnson and Ferraro,

They are bound by the role of victim and allow

themselves to be defined by the other.

As stated above,

this process of one's roles being persistently and
consistently defined and limited by the other is called
altercasting.
The damage of incest is that it can permanently
restrict the choices and range of behaviors.

Survivors

have difficulty actively refining and creating a new self
and roles because they construct other situations and
roles as being similiar to their experiences of abuse.
Johnson and Ferraro

describe a similar lack of

resourcefulness and flexibility in their discussion of
battered women.

Life suddenly feels like an endless

repetition of the same scene over and over, where someone
in power can—at any minute—overpower the survivor
(Johnson and Ferraro,

1985).
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One of my clients,

who is not in the study since my

study is from a nonclinical population,
both the Viet Nam War and incest.

is a survivor of

I include her comments

in this discussion because they provide a moving
perspective on the power of incest.

She said that she

"never again" wanted to be in a position to be controlled
by someone else.

Even though the Vietnam War was a

horrendous experience,
her uncle was an "even

she said being sexually abused by
worse ordeal."

sexual abuse she said that "deep in

Because of the

(her)

heart" she knew

she lacked enough coping skills to prevent others from
exploiting her,

as her uncle did.

Perfectionism became

her adaptive defense against being criticized,
her mind,

"controlled."

and,

in

She developed ritualized,

compulsive behaviors instead of flexible strategies,
as talking to the other person involved,

such

seeing the

other's viewpoint or modifying her own behavior in light
of what the other person said.
In addition,

the survivor may feel ashamed of her

passivity and seeming collusion,

but she often has

difficulty in taking an active or preventive role in
avoiding future abuse.

The literature on trauma is rich

with examples of survivors experiencing an increased
incidence of repeating abusive,
(Herman,
Bulman,

1992; Forward,
1992).

compulsion

traumatic situations

1978; Shengold,

1989; Janoff-

Freud labled this tendency as repetition

(Freud,

1920),

and he identified its purpose
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as active attempts to master or ward off the traumatic
situation.

My Vietnamese client's compulsions are

attempts to prevent further abuses of power that occurred
during her incestuous experiences in her family.
But incest survivors may not be that "active"—
consciously or unconsciously—against becoming re¬
traumatized.

Because their victimized identity informs

their behavior,

they may not be able to create other,

more effective responses.

Furthermore,

trouble reading dangerous situations
Of course,

survivors have

(Herman,

1992).

a contradiction seems to be occurring.

The survivor may be at the same time hypervigilant,

yet

still not be able to develop a schema for recognizing
danger in situations.

In fact,

the victimized self

frequently does not give them permission to say no,

since

they have defined their self and role as someone-who-isobedient-to-authority.

The survivors' tendencies to

rationalize and minimize the event leaves them vulnerable
to tolerating too much and asking for too little.
Furthermore,

incest survivors often find themselves

stuck in a no-win situation.
love,

They long for parental

attention and affirmation—yet the survivor finds

herself yearning for these things from the same parent or
adult who has perpetrated the abuse.

Survivors learn to

love abusing people.
Johnson and Ferraro observed this same phenomenon in
battered women where the women retraumatized themselves
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and longed for affirmation from abusive people
and Ferraro,

1984).

(Johnson

One of my participants stated that

she "was always on the look-out" for her boss to "zap"
her with a complaint—yet despite her vigilance,

she

would find herself "walking right back" into her boss's
"traps."

Whenever her boss criticized her work, my

client would rush back to her desk and try to figure out
not only "what happened" but whether she did indeed do
the things that her boss accused her of.

My participant

said that at times she didn't know where she began and
ended.
The victimized self then,
historical figure of action

often loses the "I" as a

(Baldwin,

1986)

precisely

because their embracement of their master identity of
victim renders them ineffective at taking action or
understanding interactions.

Rather than blame their

abuser, which we've seen is far too dangerous for
purposes of survival,

the child

blames herself for the abuse.

(and later the adult)
This victimized identity

motivates subsequent behavior—and the identity limits as
well as defines opportunities.

The world of an incest

survivor can indeed be very small and unvarying.
surprisingly,

in my practice,

Not

I have observed that women

who coped best did not claim "victim" as their master
identity.
Finally, many trauma survivors have difficulty
distinguishing the present from the past

(Sanford,

1992;
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Terr,

1984).

Because the past can intrude on the present

in the form of flashbacks,

the present becomes a fluid

experience where past—and often future—have little
meaning.

In her study of the Chowchilla children whose

schoolbus was kidnapped and buried underground,

Terr

found that long after the incident the children had
decreased optimism and an inability to think about or
plan for the future

(Terr,

1984).

In my experiences with incest survivors and workrelated issues I have discovered that one of the areas
that troubles survivors the most at work is re¬
victimizing themselves with co-workers.

Many of my

participants fear that people are out to get them; others
find themselves having sexual relations with people
against their will—and judgment.

Several of my

participants describe themselves as "constantly vigilant"
against abuse and injustices; not surprisingly,

many of

them have been fired or have combative relationships with
bosses.

Clearly, problems of victimization plague incest

survivors in the work environment.
Victimization is one way that some incest survivors
view themselves; they have formed a self that is
vulnerable and yet hypervigilant at the same time.

In

the section below I will discuss the broader topic of
self-formation and identity.

Understanding how incest

survivors regard themselves is critical,
understanding how they function at work.

of course,

in
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2.1.4

Overview of Self and Identity

The literature on identity formation is vast,

but I

will emphasize a few points that are critical to this
discussion.
social

interactions.

person,
self

Most importantly,

the self

is a product of

The self is not just located in the

but in the situations and roles with which the

interacts.
Yet,

a person is not merely a passive role taker;

she is also an agent,
new interactions,
herself.

capable of negotiating new roles,

and ultimately,

Individuals,

then,

new meanings for

are active interpreters of

the reflected appraisals of others
1992) .

Many incest survivors,

in interpreting,

appraising,

(Franks and Gecas,

however,

have difficulty

negotiating,

identifying and

selecting the actions and appraisals of others.

Lacking

solid skills in assessing other's reactions can cause
enormous problems at work.

One incest survivor said that

she quit her job because she couldn't stand her boss's
silence;

the survivor didn't know whether the silence was

positive or negative,

and,

anxiety of the unknown,

rather than experience the

she quit.

How we act and what we think of ourselves are
inextricably linked.

Although situations may structure

the role a person play,

the person brings to the

situations considerable interconnected processes of her
own.

She brings both a personal

(bigraphical)

and social
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identity

(status)

which impact on how she behaves, what

she thinks of herself and others,
others'

and how she views

appraisals of her—in general and within a

particular situation.
Personal identity can be seen as a complex of four
processes:

continuity,

differentiation

(Hewitt,

integration,
1989).

identification,

and

Continuity refers to how

a person makes sense of herself temporally.

A sense of

continuity enables the person to connect in a cogent,
narrative manner the past, present and future.

The

person can account for how she is "the same" person or
"different."

An incest survivor may often feel "like the

same person" she has always been—but the cost of
maintaining this continuity may be to preserve a
victimized,

less worthy self who "allows" someone to

abuse her.
Continuity,
example,

for the survivor, has its price.

For

one of my participants remarked that it took a

long time for her to give up a view of herself as a
victim.

She feared that seeing herself as a "winner"

would make her feel disconnected to her "old" self.

She

continued to turn down high status, high salary jobs.
Until she altered her self-construct,

the pain of being a

victim was less than "being a person without a past."
Eventually,

she was able to accept a position that

appropriately utilized her talents.
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Integration provides the person with a feeling of
wholeness—that her seemingly contradictory parts do
indeed have a logic of their own.

In general,

people

like to feel they can recognize themselves in situations
and do not feel like "strangers" to themselves.

An

incest survivor is no different—she too wishes to
maintain a sense that her behavior "fits" with her
concept of herself.
this integration,

But,

of course,

in order to maintain

the survivor often tends to sustain a

persistent sense of a victimized self.

My participant's

comments above reflect this reluctance to give up a
victimized identity.
Identification is a feeling of being like others.
This process diminishes the feelings of aloneness by
providing a sense of "belonging."

Unfortunately,

too

often the incest survivor feels that she only holds
membership in the club of other survivors.
damaged,

dirty and different

(Forward,

She feels

1978).

One of the

participants said she was "shocked" anyone would ever
want to hire someone like her—even though the employer
had no way of knowing about the woman's abuse.
Finally,

differentiation is the ability to delineate

boundaries between self and others.
individuality that consists,

"It is a sense of

at a minimum,

of the

capacity to perceive the difference between self and
others"

(Hewitt 1989, p.

153).

But to survivors this

capacity cannot be taken for granted—it is a luxury,

for
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the survivor's greatest task is to separate actor from
the acted-upon.

Survivors are usually developmentally at

risk of feeling as though they are being absorbed by the
other.

For example,

a participant said she sometimes

picked arguments with her boss just to make the point
that she could argue and win—and therefore remain
"untouched and unconquered" by her boss.
In summary,

incest often impedes the normal

formation of personal identity.
an identity of a damaged self.

Survivors may maintain
For the sake of

continuity and integration the incest survivor may often
cling to this negative view of the self.
self,

This damaged

in turn, may only feel comfortable with other

people whom the survivor believes are damaged too.

The

survivor may even be so entrenched in her view of herself
as damaged,

that she interprets other people's behaviors

and comments as negative,

critical or dangerous.

The

self is maintained—which is the task of all people—but
many incest survivors risk maintaining an inflexible and
damaged self.
Self-view goes hand-in-hand with world view.

How we

perceive the world effects our view of ourselves,

and how

we perceive ourselves effects our world view.

Incest

survivors often view the world as a cruel and harmful
place that provides little pleasure or safety.

Is it any

wonder that many incest survivors dread going to work?
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In this next section I will review the impact of trauma
and incest on world-view.

2.1.5

Impact of Trauma on World-view

Self-concept and world-view are interconnected in
all of us,

and one process may inform the other.

view includes issues such as optimism,
worthiness; however,

World¬

benevolence,

and

a person may feel and act

benevolently but not believe that the world itself is a
kind place.

The two processes,

then,

are not necessarily

the same.
However,

incest survivors tend to have a reciprocal,

mirror-relationship between the two processes.

A

survivor may have difficulty feeling optimistic about her
life because she views the world as cruel and unfair,
vice versa.

and

This negative appraisal of the world is one

of the long-term,

existential as well as behavioral

consequences of incest

(Janoff-Bulman,

1992).

is the survivor's construction of reality,

The view

which is

derived from her detrimental social interactions with
significant others.

For example,

Holocaust survivors

often have difficulty with their feelings of rage.
have lost their symbolic integrity,

for they feel that

life and therefore the self do not make sense
1990).

Some

(Mazor,

For example, my Vietnamese client spoke quite

openly about the meaninglessness of life and her feelings
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of powerlessness and anger that seem "so huge that they
couldn't possibly be a part of

(her)."

Of course, we all construct our world-views based on
our appraisals of our social interactions; because
survivors risk being chronically altercast as victims,
they tend to view the world in a less flexible,
varied manner.

less

My participants's remarks about the world

reveal the limited nature of their assessments:

"if the

people who should have been nicest to me treated me so
horribly,

then how can I count on their being anything

good in the world?"
Sanford points out that some survivors have trouble
with "balanced thinking;" they think in global terms of
"always" or "never," and they struggle to see the middle
road of good and bad
however,

(Sanford,

1992).

Other survivors,

are able to encapsulate their negative thoughts,

often shutting them off at will.
In general,

however,

people like consistency,

and

their needs for stability and coherency often create a
cognitive conservatism.

People tend to reject

experiences that disrupt the world-view they've
established

(Janoff-Bulman,

1992).

For example,

since a

sexually abused child needs to believe that her parents
are good,

then the child erects a belief system whereby

SHE and not the parents are the bad ones.
In addition,

our earliest learned values tend to be

the most difficult to alter; we often construct anomalies
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as "exceptions" and tend to recall only that information
which confirms our existing belief
Rothbart,
may,

Evans,

and Fulero,

for example,

(Lecky,

1979).

1945;

An incest survivor

believe that all people are out to harm

her—even though her experiences in daily life
demonstrate that all people are not unkind.
die hard,

Old schemas

for people erect belief systems in response to

survival needs; as I discussed above,

these survival

needs may include seeing the self or others in a negative
light.
Consequently,
Creek disasters,

like the survivors of the Buffalo

incest survivors may even feel their

world and community no longer exists as a place of
nurturance.

Survivors can feel demoralized and

unconnected to others
concept,

in part,

(Erikson,

1976).

Since self-

depends on one's view of the world,

then in losing one's view that the world is good and
caring,

one also compromises a part of one's self.

Erikson

describes communities in general as serving

as a "gravitational field"

that,

once shattered,

can no

longer hold people or serve as a protective mold and
regulatory shaper

(Erikson,

like communities too,
safe,

1976,

p.

304).

Families are

and when a child no longer feels

it as though her own emotional gravitational field

has been damaged.
Similarly,

Rangell describes the Buffalo Creek

survivors as having lost their "attachment to ground"
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(Rangell,

1976, p.

314) .

A participant who had been

abused early in life depicts herself as a "lost helium
balloon."

Most importantly,

Rangell sees the trauma as

taking up too much psychic space and energy.

I don't

wish to entertain the old Freudian notion of energy
conservation,

limitation and libidinal discharge; but all

the participants echo Rangell's position that trauma
"crowds" the psyche
example,

(Rangell,

1976,

at one time in her life,

p.

315).

one of my higher

functioning participants stated "that even
though

(I)

For

(I)

felt as

did not have enough energy or room to

function"—her mind had been "too jammed" and too "taken
up" with managing the thoughts,
memories of her abuse.

feelings,

reactions and

Other participants expressed

surprise that there was any "space" left anywhere in
their bodies or souls for them to be able to work at all.
Sanford

supports Rangell's ideas of limited psychic

energy and room.

She states that management of memories

and feelings takes tremendous energy,

and that the more

the person tries to fight or fend off reminders of the
abuse,

the more energy is diverted to that defense

(Sanford,

1992).

My participants spoke of feeling

drained.

One woman said that the day after a nightmare,

she is "exhausted" and would have to call in sick at
work.
Lifton,

in discussing the long-term effects of the

Buffalo Creek disaster,

comments too on the survivors's
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belief that they are forever vulnerable to experiencing
the world as a dangerous place.
at the flood survivors,

His remarks are directed

but they have a powerful

application for incest survivors as well:

"...people who

feel their humanity violated and unrecognized by others
internalize that diminished sense of themselves in ways
that impair their capacity for recovery or even hope"
(Lifton,

1976,

p.

10).

These feelings lead to "an

impaired sense of connectedness and of continuity beyond
the self,

and to an ability to find meaning in

relationship to one's past and imagined future"
1976,

p.

(Lifton,

13).

The impact of trauma on the continuity of the self
can be profound,
of identity,

and,

as I discussed earlier in my review

continuity is one of the processes that

informs an individual's sense of who they are over time.
Many of my participants,
early in life,

especially those abused

report feeling "disconnected" to

themselves and their pasts,

unable to talk about things

"too far into the future."

They regard their past as

"having happened to them" and cannot construct a self as
a historical agent.
Even though a survivor may be successful at her job,
she often had no "faith" in what the world and community
can offer in the future.

My participants feel they have

"less control" than others over what happens to them.
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For some of the survivors the abuse has robbed them
of more than "lost opportunities"—it has robbed them of
a "lost self," leaving the survivors forever unable to
claim their potential in a world that is often unfair and
unjust.
One of my participants,

an executive, mourned what

she called the "unopposed self"—the mythic,
magical,

somewhat

belief that one is entitled—and actually has—

an unfettered chance at life.

Of course,

the wholely

American principle of the equality of man invites this
belief that we should have access to our potential.
Many incest survivors have indeed constructed several
selves,

such as:

the "victimized self" and the "cheated

self"—the self they "could have become" had the abuse
not occurred.
Most importantly, many survivors feel that the world
is not benevolent enough to offer them the chance to
reclaim or recreate their past.
again," is a frequent refrain.

"I can never go home
The best some survivors

believe they can accomplish is an "approximate" self—a
shadow of a self living in a dangerous world.
Finally,

survivors such as the Vietnamese woman

whose world in Viet Nam had not been kind,

report this

same destruction in their faith in the world.
other survivors have

experienced harsh worlds

worlds of drive-by shootings,

Like her,
the

famine/ destruction of

their entire villages—and yet,

as my Vietnamese client
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said,

the abuse was still the most damaging experience of

her life:

"I saw my hut burn,

stray American GI bullets.

my grandmother killed by

But nothing was as

devastating to me as when I was sent to live with my
uncle and he took advantage of me sexually.
my world was shattered.

Then,

What kept me going during the

bombings and killings was knowing that,

in my heart,

there was still one safe place—with my family.
was destroyed too,
In summary,

truly,

Now that

and there is nowhere to go."

if a person does not believe the world

will recognize her talents or if a person believes that
life is chronically unfair,

cruel,

and whimsical,

then

the person risks establishing a diminished self that
minimizes her effectiveness and her ability to be happy
and productive.

Successful work and career development

to many incest survivors,
or even dangerous.

for example,

can seem futile—

Many of my survivor participants said

that work was like a "mined field" where they expected at
any minute to get hurt.
this way;

However,

not all survivors feel

in this last section I will discuss attributes

of the resilient self.

2.1.6

The Resilient Self

Not all survivors of incest are doomed to have
impaired lives.

As Sanford points out in her study, many

survivors are happy in both their careers and personal
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lives

(Sanford,

1992).

Furthermore,

the occurrence of

negative events early in life does not necessitate a
troubled adult life

(Felsman and Vaillant,

Why some people triumph over incest,
struggle to survive,

1987).
while others

is still puzzling; although

researchers cannot account for all the factors,

studies

identify several key characteristics of resilient
children and adults

(Anthony,

1987; Anthony and Koupernik,
1987; Gondolf and Fisher,
1976; Peck,

1987;

Sanford,

1974; Anthony and Cohler,
1974; Felsman and Vaillant,

1988; Murphy and Moriarty,
1992; Wilson,

1985).

Key

factors in resilience include:

1.

intelligence,

including good problem solving

and ability to learn

2.

family cohesion,

continuity, positive family

values

3.

a mother who had satisfying mothering and who

provided a nurturing holding environment

4.

an available alternate caregiver,

members not in the family

5.

higher socio-economic status

including
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6. engaging personality

7. areas of competence are perceived and valued

by

the self

8. areas of competence are valued by peers and
adults.

Unfortuntately,

incest survivors often lack the

positive family values,
of safety.

Survivors,

cohesion,

continuity,

furthermore,

and sense

are not all from

advantaged mothers or high socio-economic groups; yet,
many incest survivors do form meaningful and less
problematic lives in adulthood.
need to be super-achievers,

These survivors do not

super-copers or super¬

parents/spouses in order to triumph over the abuse; nor
do they necessarily need to have all the characteristics
in the list above.

In fact, most people,

regardless of

whether trauma was an event in their lives,
of weaknesses and strengths.

Few,

if any,

exhibit areas
individuals

are free from some kind of susceptability to
difficulties.

More likely,

individuals express their

vulnerability/invulnerability along a continuum, with
inconsistencies and variations in their tendencies to
cope with some things better than others
Moriarty,

1976).

(Murphy and
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Importantly,

not all trauma survivors are vulnerable

to revictimizing themselves.
example,

Many battered women,

in Gondolf and Fisher's

6,000 battered women in Texas,

for

1988 survey of over

presented themselves more

as survivors rather than lifelong victims of repeated
abuses,

such as rape,

prostitution.

robbery,

addiction,

and

These authors found these women coped by

being able to ask for and use help

(Gondolf and Fisher,

1988) .
Survivors of mentally ill parents also develop
unique coping strategies.

Anthony found that the

children who exhibited the least amount of

impairment

demonstrated a stubborn refusal to be subsumed by the ill
parent;

a strong interest in learning more about the

causes,

nature,

and treatment of mental

illness;

and an

ability to be compassionate without risking engulfment
(Anthony,

1974).

Many Holocaust survivors develop adaptive strategies
for dealing with the internment in concentration camps
and the witnessing and knowledge of death
Leon,

1989;

Antonovsky,

1971;

Butcher,

Shaw,

1978;

1981;

White,

Kleinman,

Freyberg,
1963).

Maoz,

Dowty,

Goldberg,

1989;

(Almagor and

and Wijsenback,

and lmagor,

Helmreich,

1992;

1981;

Porter,

In spite of such horrific

experiences many survivors lead productive lives,
adjusted children,
addition,

Dor-

raise

and find inner peace and meaning.

In

Holocaust survivors learn what they can handle:
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what to talk about,

for how long, with whom.

Holocaust

survivors also establish peer groups for support and
involve themselves in altruistic endeavors.
Most interestingly,

Helmreich found that many

survivors developed a "double track" where one track is
the "daily self" and the other track is the storehouse of
memories,

terror and sadness.

lie dormant for many years,
anniversaries,
survivors,

dreams,

etc.

The track of memories can

but it can be activated by

conversations with other

(Helmreich,

1992).

Incest survivors are

similarly conscious of having two selves:

the secret,

abused self and the daily functioning self.
incest survivor participants,
"lives on two levels:
the deeper,

said that she

the normal level of daily life and

secret level of

Finally,

for example,

One of my

(her)

past."

Herman's 1981 study of incest survivors,

Father-Daughter Incest,

reveals that the oldest daughter

is most vulnerable for selection

(Herman,

abused child is also the oldest child,

1981). When the

then the sibling

profile itself contributes to the resiliency of the
survivor.

Oldest children are typically more

intelligent,

independent,

responsible,

competent,

and

able to balance emotions and feelings—all
characteristics of resilient children

(Toman,

1961).

My

survivor participants who were first-borns report that
these first-born characteristics definitely contributed
to their recovery and management of the abuse.

One
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participant said that "her intelligence and competence
saved" her from a life of "total dysfunction."
Why some people thrive while others struggle still
merits further investigation.

Wilson,

et al.

believes

that trauma reactions are the product of characteristics
of the person
situation,

(discussed above)

and the nature of the

such as:

degree of life threat
degree of bereavem
speed of onset
duration of the trauma
degree of displacement in the home community
potential for recurrence
degree of moral conflict
role of person in the trauma
proportion of community affected
(Wilson,

et al,

1985).

Importantly, the varying factors of the trauma
situation are more important in determining an
individual's reaction rather than personality
characteristics of the individual
1990;

Silver,

(Horowitz,

1986; Meek,

1985; Singer 1981).

Incest survivors can experience high bereavement for
the loss of self, high potential for recurrence, moral
conflict over their feelings toward the perpetrator,

and
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a sense of displacement within their own home.
addition,

age of onset,

duration,

In

and degree of life

threat may also contribute to their trauma reactions.
Yet,

even though incest exhibits a high number of

characteristics for severe trauma reactions,

incest

survivors do triumph.
In summary,

not all incest survivors—or trauma

survivors—are doomed to having troubled lives or damaged
self-constructs.

Indeed, many incest survivors are

happy, well-adjusted and productive.

Studying the

factors of resiliency is a topic in its own right.
Learning what enables some survivors to cope may shed
light on what impedes happiness and functioning in other
survivors.

In my study I discovered some variables that

help explain why some survivors,

for example,

develop

productive careers and do not have work problems.

These

variables are similar to the ones in the list for trauma
in general.
themes,

Later,

in Chapter V,

Interpretation and

I will discuss my variables i detail.

We are at the end of our discussion about trauma and
its impact on the self.

But the phenomenon of trauma is

not the only factor that affects the self.
has many components,
often,

such as when it first occurs, how

and when it ends.

example,

Incest trauma

Not all incest survivors,

have the same after-effects.

Why?

for

What are

some of the other factors that determine the long-range
effects?
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One contribution to the understanding of these
questions comes from the literature of the self.
general,

In

these theories elaborate on what happens to the

formation of the self of the incest survivor OVER TIME.
Critical factors include age of the child at the first
onset of abuse and through HOW MANY developmental stages
the abuse lasts.

In section 2.2.

I will discuss some

contributions from the field of literature of the self.
The major theories do not specifically address incest;
however,

I have found Robert Regan's neo-Piagetian

approach to the developing self most helpful in
illuminating the plight of the incest survivor.

Regan's

theory focuses on normative development; he does not
include incest in his discussion.

Yet,

the beauty of

Regan's approach is how well it details the stages of
cognitive development in an incest survivor.

In my

discussion of Regan I have supplied the relevancy to
incest survivors.

I begin, however, with a discussion of

other significant theories of the self.

2.2

2.2.1

Relevant Theories of the Self

Overview of Self Theories

In general,

theories of the self stress the

importance of establishing and maintaining a core self
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that remains stable through varying situations and roles
with people.

Many incest survivors do indeed establish

a consistent self—but it is often a victimized self with
less flexibility and a narrower range of adaptive
defenses;

furthermore,

because survivors are at risk for

dissociating—suppressing memories and/or parts of their
self,

they also run the risk of not achieving

integration.
In addition,

one of the more challenging tasks for

the survivor is distinguishing between what is self and
what is other,

and this difficulty

in differentiating

often expresses itself in the struggles survivors have
with problems of authority,

authorship and attribution—

areas of difficulty that most of my survivor participants
have in the work environment.
In general,

as a child develops,

she first learns

about herself through social acts in which she
participates with significant others.

The child must

organize these acts and appraisals in relation to her
evolving self.

Franks and Gecas emphasize the

developmental task of all individuals to make accurate
appraisals of their environment
Incest survivors, however,

(Franks and Gecas,

1992).

often can't make accurate

enough assessments because of the problems they have with
memory and establishing an organized schema.

An abused

child may have difficulty constructing an integrated,
fluid "me" because she is often questioning attribution.
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Franks and Gecas stress the importance of maintaining a
balance between autonomy and the influence of others—but
survivors struggle to strike this balance.

They are

frequently lacking in what the authors call "efficacy"
(Franks and Gecas,

1992).

My survivor participants

often express doubt about whether they can ever "figure
out" the "parts"

(roles)

that people play at work; others

wonder how they could ever know whether they were acting
on their own or at the prompting of others.
Social interaction—and thus identity—do not occur
without the assistance,
caregiver.

behaviorally and verbally,

of the

Both Vygotsky and Mead identify inner speech

as having a critical role in the development of the self
(Mead 1964; Johnson 1992).
the child says to herself)

Ego-centric speech

(speech

serves as a transition from

other-regulated speech (the influence of caregivers)
self-regulated speech.

to

But what the abused child says to

herself often incorporates the reflected appraisal of the
significant other.

Consequently,

the ability to self-

regulate is often poor because the abused child does not
engage in any true dialogue around the abuse.
in essence, has no "say."

The child,

The child learns the

interaction and language of abuse.
The abused child risks developing a damaged and
fragmented self

(Herman 1992).

But why?

According to

Herman physical overstimulation in the caregivers's
holding environment causes disruption in memory.

As I
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discussed,

trauma is not completely accessible to memory;

therefore,

the abused child is often not able to

establish a firm memory of a consistent view of the self
over time in general; specifically,

the child may not be

able to develop a firm memory of a child who is
competent—the stimulation leaves her feeling ineffective
and helpless.
herself,

Bodily,

the child has difficulty soothing

and she is not soothed by others.

This difficulty with efficacy frequently leads to
disruptions in the child's self-concept of a self who can
initiate effective actions,
feel competent.
objects of safety

establish a shared focus and

This death of symbolic and actual
leaves the abused child at risk of

remaining helpless, victimized and altercast.
Finally,

if the child cannot establish a balance

between dependence and autonomy,

the child may grow up

with a sense of doubt and shame about her effectiveness.
"The traumatic event thus destroys the belief that one
can BE ONESELF in relation to others"
53) .

(Herman 1992,

p.

One of the participants reflects this dilemma in

her statements about her fears about not ever being
"real" or capable of "surviving" in a work environment at
all.
Importantly,

as Mead indicates in his theory of self

development, what informs the social development of the
child is the interaction between child and caregiver—not
the attainment of a specific range of age

(Mead,

1964).
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Certainly,

the age of the child is important; after all,

nine year-olds,

for example,

understand things

differently than four year-olds.

However,

the nature of

the social interactions will have a greater effect on the
child's formation of self than what is predictable and
normative for a children of a certain age.
Mead's theory is worth examining in more detail
because,

although it is only a general framework for self

development,

it addresses many of the key issues of

caregiver interaction that are important in the early
formation of self.
Mead outlined five stages in the child's development
of self

(Johnson,

1992).

Although like many theories of

the self Mead's theory is constructivist,
more accurately seen as processes.
the childhood issues of autonomy,

his stages are

Success in resolving
efficacy,

separation

and individuation resides in the child's progress through
these stages.

Mead's stages are remarkably similar to

Piaget's and Erik Erikson's—also constructivist
theories.

All these theorists are concerned with varying

aspects of the maturational process.

Erikson emphasizes

in his psychosocial model of development the importance
of trust,

autonomy,

initiative,

industry,

and

identification; but his treatment of these developmental
milestones

(he calls them crises)

is as broad as Mead's;

none of the theories is rich enough in depicting the
pathways of development in the incest survivor

(Erikson,
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1969).

However,

Mead's stages do highlight the

significance of caregiver interaction on the formation of
self and the difficulty that incest poses to the maturing
self.

Let's examine Mead's stages below and see how they

apply to incest survivors.

Remember,

of course,

that

Mead did not have in mind incest survivors when he
developed his theory;

I have supplied the application to

incest survivors.

1.

Stage

Is

internal stimuli.

The child responds to external and
In incest survivors sexual stimulation

is just one of the many environmental stimuli.

2.

Stage 2:

The child employs significant gestures

whereby the infant learns she can provoke some kind of a
response in the other.

On the contrary,

incest survivors

often learn that they cannot control the sexual stimuli.

3.

Stage 3:

The child employs significant symbols.

Symbols are gestures that both the child and caregiver
interpret as having the same

meaning.

Thus,

the child

establishes the rudiments of a shared focus with the
caregiver.

When the abuse occurs early,

however,

the

child may learn that her attempts to stop the sexual
stimulation are NOT shared with the caregiver;
may learn that her gestures don't count.

the child
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4.
aids

Stage 4:

The child develops

language,

in promoting the use of symbolic gestures,

turn,

leads to the

which
which,

in

establishment of a co-orientation.

Language acquisition permits the beginnings of a selfconscious self.

Cognitive functioning increases,

and the

child is able to make more accurate assessments of
categories.

Now the shared focus is more sophisticated,

and the child is able to experience herself as the
object of the shared focus.

In other words,

the child is

able to elaborate more fully herself as an object to
herself;

the child thinks,

object- of care.

I am a baby,

I am an

In order to establish this self,

the

child must be able to assess herself from the perspective
of others—a task that the incest survivor can do too
well.

Incest survivors,

however,

learn that they are not

necessarily objects of care—especially when they now use
language to express their discontent with the abuse.

5.

Stage 5:

The child should now be able to

establish a self-consciousness of relationship rules and
roles.

She is able to recognize pattern,

similarities

and differences between her actions and the actions of
others.

Incest survivors,

however,

never clearly

establish boundaries between self and other.
of abuse is that it is much like brainwashing;

The danger
the

legacy is that the child may no longer be able to
distinguish between fantasy and reality or you and me.
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Mead's theory,
general,
self.

as I stated above,

provides a

constructivist schema for the development of the

Robert Kegan's Evolving Self

a constructivist,

(1982),

neo-Piagetian approach to the

development of self,

provides a more detailed model of

self development that incorporates the previous
approaches in a way that explains more completely the
developmental challenges that survivors must face.
stated earlier,

As I

I have provided the application of

Kegan's theory to the experience of the incest survivor.
Kegan is NOT talking about trauma survivors but of humans
in general.

However,

his conceptualization is very

useful in charting the development of self specifically
in incest survivors.

2.2.2

Robert Kegan and the Evolving Self

Like Mead,

Kegan too Kegan characterizes development

as a process that emphasizes that the distinctions
between self and object become increasingly
differentiated with maturation.
of development,

then,

Kegan's general concept

already establishes serious

problems for incest survivors since they often cannot
make these distinctions between self and other.

Incest

fosters an environment whereby the survivor experiences
implicit and explicit taboos against becoming and
individuating.

Survivors are not "to be."

In fact,

one
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of my most articulate participants said that her greatest
anguish came from the guilt she experienced at finally
being able to "become"

someone.

Almost all of the women

in my study expressed feeling at one time or another that
they did not have a separate identity from their
perpetrator.
Let's examine the complex interaction of Regan's
main concepts and see how,
concepts,

they depict the self formation of incest

survivors.

1.

through my application of the

Kegan's main concepts include:

the "culture of embeddedness"—the actual family

environment which both sustains and maintains the child
within the value-world of the family

2.

the process of confirmation which maintains a

child within a certain orientation within the family

3.

the process of contradiction within a family

which moves the child to a different,

more complex

orientation

4.

the imaginary point whereby the two processes

above meet and negotiate an orientation for the child.

Let's examine these general concepts in more detail
before moving on to Kegan's specific stages.

Kegan
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states that through the actions of the caregivers the
child

(a theoretical and nonabused child)

participates in

a constantly alternating process of integration and
differentiation,

and confirmation and contradiction of

the continuously fluctuating boundary between self and
other,

a boundary which Kegan calls a "truce."

The truce

is the temporary resolution of the war between the "self
with the self" regarding where the self begins and ends.
The goal of maturation,
disembed

(differentiate)

in Kegan's framework,

is to

from one's environment

sufficently enough to form a self that feels a sense of
authorship—but without having to forsake a sense of
belonging and responsibility to the world and higher
principles of ethics,

fairness and caring.

The warring

forces of confirmation and contradiction that exist in
families provide the arena where this constant battle
takes place.

The goal of each new "truce" is to move the

person to a different construction of reality whereby a
self is established that can increasingly deal with the
demands of the world.
"Self," according to Kegan,

is a process whose goal

is the formation of a stable and consistent core that
recognizes and responds to its needs, wishes,

ideas and

principles; and that exists over time and throughout
varying situations and roles.
Kegan,

of course,

is only positing an idealized,

theoretical view of nonabused development.

How might I
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apply his concepts to incest survivors?

Recall,

I have

already stated that incest survivors have difficulties
disembedding sufficiently enough to form this stable self
that Kegan emphasizes.

At best the survivors who seek

therapy are stuck trying to disembed themselves from the
actual and perceived pressure of their peers and others.
An incest survivor's self is experienced in the context
of the other.

"I am" is inextricably linked

to a "he/she is."
detail,

(altercast)

When I review Kegan's theory in more

I will integrate how his approach applies so

beautifully to incest survivors.

Let's examine in more

detail Kegan's early stages of development.

Bear in mind

that the subject of Kegan's conceptualization is normal,
nonabused children;

I am taking his model and using his

language to talk about sexual abuse.

2.2.2.1

Stage O

Kegan portrays the world of an infant as a culture
of attachment and embeddedness where the self is subject
to her reflexes and sensations.
0.

Kegan calls this Stage

What confirms this biologically necessary world of

attachment in people is the close physical contact with
the caregivers who at least minimally meet the needs of
the baby and create an environment where baby,
and responses of the caregivers are one.

reflexes
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According to Kegan,

contradiction of this culture of

embeddedness originates from the caregiver's cessation of
activities,

such as nursing and carrying,

and from the

caregiver's recognition of the baby's willfulness in
establishing her own desires.
Let's discuss Kegan's world of an infant in the
context of a sexually abused person and see what it
illuminates.

Again,

I am reminding the reader,

that I am

the one applying Kegan to the development of survivors of
sexual abuse.

I believe that Kegan's concepts of

confirmation and contradiction are central to the
understanding of the abused infant.

For abused infants,

contact with the perpetrator OVERCONFIRMS the infant's
embeddedness in her reflexes,

for she cannot escape,

separate or signal her discomfort at being overstimulated
sexually.
In abused children, Kegan's concept of contradiction
does not occur as completely.

The incest perpetrator,

through his/her overstimulation of the infant, may not
permit the baby any

mastery or freedom from stimulation.

This overattention can leave the child feeling helpless
and overembedded in her reflexes and sensations.
Developmentalists have identified that one of the
symptoms of overstimulation or of confusing stimulation
is a "freezing” response in infants and toddler
Ruth,

et al.,

humans,

1987).

(Lyons-

This frozen stance of traumatized

as well as animals,

is the foundation for a
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series of behaviors that are ineffective in assisting the
organism to modify the stimuli.

The inadequacy of the

behaviors is the precursor for the subsequent development
of learned helplessness where the person no longer
believes herself capable of altering
stimuli

(van der Kolk,

1985).

any unpleasant

My participants frequently

discussed the delayed reaction time they experience when
an abusing person confronts them.

Many of them "froze"

and needed more time to process that something negative
was indeed happening to them.
In nonabusing families the caregivers ideally
sustain a continuity so that movement toward greater
individuation is not so frightening to the toddler.

In

abused families the continuity is reframed negatively.
The toddler experiences the self as a self-alwayssubj ect-to-the-actions-of-the- perpetrator.
Kegan notes that at this stage in development
infants and toddlers often cling to a transitional
object,

such as a teddy bear or blanket,

in order to ease

the evolution to a "truce" of greater individuation.
In abused children the perpetrator may also become
one of the transitional objects:

someone who touches the

child and provides both unwanted sensations of
overstimulation and the wanted sensations from being
touched in general.
Whereas nonabused toddlers are moving toward greater
autonomy

(the "terrible two's),

the abused toddler may be
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FURTHER EMBEDDED in the culture of attachment, where the
boundaries between self and other are not easily broken.

2.2.2.2

Stage is

At this stage,

The Impulsive Stage

Kegan believes the child IS her

impulses as well as her perceptions.
for example,

The five year-old,

often confuses appearances with reality.

She will exhibit magical thinking and will not understand
causation.

When she attempts explanations at attribution

and causation,

she will most likely see herself as

blameworthy.
According to Kegan, the five year-old child is
subject to the culture of the family, whose intense
attachment and child-centeredness confirms the child's
confusion of self with her impulses.

The family

initiates the process of contradiction when it asks the
child to be responsible for her behavior and when the
family establishes clear boundaries between child and
other family members,

and between child and the marital

system.
Hoffman 's research supports Kegan's theory of
development at this stage.

Hoffman found that girls at

this age are especially vulnerable to self-blame since
they are more likely than boys to be protective and
empathic toward others

(Hoffman,

1977).

All the

participants in my study spoke about the anguish of not
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being able to figure out who caused a problem at work;
they automatically believed they were most likely at
fault.
Let's examine how Kegan's Stage I applies to incest
survivors.

In sexually abusive families the perpetrator

may not permit the establishment of clear boundaries.
The child is FURTHER EMBEDDED in the world of sensations
and impulses.

On the one hand, the child might like the

attention—and even some of the stimulation; she is
helpless,

however,

to monitor,

control,

stop or separate

from it.
Ironically,
for herself,

as the child takes more responsibility

she is more likely to blame herself for the

confusing sexual attentions and overstimulation.

Seeing

the perpetrator as guilty threatens her world of being
subject to her impulses.

By now the child's self-

definition includes a "person-who-makes-the-perpetratordo-things."
"bad” things,

Seeing the perpetrator as someone who does
then,

can threaten the actual self the

child has constructed.
Not surprisingly,

separation from the family or

perpetrator can be very anxiety-provoking at this time.
The child fears that going to school,
cause

for example,

can

her own death of self—as well as the death of the

perpetrator.
Even if the child masters going to school,

she can

often construct the belief that doing well in school is
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evidence of her liking her separation.
are not uncommon amongst survivors,

School problems

and many of my

participants say they hated going to school or felt
guilty about doing well in her studies or at work.
The confusion of self-object boundaries can also
result in children's difficulties in understanding the
teachers's and classmates's behavior,
school assignments.

as well as the

Abused school-age children often

struggle to trust their own perceptions of others and
their cognitive understanding of narrative material,
as stories read to them.

Abused children might say to

themselves ”1 think I know what this story
about,

such

but I can't be sure.

After all,

(or friend)

is

I can't even tell

who is doing things most of the time in my own life."
Kegan believes that the transitional object at this
age, which assists in moving the child OUT from being
subject to her perceptions,

is often an imaginary friend.

The self that is constructed is a self-whose-needs-aresomeone-else's needs-too."

As Kegan states,

she can't

"get outside herself" where she then could "relate to"
her perceptions rather than be "embedded" in them.

2.2.2.3

Stage 2:

The Imperialist Stage

Kegan describes the self of the imperialist stage as
a self-who-is-a-self-who-HAS-needs
the needs).

(as opposed to BEING
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In this context,

the self functions by manipulating

others for the purpose of both need satisfaction and—
crucially—for the actual SURVIVAL of the self.
are experienced as life-sustaining,

Needs

and any challenges

are experienced unconsciously as a death of the self.
Kegan characterizes the Imperialist Stage as a
period where the child lives within a culture of role
recognition.

The family usually confirms this culture by

recognizing the child as a separate person with needs and
some autonomy.
Kegan posits that the contradiction in this stage
arises in families from the family's requiring the child
to recognize the needs of others and to deny the
exclusivity of her own needs—or the exclusive needs of
anyone.
What might Kegan's forces of confirmation and
contradiction be like in an abusive family?

Survivors

whose abuse began or continues into this stage often
develop rage and defensiveness to protect against threats
to the self.

One of my participants became especially

angry whenever someone criticized her at work.
Furthermore,

in abusive families,

the perpetrator

often does not value or permit the child's
differentiation.

For example, when one of my clients was

growing up, her uncle used to tease her viciously about
being smart.

He would say,

"don't think you can be

better than your grandparents."

Her uncle's responses
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EMBEDDED her in a constant battle which fostered a selfwho-exists-only-when-defending-her-needs.
Of course,

in abusive families,

the perpetrator,

insisting on the predominance of his/her own needs,

by

can

impede the child's ability to move out of a needs-driven
environment.

The only contradiction the child learns may

be that HER needs aren't important.
mutuality;

instead,

defensiveness.

She does not learn

she learns subordination or rageful

The survivor,

rather than considering co¬

operation,

often becomes preoccupied with fears of being

overtaken.

The survivor's self can be transformed into

a self-that-must-become-powerful-enough-to-learn-how-tofight-or-control-back-in-order-to-avoid-sinking-backinto-subordination-and-death.

Recent studies of incest

survivors validate their need for power

(Liam,

et al.,

1992) .
Kegan states that usually at this age the
transitional object that facilitates the movement toward
greater mutuality is a best friend,
other social membership.

a school club or

Unfortunately,

by this time,

the survivor can feel "different" from others and often
has trouble with peer group relations
1985).

(Eth and Pynoos,
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2.2.2.4

Stage 3:

In general,

Interpersonal Stage

Kegan identifies the late school-age

through the teen years as the Interpersonal Stage.

The

predominate theme at this stage is a culture of
mutuality, where the adolescent learns about the demands
of relationships.

What Kegan sees as confirming this

world in families is the accepted shift toward peer group
as the main authority and social space.

The

contradiction within the Interpersonal Stage is the
family's requests and opportunities for the child to
become more "herself”—choose her own clothes,

friends,

college and career.
Kegan's concepts of confirmation and contradiction
are applicable to the sexually abused child at this
stage.

In abused families the survivor ALREADY HAS

EXPERIENCED the demands of the other and may even
"excuse" the behavior of the perpetrator as being
expected relationship-demanding requests.

In fact,

survivor may even feel that the perpetrator,

the

as well as

friends and boyfriends, ALREADY secretly know more about
her than she does herself.

Even if the survivor has

fought against incorporation in the earlier Imperialist
Stage,

she has not yet formed a stable identity that can

be-without-having-to-fight-for-self.
Upper school children are naturally moving toward
peer groups and personal relationships to whom she gives
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the power to veto,

shape and define the self.

abuse occurs or extends into this stage,

When

it can RE-EMBED

the adolescent in a mutuality that denies or impedes
individuation.

For example, my participants talk about

the guilt and anxiety they experienced every time they
try to do things on their own,

including excelling in a

career.
Yet, when abuse occurs or extends into this stage,
the abuse perpetuates the embeddedness in a culture that
thrives on de-selfing

(altercasting).

Kegan describes the transitional object at this
stage as going to college, getting a job or joining the
military.
easily,

Incest survivors cannot individuate that

however,

relationships.

and often remain in abusive personal
In the work environment survivors can

experience uncontrollable anxiety regarding whether they
are pleasing someone, making errors or being too
demanding.

Survivors at this stage often learn that

their needs don't count,

and this devaluation further

embeds them in the culture of mutuality.
The remainder of Kegan's stages
and Interindividual Stage)
fact,

Kegan,

(Institutional Stage

concern adult development.

in addition to Erik Erikson,

In

is one of the

few theorists whose theory follows the individual through
adulthood.

Usually, however,

reaches eighteen years old,

by the time an abused child

the abuse has either stopped
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or she has moved out of the house.

Consequently,

I have

as we have seen,

is how

stopped my review of Kegan's theory.
The beauty of Kegan's mode,

easily it can be adapted to describe the course of
development of the self in an abused child.

For example,

as discussed above, his concepts of embeddedness,
confirmation,

and contradiction provide a detailed schema

throughout the early years of the dilemmas incest
survivors can face

Kegan naturally had normal

development in mind,

but what emerges is a theory that

builds upon existing theories of development,
sociology.

In particular,

trauma and

the theory aid in our

understanding of what often happens to incest survivors
regarding career development.
For example, Kegan's concept of truces is applicable
to incest survivors at work.

The work and career

struggles of my survivor participants suggest that when
the abuse occurs early in development and/or spans many
developmental stages,

then the survivor can have greater

difficulty in performing effectively at work,

assessing

the motives and behaviors of co-workers, progressing in a
career,

and/or selecting appropriate career goals.

The literature of trauma and development of the self
forms the foundation for the understanding of the after¬
effects of incest and the formation of self-constructs.
Development, however,
by definition,

occurs amongst people,

occurs in families.

and incest,

Might there be
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factors of family life that contribute to both the self¬
construct and the positive and negative experiences of
incest survivors in the workforce?

My clinical work

suggests that factors such as birth order and the
permeability of the boundaries between parental and
offspring generations IN AREAS OTHER THAN THE ABUSE
contribute to the nature of the experience of
survivors at work.

Some families are indeed "good"

families in which something
occurred;

"bad"

other families are "bad"

little "good"

incest

occurs.

(the incest)

has

families where very

In order to understand how family

life can effect survivors and their self-constructs,

we

need first to understand how families function in
general.

In 2.3

I will use Murray Bowen's

(1978)

family

system model to explore normative family functioning.
In no way is this discussion meant to be a detailed
analysis of Bowen theory;

rather,

I offer a synopsis in

order to highlight points relevant to the .incest
survivor's struggles in the work environment.

2.3

Family Process Issues

Studying the development of the self is obviously
instructive in understanding the individuation issues of
incest survivors;

but the family culture also contributes

to the development of self.

Bowen family systems theory

depicts families as multigenerational,

interrelated
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systems that deal with anxiety and adaption in ways
common to all families,
ethnicity,

regardless of class,

race,

or culture.

All families,

including the happiest, will use at

least one of the following methods to bind their anxiety:

1.
members

emotional distancing from other family
(becoming cool in mood,

noncommittal,

2.

nonverbal,

etc.)

dysfunction in one or more family member

(alcoholism,

3.

taciturn,

underinvolved,

depression,

marital conflict

anorexia, gambling)

( constant fighting,

frequent

4

temper outbursts,

4.

including physical abuse)

projection onto a child (fusing with a child,

becoming overinvolved with a child,

such as in incest).

But most families are not in constant states of
anxiety.

Bowen theory describes characteristics of

families,

regardless of multicultural variables,

both stable and unstable times.

during

He elaborates on several

well-developed tenets of all family life.

I think

they're worth exploring in order to understand what
happens in normal families.

Below I include in the
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discussion of Bowen's tenets of family process what can
happen in families where incest occurs.

1.

Differentiation of self is the cornerstone of

Bowen theory.

The term refers to the degree of fusion or

differentiation between a person's emotional and
intellectual functioning.

People seem to be on a

continuum where the lower end consists of

people whose

emotions and intellect are so fused that they seem to act
automatically,

on impulse or without the ability

to self-monitor.
resilient,

These people are less adaptable and

and more easily stressed into dysfunction.

People at the high end of the differentiation continuum
have less fusion and therefore more flexibility between
their emotional and intellectual systems;
two systems seem to work as a team,

in fact,

their

each one informing

the other. These high functioning people can maintain
optimum functioning during high stress,
more adaptable and resilient.

(Although Bowen did not

specifically discuss abusive families,
useful in

understanding them.

and they are

Bowen's theory is

In many abusing families

the act of incest indicates that there is no clear
boundary between thinking and feeling in the perpetrator.
Their needs come first,

and the intellect is unable to

stop the person from unacceptable acts.
that their limbic system in the brain is,

Bowen theorizes
at times, more

powerful than their neocortical system in the brain.
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Incest survivors are automatically at risk of fusing
their emotions with their intellect; after all,
perpetrator has set the example.

the

Many of my incest

survivors struggle with containing their impulses at
work;

some of the survivors pick fights with bosses or

do not hold back their aggressive comments.

These

survivors have learned in their family that a separation
between thinking and feeling is not always necessary or
possible.

Survivors are at risk for developing a self

that feels out of control.)

2.

The triangle is the smallest and most stable

building block in families and groups in general.

It

consists of a three-person emotional configuration whose
function is to bind anxiety.
system,

For example,

such as mom and dad,

a two-member

functions well as long as

all is calm—but when anxiety is too great for the
couple,
such as,

they will involve a third party in activities
an extra-marital affair or incest.

(Bowen's

concept of the triangle can also be used to understand
the processes in incest families.

Incest survivors often

find themselves in the middle between mother and
father.

The survivors can learn that using other people

to calm anxiety is not just an acceptable form of feeling
management but a way of life.

Survivors in the work

environment will often find themselves revictimizing
themselves with co-workers,

not just because they are
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prone to victimization or because they are attempting to
master the trauma,

but because their family interaction

has taught them that a self is an object that can be used
to calm another's feelings.)

3.

The multi-generational transmission process is

the family projection process whereby,
generations,

over the

some children become the object of the

projected anxiety.

In many families,

"singled out” as the object,

one child is

and this child demonstrates

lower levels of differentiation because she has been
objectified.

In my discussion of Kegan's theory I

reviewed how at various stages the child can become a
self-that-must-serve-another-person.

This

objectification of the self is not only a developmental
phenomenon but a family phenomenon as well.
objectification of another,

Incest is an

and this objectification

impedes further differentiation and shapes the view of
the self.

(Bowen's concept of the transimission process

is vital to understanding the perpetuation of abuse.
Survivors once again can learn to either use people as
objects themselves,

such as abusing their own children,

or remaining objects to others.

In the work environment

one of my survivors was a verbally and sexually

abusive

boss and was finally fired; another survivor found
herself agreeing to extramarital affairs at work because
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she didn't believe she could say no to men.

she finally

quit working entirely.)

4.

Emotional cutoff is the mechanism whereby

anxiety is maintained

(contained or bound)

by one family

member severing communication with other family members.
Bowen assumes that all people hav unresolved issues with
parents,

but that some issues are so "hot" that the

anxiety is bound by cutting off relations.
not cite incest as an example,
use in understanding cut-offs.

(Bowen does

but it is a good one to
For instance, many incest

survivors no longer have contact with the perpetrator.
But this cut-off also breeds anger and guilt.

One

survivor felt she was so "bad” for not loving or
speaking to her abusing father that she "punished”
herself by sabotaging herself in school.

She never

completed degrees and therefore impeded her career
progress.

Cut-offs in families can breed a self that

feels bad,

guilty,

5.

and undeserving.)

Sibling position contributes greatly to one's

personality profile, the way he or she manages anxiety,
and the way he or she forms ideas about the world,
and self.

For example,

others

older sisters of sisters are

often bossy, pedantic and emotionally distant.

Youngest

siblings of many siblings may seek guidance and care.
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(Of course,

Bowen's concept of sibling position is

applicable to incest survivors.

Many incest survivors

are oldests or first-born daughters,

and this sibling

profile of an overly responsible self,

ironically,

contributes to their resilience; oldest children often
know how to organize,

think clearly,

act responsibly,

and

mobilize.)

This discussion of sibling position merits closer
attention.

Bowen based his ideas on the work of Walter

Toman's 1961 book,

Family Constellation.

Bowen states

that no other piece of data about a person is more
informative than knowing the sibling position of an
individual.
The theoretical assumption is that birth order
greatly influences one's self-concept and significant
personality characteristics,
taking,

impulse control,

social ease.

such as leadership,

risk¬

achievement motivation and

The degree to which one's personality

"fits" the birth order profile provides a way to
understand the family projection process and degree of
differentiation in an individual.

For example,

if a

youngest sister of brothers—who is often more dependent
on others and therefore often an expert at getting others
to do things for her—has the profile of an independent,
driven older sister of sisters,

then this lack of "fit"

may often signal disruptions in expected family process.
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Sometimes the lack of "fit" can also predict problems of
differentiation.

Knowing a person's sibling profile and

how well the person "fits" with it can offer predictive
information on how the person functions at work and in
relationships.
Bowen's theory,
sibling profiles,

including his use of Toman's work on

is also,

like Kegan's theory,

a

constructivist theory, whereby certain characteristics of
family functioning exist regardless of cultural
orientation.

Problems in families,

then,

vary

essentially only in specific content and degree.

The

theory posits that problems are not IN a person but
rather in the family unit as a whole, with the
possibility that each member could be contributing to the
maintenance of the problem (Fogarty,
Consequently,

1976).

no one person is seen as the CAUSE.

Bowen's theory aids in our understanding the dilemma
of causality and fault in the incest survivor.

The

projected child in incest in no way is seen as causing
the incest; however,

later,

the incest survivor,

because

of both her loyalty to the family and her fears of
disrupting the family unit, may reluctantly keep the
secret of the abuse
In general,

(Herman,

1981).

Bowen theory emphasizes not WHY things

happen but HOW, with particular focus on how families
manage,
events.

adapt,

and develop patterns concerning life

An adequately functioning family is one where
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each member can say that over time this family is a
pretty good place to be.
Consequently,
intense,

children are not so much affected by

unpleasant emotions or experiences but by their

sense as to whether their family can or cannot handle the
feelings and situation in an appropriate manner.
Other theorists confirm Bowen's position on intense
family feelings

(Fogarty,

1976; Hart and Brassard,
Egolf,

1991;

Herman,

1981; Herrenkohl, Herrenkohl,

and Wu,

1991).

In families with incest the child learns the

family cannot manage certain feelings and situations.
When a child feels that the family environment cannot
provide safety,

care,

and an opportunity to develop,then

the child almost always attributes the inadequacies to
herself.
Furthermore,

sexual abuse of a female child

increases the possibility that the female child will
manage the projection process by feeling sorry for the
perpetrator and by believing that disclosing or fighting
the abuse would hurt the abuser
in the work environment,

(Hoffman,

1977).

Later,

survivors may "excuse" the

unacceptable behavior of co-workers—and thus revictimize
themselves.
Some of the long-term family effects of abuse is
that the child:
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1.

risks not developing clear boundaries betweeen

self and others

2.

feels "over-obligated" to serve the needs of

others

3.

blames herself for the shortcomings of others

4.

places the needs of others above her own

5.

cannot separate and individuate without

feeling guilt or anxiety

6.

forms a damaged,

objectified self

7.

feels unloved, uncared for,

and,

ironically,

UNDER-valued as a person—even though she has been
integral to the functioning of another person.

Imagine what happens when an incest survivor brings
these family after-effects of abuse to the work
environment.

The survivor might,

for example, minimize

or dismiss her contributions; she might feel guilty at
her success and then undermine her accomplishments; she
might also blame herself for office errors or
misinterpret others's comments as consistently negative.
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These after-effects are remarkably similar to the
after-effects of both trauma itself and the developmental
delays that could occur should incest occur.
becoming clearer.
family meet,

Factors of trauma,

The map is

development and

dovetail and repeat each other; this

confluence informs self-construct.
There is one last piece of the individual's map:
multicultural context.

Although trauma,

development,

and

family domains are factors that can exist in all people,
certain multicultural contexts can also interact with
these other domains to inform the self and create further
difficulties in the experience of the incest survivor at
work.

2.4

We next examine some of these varying contexts.

Multicultural Issues

Ethnicity,
religion,

race, gender,

culture,

inform identity;

sexual orientation,

and class are all variables that

ignoring or minimizing their

contribution to career development,
counseling would deny the
(Browning,
Yurich,
Orzek,
Pearce,

experience of the person

1987; Buenker and Ratner,

1991; Gelfand and Kutzik,
1989; Phinney and Rotheram,
and Giordano,

out that,

assessment or

1982; Super,

even after immigration,

1992; Davenport and

1979; Hetherington and
1986; McGoldrick,
1987).

Greeley points

ethnic values still

affect group identity, belief systems and values,
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regardless of how long the individual has resided in the
host culture

(Greeley,

Furthermore,

multicultural variables play a role in

a child's development
1979;

1961).

(Betz,

Phinney and Rotheram,

1993;
1986).

Gelfand and Kutzik,
For example,

different ethnic groups hold contrasting beliefs about
the permeability of the boundaries between the parental
and offspring generations.

Cuban families,

tend to be more interdependent;
whole unit,

they often function as a

with more fluidity regarding dependence and

autonomy amongst the children and mother
Szapocznik,
Scopetta,

Kurtines,

Arnalde,

and Hanna

and Kurtines,

many British families,
boundaries,

for example,

(1979);
1978).

for example,

(Bernal,

1982;

Szapocznik,
In contrast,

not only have clearer

but the family displays lower interdependence

amongst its members;
and self-reliance

individuals tend to value autonomy

(Greven,

1977;

McGill and Pearce,

1982).
In general,

the ethnic origins of families will

express itself in diverse ways.

Spiegel points out that

families have different values regarding how they select
and define activities,

spend time and with whom

(Spiegel,

1992).

Without anyone having to announce the family

style,

members know whether they are part of a family

that values doing,

being or becoming.

How a person

structures the meaning and value of various multicultural
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options shapes the self in relation to the world,
and others

(Davenport and Yurich,

self

1991).

Multicultural variables do not define a person's
self,

of course;

people are more than "Italian"

"middle class" or "gay."

or

In fact Bowman warns against

the dangers of making cultural assumptions and of not
checking one's own biases

(Bowman,

1993).

What is more

important is what impact these factors have on a
particular individual—and this impact will vary from
person to person.
person is unfair,

Making cultural assumptions about a
for differences exist not only between

people's backgrounds but also between people with the
same or similar background
McDermott,

(Betz,

1993;

Tseng and

1981).

In general,

however,

multicultural variables often

provide self-schemas for organizing values,
goals,
of

evaluating good and evil,

location in the larger culture

1975).

and establishing a sense
(Papajohn and Speigel,

Claiming an identity which incorporates

ethnicity,
1992) ,

selecting

class,

race,

religion,

(Buenker and Ratner,

as well as sexual orientation,

is an expression of

a basic need for a sense of personal place in a larger
society.
Understanding an individual's personal meaning
regarding these multicultural issues permits
clarification of a person's self-construct,
family,

degree and problems of assimilation,

history,
and values.
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For example,

in the introduction to Multiculturalism in

America Buenker and Ratner emphasize that a complex of
multicultural variables help account for one's family
cohesiveness,

responses to the host country,

and problems

in adjustment and attainment of socio-economic and
political benefits that the host society offers
and Ratner,

(Buenker

1992).

Similarly,

in their overview to Ethnicity and Family

Therapy McGoldrick,

Pearce,

and Giordano discuss

additional variables which can influence the formation of
the self:

place in the family life cycle at the time of

emigration; emotional family process,
the home;

languages spoken in

intermarriage; ties to the Mother country,

status junctures

(McGoldrick,

Pearce,

and

and Giordano,

1982) .
If multicultural issues can affect so many different
domains,

then they are likely to affect self-construct

and career problems as well.

To ignore the power of

multiculturalism is to misinterpret a person's values,
decisions,

and career development

(Super,

1987).

Knowing

the contributions of both the family and culture are
critical in career assessment.

Counselors need to know

the value the family and culture place on education,
work, women's advancement, monetary reward,
intellectual achievement.

and

Certain cultural and family

values may intensify a person's struggles regarding
career decisions.
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For example,

one of my participants was the oldest

daughter of a Irish family that did not value higher
education—and especially not for daughters.

My

participant's family expected her either to marry and
raise children or remain at home and care for her five
younger siblings.
However, my participant excelled in sports and won a
women's basketball scholarship to one of the best
colleges in the country.

She struggled with feelings of

guilt and loyalty to her family's values.
decided to accept the scholarship,

She eventually

but she endured many

heated and prolonged arguments with her parents and
grandparents.
What is also often overlooked in career development
is the sexual orientation of the participant.

Being gay

or lesbian may obscure or complicate other life issues,
including career decisions
1989) .

For example,

(Browning,

1987; Buhrke,

one factor that many gay and lesbian

people must consider is how comfortable they will feel in
a particular career or at a work place.
occupation open to homosexuality?

Is the

Is the specific work

site accepting of alternative lifestyles?
Hetherington and Orzek,

1989; Morgan

(Elliot,

and Brown,

1993;

1991).

Gay and lesbian people must assess the amount of stigma
they feel,

their own social adjustment,

and personal

acceptance of their sexual orientation (Elliot,
when they select careers and workplaces.

1993)
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Hetherington and Orzek add that when gay and lesbian
individuals evaluate their work and life choices,

they

must be able to identify their stage of development
regarding their sexual orientation:

Stage 1:

self-awareness of sexual feelings

Stage 2:

testing/exploring sexual feelings

Stage 3:

accepting what one has learned

Stage 4:

integrating what one has learned

(Hetherington and Orzek,

Finally,

1989).

individuals who have been sexually abused

must also assess how that experience shapes their
identity,
choice.

lifestyle, work history,

and occupational

Being a survivor of incest,

for example,

can

complicate or intensify any of the existing multicultural
variables.
Remember the Irish daughter who won a basketball
scholarship?

She was sexually abused by both her father

and paternal grandfather,

and this abuse created a master

identity of sexual victim which co-existed with her Irish
ethnic identity.
She was born in Ireland,
still "felt Irish."

Yet,

different" from the abuse.

spoke with an accent,

and

she also "felt damaged and
One of her fears in going to

such a highly regarded school was that she would be the
"only one" who had been abused; she assumed that any
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person whom the college would accept would no doubt be
"perfect."

The sexual abuse intensified her guilt at

breaking with her father and her family's views of women
and education.

She felt she owed her father her life.

The story of this Irish daughter illustrates an
important phenomenon that occurs in many incest
survivors:

the co-existence of personal identities that

a particular culture constructs as target identities.
Target identities are usually identities of race,
religion,

sexual orientation, gender,

and class.

These

targeted,

non-mainstream identities often become the

primary,

personal identity of an individual.

For

example,

if we were to ask an African-American woman "who

she is," she will probably answer that she is "AfricanAmerican and a woman."
sexually abused,
survivor."

However,

if this woman were also

she may also add that she "is an incest

The Irish daughter in the example above

identified herself as BOTH "lesbian" and "incest
survivor."
In conclusion, multicultural issues inform a
person's self,
Ethnicity,

values,

religion,

orientation,

attitudes,

class,

race,

and life decisions.
gender,

sexual

and socio-economic status form a complex of

variables which contributes to the development of the
self.

Some of these characteristics emerge as dominant

experiences,
person.

thus establishing a master identity in a

Incest can intensify or even supersede some of
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these characteristics—but which factors constitute a
master identity are highly individualized.

For example,

two people from working class families may experience
their socio-economic status differently; one may still
identify herself as a-person-of-blue-collar-origins,
while another woman may not even perceive the variable as
an informing aspect of her self.
By now we have almost completed our journey.

The

map of the formation of self is complete; we've seen how
the after-effects of trauma complicate development,

and

we've seen how factors of family functioning can further
shape the self and intensify the after-effects of incest.
Finally, we've added to the map the importance of
multicultural context and how it too can shape the self
and intensify the after-effects of trauma.
is an exploration of career theory.

What remains

What contriubtions

can these theories make to the understanding of the self¬
construct and work problems of incest survivors?

In 2.5.

I will discuss relevant career theories.

2.5

Theories of Career Development

Career development theories have experienced their
own development.

The theories began as a static,

dimensional Trait-Factor Theory (Parsons,
measurable traits,

two-

1909), where

such as interests and abilities, were

matched with careers that utilized the most of these
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traits.

Later,

processes
factors
models

career theory emphasized decision-making

(Tiedeman and O'Hara,

(Herr and Cramer,
(Super,

1990).

1988),

1963);

sociological

and finally lifespan

Career theories now recognize that

career is a dynamic, multifaceted system of interrelated
choices over time.
Of course,

career theories do not specifically

address incest survivors and their problems; however,
theories

do provide a model of optimum functioning,

the
and

it is important to know the career process that ALL
people face regardless of whether they have been abused.
Some of the theorists, however,

supply information that

is most useful in understanding incest survivors.
Throughout the discussion I will add relevant information
on incest survivors and their problems with work and
career.

2.5.1

Early Relevant Career Theories

A history of career development is beyond the scope
of this review.

However,

I will briefly discuss the

earlier theoretical contributions because they are still
incorporated into most career theories today.
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Parson's theory rests on several asssumptions:

1.

Each person embodies a highly individualized

complex of traits—skills,
can be measured.
however,

aptitudes and interests—that

(Incest survivors often can't identify,

their own skills since they're rarely encouraged

to develop a self).

2.

Each occupation embodies a highly individualized

complex of measurable traits that are required for
maximum job functioning.

3.

It is possible to match the person's traits

with the traits of the occupation.
are matched,

the higher the predictability of job

satsifaction and performance

Parson's theory,

(Parsons,

1909).

although it does not include

factors such as family background,
or age,

The more traits that

ethnic identity,

class

is still instrumental in contemporary career

theories.
John Holland's theory of vocational personalities
and work environments

is essentially a trait-matching

theory where an individual identifies her personality
type and then matches it according to occupations that
rely the most on those personality factors
1985).

(Holland,
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Holland's theory includes the following assumptions:

1. Most people fall into one of six categories
personality types:
social,enterprising,

realistic,

investigative,

or conventional.

of

artistic,

(Incest survivors,

because of their impairments of self-formation,

often

cannot recognize their own type.)

2.

There are six corresponding work environments.

3.

People seek environments that are most like

their personalities.

4.

The types of personalities can predict which work

environment a person will choose and find most
satisfying.

Tiedeman and O'Hara proposed a career theory based
on a decision-making process that involves two stages:
anticipation and accommodation

(Tiedeman and O'Hara,

1963) .
Anticipation includes four stages:

1.

exploration stage of educational and

occupational choices—something which many incest
survivors can't do
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2.

crystalization stage of organizing,

ordering,

3.

and evaluating

choice stage of selection based on the

crystalization stage

4.

clarification stage where the plan is

carried out.

Accommodation includes three stages:

1.

induction stage where the person first interacts

with the chosen work environment

2.

reformation stage where the person adjusts

actively to the new work environment demands

3.

integration stage where the person

incorporates the new work identities.

Incest survivors often have difficulty in getting
past the first stage in all these theories.

By the 1980's career theorists became more
responsive to the multicultural contexts in a person's
life.

Herr & Cramer

(1988),

and Hotchkiss and Borow

(1990)

emphasize the social context in which each person
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selects and enacts her belief systems,
and life course.

values,

identity,

What opportunities the specific

environment offers is crucial in the establishment of a
person's expectations.
What occupations the family and ethnic group value
are also critical.
occupations,

Hotchkiss and Borow (1990)

occupational values,

found that

and beliefs are often

passed down through the generations within one family.
Furthermore,

issues such as labor supply and demand,

knowledge and access to other occupational opportunities,
family stability and encouragement, peer values,

and

ethnic and racial group values all influence life-career
decisions.
Today career theory refers to the life path,
time,

that provides meaning,

direction to an individual.

over

satsifaction and/or
The concepts of "vocation,"

"occupation," "career," or "job" are less static and more
individualized

(Super,

1990; Wolf and Kolb,

Career involves one's entire life,
activities.

Consequently,

1980).

not just work-related

life-career development is an

emergent process that incorporates many aspects of life.
Current theories recognize the importance of the complex
interaction between personality,
interests,

life cycle,

skills and aptitude,

family history,

and environment.

In this section I will discuss the contemporary
career theories most relevant to my research.

I will

concentrate on Super's theory because he incorporates
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specifically the importance of self-concept into his
schema.

As we are learning,

force in incest survivors;
themselves,

the world,

self-concept is a guiding

it shapes how survivors view

their ability to differentiate and

recognize as well as utilize their talents.

Super also

is one of the few theorists to address family issues.
Although he does not address incest, he does acknowledge
that the nature of family functioning is a major factor
in career development.

2.5.2

Donald Super's Lifespan,
Development

Lifespace Model of Career

Donald Super's theories have evolved over thirty
years.

He has devoted his professional life to

understanding and charting the variables that affect
life-career decisions.

His model is based on the

interaction between environmental opportunities and
restraints with the implementation of individual's
multifacted self-concepts
Satsifaction derives,

(Super,

in part,

1990) .

from how well the person

can enact her self-concepts in a work environment.
In his fourteen propositions Super outlines his
career theory

(Super,

1990).

In order to demonstrate the

career impairment of incest survivors,

I have added my

own comments regarding incest survivors and work.
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1. People differ in personality,
interests,

and self-concepts.

abilities,

(Of course,

incest,

as we

have seen affects self-concept).

2.

These variables qualify people for a different

number of occupations.

3.

Occupations require a pattern of abilities and

personality traits.

4.

Occupational preferences and self-concepts

change over time.

(For many incest survivors the self-

concept of a "bad, undeserving" self does not change).

5.
growth,

Change occurs in a series of life stages:
exploration,

and decline.

establishment, maintenance,

Life stages are called maxicycle;

minicycles often take place in transition from
one maxicycle to the next.

6.

Career pattern is determined by several factors:

socioeconomic level,
interests,

7.

aptitude,

education,

skills, values,

and opportunities.

Success in coping depends on the readiness of

the individual to manage life-career demands;
career maturity is a complex of psychological,
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and sociological aspects.

We have seen how

incest survivors can easily be impaired
in their coping mechanisms.

8.

Career maturity is an abstract construct,

which

fluctuates.

9.

Development is aided by reality testing and

the maturational process.

Incest survivors

often lack adequate reality testing.

10. The process of career development is a process
of implementing self-concepts.

11. Role playing is the process that mediates
between self-concept and reality testing.

Incest

survivors often can't take on different roles.

12. Work and life satisfactions depends on the
extent that the person finds outlets for the
expressions for the self-concepts.

Incest survivors

often are plagued with aspirations beyond their emotional
and psychological ability.

13.

The degree of satisfaction is proportional to

how well the self-concepts can be implemented.
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14.

Work provides a focus for personality

organization for most people—men and women.

For some

incest survivors work is just one more arena where their
developmental and familial impairments are revealed.

Importantly,
smooth,

Super does not envision career as one

linear motion.

and change over time.

Careers evolve,

develop,

delay,

Women are especially more likely

to experience more fragmented career patterns,

in that

women may postpone or interupt the career aspects of
their lives in order to focus on caregiving roles toward
children and family.
Super believes that people devote varying amounts of
time and energy to different roles.
in value over time.

In his life-career rainbow Super

demonstrates how life roles alter,
such as age,

These roles change

life circumstances,

depending on factors

and competing roles

across the lifespan.
Although Super does not directly address family
dysfunctions,

clearly numbers 6 and 7

in his fourteen

assumptions incorporate factors from the individual's
background.
counseled,

In the female incest survivors I've
their abuse impairs their self-concepts

(number 10).
Super's theory is instrumental in depicting one of
the dilemmas of incest survivors.
theory,

According to Super's

self-concept guides career choices,

success and
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direction.

When these self-concepts are negative,

then

the person does not envision a satisfying match between
career opportunities and self.

Furthermore,

since the

survivor often perceives the range of career
opportunities as smaller,

then the survivor does not have

as many experiences at role playing and reality testing
since she does not elect to put herself in particular
career positions.

2.5.3

Later Modifications of Super's Theory

Other theorists have modified Super's theory.
Gottfredson also believes that occupational choice is a
product of self-concept and the opportunities the
individual perceives in implementing those choices
(Gottfredson,

1981).

In his theory, however,

he

emphasizes the importance of gender and social class.
Gottfedson believes that the self-concept fluctuates
throughout life as the person moves through four
cognitive-developmental stages.

Each stage requires the

person to orient to age-specific themes:

1.

(age 3-5)

size and power as the orienting

principles

2.

(age 6-8)

sex role and sexual identity
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self,

3.

(age 9-13)

social and peer evaluation

4.

(age 14 and up)

the development of a unique

including career aspirations.

As the child passes through each stage,

she

considers AND rejects occupations according to a complex
of personal variables,

such as the ones that Super and

the other theorists list
ethnic identity,

(socioeconomic level,

race,

etc.)

Gottfredson's theory does not address family issues
and events,

such as incidence of incest,

focus on gendered role development.

but it does

Women,

for example,

may limit their definition of what is an appropriate
career for them,

based on a complex of social role

expectations of women.

Female incest survivors learn

that individuation is difficult,

and that the perpetrator

tacitly expects them not to develop "too much."

The

dynamic interaction between lower social and familial
role expecatations often impairs a survivor's ability to
develop a self-concept which permits her to engage in
access to career opportunities.
Vondracek,

Lerner and Schulenberg (1986)

on Super's lifespan theory.
multifaceted,

also build

They too posit a

developmental model; however,

they regard

the individual as a far more active agent who interacts
with the constantly changing contextual elements of life.
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For example,

in their model, women may enter the

workforce later in life due to changes in their
children's needs.

Women with older children now have a

different context,

and therefore make adjustments in how

they perceive themselves and the opportunities in the
work world

(Vondracek,

Lerner,

and Schulenberg,

1986).

Incest survivors, however, may not be as active an agent
in creating positive experiences for themselves.
Finally,

Brown (1990)

integrates system theory into

Super's lifespan focus on the individual.

He believes

that various roles are components of an interlinked
network of family, work,

and societal system,

and that a

change in one role in one particular system may produces
changes in another role in another system.
Problems develop when:

1.

roles within one system conflict with roles

within another system (inter-role conflict)

2.

the person lacks cognitive clarity of various

roles and expectations

3.

the person experiences barriers in opportunity.

Brown's theory is helpful in understanding one
aspect of the incest survivor's struggle for career
success.

According to Brown's concept of inter-role
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conflict,

the survivor has learned to define her family

role as someone-who-serves-another
However,

career roles,

in part,

some of their own needs,
aptitudes.

(Brown,

1990).

require people to enact

interests,

values,

and

Inter-role conflict emerges when the survivor

wants to activate a role membership in the work system
that conflicts with the definition of her limited role in
the family system.
In summary,

although no one career theory addresses

specific family problems,
lifespan,

Super's theory provides a

life-career theory that can account for

disturbances in the formation of self-concept in incest
survivors.
factors,

Super includes family and other demographic

such as ethnicity and race,

as components in

career development.
Other theorists,
al.,

and Brown,

particular,

such as Gottfredson, Vondracek,

build on Super's theory.

Brown,

et

in

integrates a systems approach which addresses

the role conflict between family and society that incest
survivors face

(Brown,

1990).

In previous sections we

have seen how the family role establishes a limited,
negative,

and often impaired self-concept in survivors—a

self-concept which often impedes career development,
success,

or functioning.

One final piece remains of the career map:
of satisfaction and achievement for women.

issues

These two

themes are of particular importance to women.

For
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generations—if not centuries—societies have perceived
women's work as being the care and maintenance of the
family and children.

In fact,

the generalized view was

that women not only BELONGED in the home but that they
were HAPPIEST there.

So why study women and career

development at all if women aren't supposed to have
careers in the first place?
Research indicates that women are happiest when they
are working—not necessarily PAID work—but some kind of
work that is intrinsically rewarding.

In fact,

in the

research I will discuss below, women's satsfaction from
work will emerge as a critical factor in the formation of
a positive self-image.

Recall that many incest survivors

do not have a self that permits them to work either at
all or without difficulty.
self-esteem,

If work is so crucial to

positive regard and satsifaction,

then many

female incest survivors are missing out indeed on a major
life experience that could increase their sense of selfworth.

Surivors,

then,

are in FURTHER jeopardy of

developing and sustaining low self-images because they do
not work or work effectively.

Below I will explore the

literature on satisfaction.
The other issue of importance to women is
achievement.

One generally held view is that women do

not succeed because of their fears of both failure and
success.

American society,

as well as others, have long

harbored negative assessments of women who are high
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achievers.

In addition,

until relatively recently,

opportunities for women in high status jobs did not even
exist.

The confluence of lack of opportunity and

negative views of women contributed to their fears of
success—and,

of course,

of failure.

Incest survivors

are in danger of holding negative views about the self,
and negative societal forces have complicated their
progress and performance in the world of work.

If

achievement is such a difficult issue for nonabused
women,

imagine how difficult the process of actualization

is for incest survivors.

In 2.6.

I will review the

literature on satisfaction and achievement.

2.6

Work. Satisfaction,
for women

2.6.1

and Achievement:

Special issues

Satisfaction

Researchers and practioners in career development
have long been aware of the importance of work as a
source of satisfaction, meaning and mastery in men
(Gould,

1978; Levinson,

1981; Vaillant,

1977).

1978; McClelland,

1975; Osherson,

In general, work is most

satisfying when the internal and external rewards of the
job include factors such as social status,

achievement,

appropriate use of one's skills; room for advancement,
recognition,

responsibility combined' with authority.

Ill

These variables may continue in importance later in
life,

but by midlife men are also interested in work

providing personal meaning.

Men tend to make the shift

from concerns for status and the social presentation of
self to concerns for personal integrity and social
contribution.

These later-year concerns support

Erikson's findings that the later years include crises of
stagnation versus generativity,
integrity

(Erikson,

and despair versus

1968).

The lifespan studies of men cited above indicate the
following findings:

1.

Men feel a sense of foreshortened time

regarding career accomplishment

2.

Men focus on long-term personal goals,

often

creating a life dream

3.

Midlife is often a motivation itself for men

to make career changes

4.

Men score high on self-worth scores partially

in relation to how well they perceive their occupational
accomplishment.

Work as a source of mastery and satisfaction is
also crucial for women.

Although some women strike
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different balances between work and family,
provides benefits such as status,
challenges,

advancement,

is an important source of

satisfaction and personal meaning
1987).

intellectual

responsibility with authority,

and appropriate use of skills,

1986; Josselson,

work that

(Baruch 1983; Hardesty,

In other words,

men and women

want similar benefits from work.
In two separate studies of men and women,
researchers Kohn and Schooler
both men and women,

(1973;

1978)

the job has a greater effect on the

person than the person has on the job.
the positive benefits of working,
job,

found that for

using one's skills,

In other words,

being valued at the

advancing,

and being effective

at work were all powerful forces in altering a persons's
self esteem.

If the job went well,

the person felt

better about herself than she did BEFORE she began the
job.

Erroneous and outmoded views posited the belief

that having high self esteem GOING INTO THE JOB made the
work experience more postive.
contributes to self esteem.

Now we know that the job
For women the positive

benefits of work shape self-esteem and well-being
regardless of the women's reasons for working,
educational level or family size

(Miller,

1979).

As long as a woman's job has room for advancement
and appropriate use of skills, women tend to increase
their ambitions,
satisfaction

self-esteem,

(Crowley,

job committment and

1973; Kanter,

1976).

Not
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surprisingly, when opportunities were available for women
in the fields of medicine and law, women's participation
in these professions increased:
increases in self-esteem,

the phenomena of

ambition,

achievement and job

satisfaction are related to chances to achieve.
In general, women who work outside the home report
less mental health problems and greater self-esteem.
Ever since Betty Friedan's The Feminine Mystique

(1963)

researchers have no longer viewed marriage as the sole or
primary source of satisfaction for women.

Since the

1970's studies have indicated that marriage is more
detrimental to woman's mental health than marriage is for
men.

For example, married women reported higher

incidences of depression and substance abuse
1972; Ferree,

1976; Gove,

Marriage Jessie Bernard

1973).

(1972)

(Bernard,

In The Future of

found that married women

who did not work outside the home experienced low self¬
esteem and negative self-identities.
(1976)

Similarly,

found that ALL married women who

Ferree

worked outside

the home felt more competent—regardless of the nature of
the job.

Her study focused on working class women whose

jobs could hardly be called "glamourous:"
hairdressers,

store clerks,

Other researchers
Antonucci,

1982)

cashiers,

and waitresses.

(Birnbaum,

1975; Coleman and

all conclude that despite role strain

and increased responsibilities at home, working wives
were happier and healthier wives.

Coleman and
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Antonucci's multicultural study of over 380 women ranging
in age from 40 to 55 found that regardless of educational
achievement,
levels,

class,

race,

social status,

number of children,

and mental health problems,

ONE factor correlated with high self-esteem:
woman worked

income

(Coleman and Antonucci,

only

whether the

1982).

In 1978 Brown and Harris studied 458 English working
class women in order to identify which factors
contributed to clinical depression:

1.

lacking intimate relationship with the husband

2.

losing a mother before the age of eleven

3.

having three or more children under the age of

fourteen

4. lacking outside employment.

Grace Baruch and her associates at the Wellesley
College Center for Research on Women discovered similar
findings regarding the variety of choices of women's
lifestyles and life decisions

(Baruch,

et al.,

1983).

They conducted a random survey of approximately 300 women
between the ages of 35 and 55.

Their sample was from a

small New England town whose demographic profile happened
to be Causcasian,

somewhat more advantaged and more
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upwardly mobile people who tended to value education,
achievement and family—a remarkably different sample
than Coleman's.
Yet,

despite the restrictiveness of the sample their

findings were similar to Coleman's.

Baruch and her co¬

researchers published their results in a book entitled
Lifeorints

(1983)

where the authors provided what they

called varying "lifeprints" of women's lifestyle choices.
The authors's goals were to demonstrate how

different

"lifeprints" revealed women's attempts to manage the
domains of mastery and pleasure in order to achieve a
sense.of well-being.
The authors constructed well-being as two separate,
measurable areas:

mastery and pleasure.

mastery as including self-esteem,
life,

They defined

a sense of control over

and nonimpeding levels of depression or anxiety.

Furthermore,

the authors believed that mastery was best

obtained through involvement in work.

They defined

pleasure as including a sense of satisfaction and
optimism,

which the authors believed was best obtained

through personal relationships,
friends,

such as partners,

and children.

The choices of lifeprints were:

1.

.

2

never married women

divorced women with children

family,
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3.

employed or unemployed married women without

children

4.

employed or unemployed married women with

children.

The study revealed that women found more rewarding
the experiences derived from the elements of mastery.
Women preferred the challenges,
make decisions,

learning,

stimulation,

and variety.

The women found

the benefits from personal relationships,
intimacy and social connectedness,
Most importantly,

ability to

such as

less rewarding.

the women whose lifeprint was an

employed married woman with children scored highest on
both mastery and pleasure,

and they reported the greatest

sense of well-being.
Baruch's study clearly demonstrates the importance
of values that are typically associated with work.
Appropriate use of one's skills; autonomy; authorship and
responsibility in decision-making; variety,
challenges.

intellectual

Furthermore, these are values that

contribute greatly to one's self-esteem and thus,

one's

self-construct as an effective, valued person—even if
the woman is married.

This study brought together the

earlier findings of the intrinsic value of work
(advancement,

challenge,

etc.)

self-esteem in married women.

and the effect of work on
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In 1987 Josselson published Finding Herself,

a

longitudinal study of women's varying pathways to
identity development.

Her sample came from women who

attended different kinds of colleges and universities.
Josselson interviewed the women twice:

once while the

women were in college and twelve years later.

Like the

authors of Lifeorints

Josselson

(Baruch,

et.

al.,

1983),

was concerned with the various ways in which women
resolved the issues of career,
children,

family,

relationships,

and work.

Josselson outlined four basic pathways:

1.
security.

Foreclosures:

These women valued closeness and

They may have had careers,

but they viewed

family life and its benefits of stability and
predictability as more attractive.
informed the self.

In fact,family life

These women had a strong sense of

responsibility and duty.

As adolescents they had

difficulty establishing peer relationships.

In addition,

their mothers were often fearful and possessive.

2.

Identity Achievers:

These women have

accomplished a self-described sense of inner freedom.
Separation from family is critical to this group,
is often achieved with great difficulty.

but it

College,

for

example, was often a confusing time for this group.
more than any of the other women,

this group had the

Yet,
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capacity and drive to overcome any feelings of guilt
associated with separating from their families of origin.
Ironically,

one way these women achieved the separation

was to rely temporarily on a man to serve as a
transitional object in the service of their own
independence and self-esteem.
careers often,

These women changed

but they demonstrated the best balance

between work and family.

3.

Moratoriums:

backgrounds,

These women came from diverse

but they shared a common guilt in their

fears of surpassing or differing from their families of
origin.

They were surprised at their own dependence on

their families; their mothers were often dependent and
fused with the daughters.

The moratoriums had

unrealistic dreams—which prevented them from succeeding
or from taking the necessary steps in order to
succeed.
choices,

Unrealistic choices are often high risk
and high risk is most commonly linked with fear

of success/fear of failure.

This group predictably

valued personal relationships over accomplishment.

4.

Identity Diffusions:

This groups had the

greatest difficulty functioning emotionally.

Borderline

personality an other psychiatric diagnoses were more
prevalent.

This group struggled with establishing a

consistent sense of self.

They seemed to drift in and
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out of lifestyles and life choices,

often having numerous

experiences which they couldn't understand.

Josselson's findings seemed to support my work on
incest survivors and nonabused women.

The incest

survivors were more likely to be in the moratorium group.
Survivors dabbled and drifted and were more likely to
have psychiatric disturbances.

They valued work—they

just couldn't organize a self in order to achieve it.
Lifespan

(Caffarella and Olson,

1993)

indicate that

work is not the primary source of identity for women;
rather,

relationships,

including work relationships,

and

family tend to more clearly define the self.
Childbearing is central to most women's lives,

and

decisions regarding career are often secondary.

What

emerges as important are women's affiliative ties,
including work affiliations

(relationships)

rather than

the actual work itself.
For example, Alexander,
1982; and Zubrod,

1980,

1980; Murrell and Donohue,

all found that the "age 30"

transition was an important time for women.

Most

subjects reported feeling the urgency of their
"biological clock," and they put aside career aspirations
or preparations in order to concentrate on having
children.
Hancock

(1981,

1985)

that family, marriage,

supports these findings,

citing

and children provided a greater
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sense of identity than work.

The studies emphasized the

importance of balance between home and work for women.
Furthermore,

social connectedness,

spirituality,

and a

network of friends are crucial in providing a sense of
satisfaction.

In general,

the life dream for women tends

to involve marriage and family more than career.
Although the subjects in these lifespan studies vary
according to size of sample and demographic information,
such as race,

class,

educational background,

and age,

the

findings of women's choices across the lifespan yield
similar results:

1.

Women's lives are marked by both fluidity

and change.

2.

Satisfaction derives from affiliation—

friendship,

coworkers, partners,

children,

and family.

3. The ability to live with uncertainty is
central in women's lives and may contribute to happiness.

4.
women.

The context of care is central to many
Changes in social committments,

defined life changes.

such as children,
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5.

One major transition time was between the

ages 27-30.

Women described themselves more in terms of

being than doing or accomplishing.

Collectively,

these studies emphasize the positive

benefits of women working,

regardless of marital status.

In general, work increases self-esteem,

a sense of worth

and well-being; women who work report lower incidence of
mental health problems.
The lifespan studies indicate a trend in women's
development where women derive a primary sense of
identity from relationship and family rather than work.
Yet,

these life span studies do not conflict with the

other literatures's findings that work is a source of
self-esteem and better mental health; rather,

these

lifespan studies only indicate that regardless of whether
a woman works,
of self.

career is not the primary informing agent

The studies do not suggest,

for example, that

work is unimportant or unsatsifying.
The most recent lifespan study is Gail Sheehy's New
Passages:

Mapping vour life across time

(1995).

Sheehy

discovered that the lifespan expectations she outlined in
her previous research have been shifted by ten years.
What was normatively expected of a person at age 30 had
now expanded to age 40.

Sheehy identified two major new

trends in adult development:

the "little death" of first

adulthood, which occurred in the early 40's,

and the
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beginning of a "second adulthood," which occurred from
the late forties to sixties.
Sheehy found that the majority of women in their
"second adulthood" were happier, more energized,
often more career oriented.

and

These women said frequently

closed the chapter on their earlier years where
caretaking was central to their lives.

In their "second

adulthood" these same women often return to school or
crank up an old or flagging career.

She describes women

of at least middle class status who now feel that life is
just beginning.
In my study,

I rarely discovered this wave of

"second adulthood" in my incested participants.

If

anything, my abused survivors still felt at "square one,"
and,

rather than seeing life as a progression of stages,

they saw their lives as a continuously running present,
with little or no change or advancement.

In my analysis

on my findings I will discuss further how my participants
are often "out of phase" with the mainstream.
Not surprisingly, work is often a source of
difficulty for survivors.
Lisak,

1994) .

(Lisak and Luster,

In my clinical experience,

1994;

incest

survivors often feel they cannot work due to factors such
as the after-effects of trauma
difficulties concentrating)

(flashbacks and

and the inability to develop

a positive self-schema as a competent person who CAN
work.

By not participating in the workforce at all or
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for substantial periods of time incest survivors
inadvertently rob themselves of experiences that would
enhance their self-construct.
In this last section in this discussion I turn to an
exploration of achievement.

As I reviewed earlier,

tend to have acheivement problems,

in part based on

gender socialization in the family,
views of women and work,

women

negative societal

and lack of opportunity in the

workplace to enact their self-concepts

(recall Super's

model where the ability to realize one's self-concept in
the workforce is a critical factor in happiness).
survivors,

of course,

Incest

are at greater risk for developing

achievement problems since they have received negative
messages regarding individuation,

differentiation,

recognizing and valuing their own needs.
women have achievement problems,

and

If nonabused

imagine the struggles of

many incest survivors to develop a self that permits them
to achieve.

2.6.2

Achievement

In 1958 Atkinson published Motives in Fantasy,
Action,

and Society,

a pioneer book where the author

outlines his determinants of motivation,
taking behavior.

including risk¬

He identified two fears in humans:

fear of success and fear of failure.

Studies of the

sixties and seventies used Atkinson's model to study
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failure,
success

achievement,
(Burnstein,

1975; Horner,

risk,

occupational choice,

1963; Mahone,

1968).

and

1960; McClelland,

In general, these studies found

significant relationsphips between the variables.
example,

1958,

For

achievement-oriented individuals were moderate,

realistic risk-takers.

Men describe success with terms

of aggression, whereas women categorize success with
terms of affiliation.
In McClelland's 1978 of men and women he found that
men have two basic orientations to achievement:
failure and hope for success.
men characterize success,

fear of

McClelland noted that when

they use the language and

imagery of aggression, power,

assertion,

and victory.

In

contrast, when McClelland studied women, he discovered
that women express power in terms of interdependence and
relationship to others.

He cites the Demeter/agrarian

myth as an example of female power and affiliation.
Bernstein (1963)

and Mahone

(1960)

discovered that

male high achievers with no fear of success chose
occupations that were realistic.

Subjects with

unrealistic aspirations demonstrated higher fears of
success/failure,

thus supporting Atkinson's and

McClelland's findings that success and need to achieve
are associated with realistic or intermediate levels of
risk-taking.

People with high fears of success/failure

aspired to either very low risk or very high risk
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occupations.

Incest survivors often have aspirations

that are either too high or too low.
However,
men.

the subjects of most of these studies were

In 1968 Matina Horner published her dissertation,

which demonstrated,

among other findings,

that women

feared they would be punished if they were successful in
their career.

Women tended,

in general,

choices as an "either/or" proposition:

to see life
"if I achieve in

the area of career, then bad things will happen to me in
my personal life."
Horner used a verbal cue to elicit the responses
from the women.

The subjects were to "tell a story"

about what would happen to Anne when she learns that
after first semester in medical school,

she is at the top

of her class.
The premise of the verbal cue is that people often
reveal their motives best when they have the freedom to
express them through free-association.
because there are no pictures,
as age,

race,

The verbal cue,

is freer from biases,

such

or body size.

The subjects's responses were quite disturbing.

A

substantial number of women elaborated on the cue by
telling stories about how unhappy Anne had become; how
she had sacrificed friends for her achievements; how Anne
decided to drop out and marry and raise a family instead.
Other responses included Anne's becoming ill or
depressed.
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Horner's objective was to reveal the dilemmas of
women's achievement motivation; her use of the verbal cue
was a highly innovative application of psychological
testing.
One of the limits of Horner's cue is that it seemed
more appropriate for dominant populations:

Caucasian,

upwardly mobile and advantaged women for whom education
was a value.

Perhaps if the study addressed other

populations and used cues,

such as Anne completing a

semester at a junior college or Anne completing three
weeks of training at DUNKIN' DONUTS,

perhaps the test may

have revealed other results.
However,

the study sparked a deluge of women's

studies that addressed issues of women's difficulties
with achievement.

For example,

Clance & O'Toole

(1987)

hypothesized that a sense of being an imposter inhibited
achievement motivation in women.

The authors found that

women were more likely than men to have harsher
assessments of their abilities and were less able than
men to internalize their strengths.
Dickerson and Hinkle (1978)

found that college women

experienced greater conflicts over achievement
expectations than men.

Women reported that although they

had parental encouragement to attend college,

they did

not feel they had parental encouragement to succeed.
Similarly,

Farmer

(1976)

and Tressmer

(1977)

identified

several factors that inhibit achievement and career
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motivation in women:

low risk taking,

social pressures

and myths about women and the world of work,
orientation.
findings,

and sex-role

Many other authors repeated the same

often citing female's needs for affiliation as

being higher than their need for achievement
1977; Grotevant and Thorbecke,

1982).

(Fleming,

In 1980 Sassen

modified some of these findings when she suggested that
women's discomfort with competitiveness is more
predictive of career problems than fear of success.
Steinberg,
women,

Teevan and Greenfield

(1983)

found that ALL

regardless of their levels of aspiration,

scored

high on fear of failure.
The studies on women,

achievement,

are too numerous to review here,

and risk-taking

but they tend to confirm

the earlier findings that women have high fears of
failure,

and social and familial messages not to succeed.

Because sexual abuse was not yet a part of the accepted
literature in human development,

the studies did not

address an abused population.
What these studies therefore fail to address is the
effect of childhood abuse on achievement motivation.

In

the earlier parts of this review I discussed how
childhood sexual abuse,

and especially incest,

negatively

affect the cognitive development and self-schemas of
survivors.
incest)

Survivors of childhood sexual abuse

(including

have greater difficulties in all levels of

schooling.

They have trouble concentrating,

cooperating
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with peers and authority figures,
positive learning experiences.

and establishing

As a result,

survivors

develop low self esteem with regard to accomplishment,
and this impaired pathway compounds women's already
existing struggles with power,

achievement,

fear of

failure/success and flexible role orientations.
In incest survivors when the perpetrator is the
father

(or father-identified figure,

grandfather or stepfather),

such as a custodial

then the female child is at

even greater risk for developing impairments in
achievement motivation,
schemas
1981).

(Tartar,

competence and postive self-

Hegedus,

and Winsten,

1984;

Radin,

Abused children have poor language development,

mistrust of their own competence and efficacy,

and

difficulty seeing themselves in careers.
Finally,

Oliver

(1975)

found that fathers had a

direct influence on the development of achievement models
in women.

The author studied college women,

analyzing

female students's responses to questions concerning the
presence of the father,
nature of his parenting,
regarding performance.

his career achievement,

the

and the attitudes and messages
Women college students who were

achievement oriented had active fathers who were somewhat
critical and negative of performance and who had high
expectations.
careers.

These fathers were successful

in their
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Certainly,

Oliver was studying primarily white,

middle to upper middle class women,

yet the positive

involvment of the father is crucial in forming the
achievement motivation in women.

Incest survivors may

lack a father who can establish these factors amidst the
abuse.
We have completed our map.

By now we have a rather

detailed, multifaceted picture of the factors that
contribute to the career problems of female incest
survivors.
family,

Many areas of study emerge:

the role of the

the father or mother; achievement fears;

job

performance; the significance of developmental stages
when the abuse occurs—just to name a few topics.
The last area I'll explore is the contribution of
three studies of sexually abused populations and workrelated issues.

These studies confirm the map I have

chosen in order to study female incest survivors and work
issues.

These studies also suggest possible areas of

inquiry.

2.7

Three Studies on Effects of Childhood Abuse
on Issues Related to Work

I know of only three studies which address incest
and issues related to career and work:

Sanford's 1992

study of people triumphing over childhood abuse,

Liam,

et

al.'s study of women incest survivors's need for power,
and Lisak and Luster's study of male university students
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who are survivors of sexual and/or physical abuse.

Let's

examine each of these studies to see how they contribute
to the understanding of incest survivors and their work
and career issues.

Each of these studies approaches the

issues of incest survivors and work in a different way;
similarly,

each study examines different aspects of the

work and career problem.

2.7.1

L. Sanford's Study of People Triumphing Over
Childhood Abuse

Sanford's 1992 study,

Strong at the Broken Places,

is a salutogenic examination of the strengths of
survivors of childhood abuse.
qualitative interviewing,

Her methodology is

and her specific agenda is to

demonstrate that incest survivors indeed can and do
triumph over childhood sexual, physical,
abuse.

Her analysis, however,

lacks some systemazation.

and emotional

is rather general and

Her population includes both

men and women who have been physically and/or sexually
abused.

Although her subjects primarily are from a

clinical population, her participants are more
diversified culturally than any of the members of the
studies I've discussed earlier.
Caucasian heterosexuals,
Hispanics,

but it also includes Blacks and

gays and lesbians.

at least middle class.

Her sample is mostly

All her participants are

Her sample size is twenty.
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Because Sanford's objective is,

in part,

demonstrate the strength that survivors have,

to
she limited

her population to people who were "gainfully employed" or
committed to volunteer work and who had meaningful
interpersonal connections beyond work.

In other words,

her population exhibited high adult adjustment.
The results are,

not surprisingly,

Not only can survivors overcome abuse,

inspirational.
but the very

adaptive defenses that survivors had to employ as
children,

such as tolerance for inappropriate behavior,

patience, willingness to help,

and ability to delay

gratification are the exact defenses which enabled many
of the participants to function so well in work
environments.
Sanford did find, however,

that many of the

survivors derived the most satisfaction in life from work
accomplishment.

She calls these survivors "human doings"

since their satisfaction comes from achievement rather
than relationships.

Work,

for the survivor,

is an

expression of mastery over helplessness.
Yet,
300 women,

as Baruch,

found in their study of

they too preferred the rewards from work over

relationships.
how

et al.(1983)

Of course,

there is no way of determining

many of Baruch's participants experienced sexual or

physical abuse.
In my clinical experiences one of the self¬
constructs of incest survivors is:

someone who is or
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must work.

This construct is similar to Sanford's

findings that some survivors find the benefits from work
more rewarding than those from relationships.
Sanford's study is the first to address specifically
survivors of childhood abuse.

Furthermore,

she relied on

three hours of open-ended interviews with each
participant,

rather than solely a test.

her findings are most instructive;

indeed,

the prevalence of the self-construct:
can work.

Consequently,
they support

I am someone who

This construct is different from:

someone who is or must work.

I am

The women who see

themselves as able to work also tend to see themselves as
someone who can relate to others as well.
Sanford concentrates on those survivors who seem
most likely to have established a balance between work
and relationships.

Her objective is to demonstrate that

survivors don't have to be "damaged goods;" their lives
can be just as—if not more—constructive,

rewarding,

and

problem-free than some nonabused adults.
Sanford's study provides a general and positive view
of the work lives of incest survivors.
researchers, however,

Other

are not necessarily

salutogentically oriented.

Liam et al.

(1992)

examine

one domain of incest survivors, which is applicable to
incest survivors' problems at work:
need for power.

incest survivors'

Importantly, Liam et al.

are not
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specifically interested in work problems,

yet their

findings are certainly relevant.

2.7.2

J. Liam's et al.'s Study of Sexually Abused
Women's Need for Power

Because the sample size is small—10 sexually abused
women and 10 nonabused women—Liam,

et.

their 1992 work as an exploratory study:

al.

describe

The need for

power in women who were sexually abused as children:
exploratory study.

An

Psychology of Women Quarterly 16(4).

Despite the small sample the study is compelling.
They administered a Picture Story Exercise where the
subjects were to describe what was happening in the
drawings that depicted the story.

The pictures were of

various combinations of people with other people,

and the

stories contained references to betrayal, powerlessness
and stigma.
The results showed that sexually abused women
expressed greater needs for power in order to compensate
for a childhood of powerlessness over their abuse.

The

nonabused population responded to the themes of betrayal
and stigma with a lesser need for compensatory power,
according to their scoring system.

The nonabused women

had no need to overcome past injustices and therefore did
not overselect themes of power.
The problem,

of course, with visual cues is their

tendency to harbor greater biases of factors such as,

age
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and race.

Furthermore,

the researchers relied solely on

the responses to the picture story rather than additional
qualitative interviews.

The cultural diversity of the

population is not clear.
Yet,

the study does address issues that are relevant

to incest survivors and work.
indicate,

As my participants

their need for power and fear of powerlessness

at work are major factors in determining their selfconstruct and ability to function at work.
In contrast to Liam et al.'s narrow interest Lisak
and Luster

(1994)

are more interested in contrasting the

educational and work histories between non-sexually or
physically abused men and sexually and physically abused
men.

Their study is more systematic than Sanford's and

is analyzed in more depth.

2.7.3

D. Lisak and L. Luster's Studies of Male Survivors
of Sexual and/or Physical Abuse (1994)

The authors studied ninety male undergraduate
students at a large,

Eastern, urban university.

The

males ranged in age from 19 to 43, with a mean age of 26.
Ethnically,

the group consisted of 67.8 % Caucasians,

13.3% African-Americans,

7.8% Asians,

2.2% Hispanic.

The abuse history of the men varied.

Seventeen

point eight percent experienced sexually abuse alone;
24.4% physical abuse alone;

16.7% both sexual and

physical abuse; 41.4% were not abused.
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The methodology consisted of the men answering a 13page "personal history" questionnaire,
paid $3.

for which each was

The males were recruited at a table set up on a

main throughfare of the campus.

Passersby saw a sign and

then volunteered to fill out the questionnaire.

All

subjects were recruited within a single day.
The questionnaire included sections about
occupational history,

educational history,

experience history, physical abuse history,

early sexual
and substance

abuse history.
The occupational history section addressed the
following issues:

1.

reasons for unemployment:
can't find work,
need a break,
psychological problems,
don't feel like working;

2.

reasons for leaving jobs:
promotion,
relocation,
boredom,
low salary,
conflicts with supervisors,
conflicts with co-workers,
illness,
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being fired,
being laid off,
psychological problems;

3. total number of jobs.

The educational history section addressed the
educational experiences of the men in grade school,
school,

1.

.

and college.

high

Topics included:

attendance in remedial programs

2

being held back a grade

3.

being punished for behavior problems

4.

skipping classes

5.

suspensions and expulsions

6.

sharp drops in academic performance

7.

peer relationship problems.

Sexually and physically abused men scored highest in
negative educational experiences in all categories;
sexually abused men scored significantly higher than
nonabused or only physically abused men in all
educational categories.
However,
adulthood,

by the time the men reached young

the men who were sexually abused demonstrated

greater difficulty with occupational adjustment than the
men who were physically abused alone.

The authors found
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no significant differences between physically abused
college males and nonabused college males—a finding
which may indicate that educational difficulties of
physically abused men may "taper off."

The occupational

adjustment of sexually abused men revealed greatest
difficulties in getting along with supervisors and
coworkers; they also changed jobs more frequently.

The

authors conclude that the long-term effects of sexual and
physical abuse in men contribute signicantly to their
occupational

(as well as intimate relationship)

adjustment.
Clinically, men who were sexually abused demonstrate
greater symptoms of depression,
attempts,

sleep disturbances,

obsessive-compulsions,
esteem.

anxiety,

suicide

dissociation, hostility,

sexual dysfunctions,

and low self¬

These negative effects of sexual abuse are

consistent with numerous studies of abused populations
(Briere,

1988,

1991; Lisak,

1992; Fromuth and Burkhart 1989; Hunter,

1994).

In a further content analysis of interviews of 26
abused men taken from the same population Lisak

(1994)

also found that the abused men expressed significantly
higher negative occurrences of themes such as:
helplessness,

fear,

others and self,

isolation,

negative schemas about

self-blame and guilt,

In conclusion,

and anger.

these studies indicate a

significantly and measurably higher incidence of adult
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adjustment problems in sexually and/or physically abused
populations.

Although,

as in Sanford's study, many

people who have been abused do lead productive and
satsifying lives,

the adult portrait of

sexually and/or physically abused people includes work
and relationship difficulties,

and psychological

symptomatologies.

2.8

Conclusions

Where has this journey taken me?
emerge from the findings?

What questions

Most practioners and

researchers in the field of incest have already noted the
long-term effects of abuse on mental functioning, mood
disorders,

behavior,

ego integration.

self-esteem,

sexual behavior,

and

Recent studies demonstrate serious

adult adjustment difficulties of abused populations in
the domains of work and relationships.
and Luster

(1994)

Although Lisak

have studied several areas of

occupational disturbance of abused men, what has been
somewhat overlooked is the long-term effect of incest on
survivors's self-construct regarding the world of work.
Lisak and Luster's study indicates that abused men do
construct negative schemas about the self.
As I stated at the beginning of this review my
clinical experience indicates that exploring self¬
construct in female incest survivors in relation to the
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world of work will be a viable approach to the
understanding of the female incest survivor's work
experience.

Studying self-concept incorporates all the

major domains I've reviewed:

the impact of trauma,

development,

family process, multicultural contexts,

achievement,

and satisfaction.

human

Career theories support

the importance of self-construct in determining career
success.
In this review I've tried to demonstrate that the
career difficulties of female adult incest survivors is a
complex confluence of many factors
context,

developmental stages,

family process dynamics,

(multicultural

the effects of trauma,

achievement motivation,

educational and occupational histories,
satisfaction)

and personal

that tend to intensify each other and

inform self development.

This intensification can impede

an incest survivor's success and satisfaction in the work
world.

Of course,

not all incest survivors have work

difficulties and damaged self-constructs,

and these

multiple factors can also interact in a way which allows
an incest survivor to at least function—if not THRIVE in
the work environment.
Work/career satisfaction is partially derived from
how well on can implement one's self-concept in the work
world.

Incest survivors often construct a negative self-

concept and thus do not believe many opportunities exist
for them.
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In addition,

career theory indicates that inter-role

conflicts emerge when the incest survivor wants to
activate a role membership in the work system—a role
that is at

least positive and active—that conflicts with

her role in the family system—a role that is usually
negative and passive.
Hopefully,

in this review I have brought together

some of the issues that confront incest survivors and
their problems with work and career development.

In the

next chapter I will discuss how I continued to think
about my sample and how I eventually gathered my data.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

I regard my research methodology to be at least—if
not more—important than my interwoven theoretical
orientation.

After all, HOW a researcher constructs and

pursues her sample, WHAT questions she asks and HOW she
asks them will strongly affect the outcome of her
research.

Later,

in CHAPTER 4,

FINDINGS,

I will

demonstrate how the methodology itself became a
processual part of the findings and informed the findings
as well.
I have divided this chapter into two parts.
3.1 details my thinking about my research:
interview, what to ask.

This thinking,

Part

whom to

as well as the

process of how I answered these questions,

forms the

cornerstone of the actual doing of the research.

I can't

emphasize enough the importance of this first step—if
indeed it can be separated out that distinctly from the
actual doing of the research.
process so greatly,
research.

I value this initial

that I believe it IS part of

Part 3.2 is the discussion of my actual data

gathering methodology.
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3.1

Researching as Research:
Action research, methodology and practice

3.1.1

The Research Dilemma

I would like to start with a restatement of my
research questions.

1.

How is the self of female,

survivors constructed?

adult,

incest

How does this self-construct

affect or inform work history and career development in
sexually abused women?

2.
issues,

How do reported family process,
multicultural contexts,

developmental

and educational history

affect or inform the self-construct in relation to work
and career?

How does the family reward/influence

attitudes toward work,

careers,

women,

and the future?

What other variables inform/influence the self-construct?

3.

What problems or obstacles do incest survivors

typically encounter when they take a job,
career preparations and/or advancement?

embark on
Are these

problems different from nonabused women?

4.

What factors contribute to success in work and

career in incest survivors?

Are these the same factors
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shared by nonabused women who do not report work
problems?

Early in my thinking about my interest in the impact
of

incest on women's career development I

research dilemma:
the impact of
of female,

faced the

What is the best way to demonstrate

incest on the behavior and meaning-making

adult incest survivors?

How do I tell their

story?
In this paper I will recount my journey as a
researcher and discuss both the course of my thinking and
the action research methods I used to arrive at my
answers.
My action research raised the questions:
research begin?

with hypotheses?

hunches?

Where does
The answer

is that research begins the moment a question is raised.
Clearly,
research,

how one constructs the problem shapes the
for the questions and methodology grow from the

way the researcher perceives the problem.
Reflective researchers must accept that the minute
the inquiry begins—no matter how private the
speculation,

that a participatory and democratic inquiry

is the preferred methodology for yielding a research
design that results in both trustworthiness and
empowerment of the people being studied.
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3.1.2

Action Research

Action research is a method of inquiry that
educators have used to explore and change their teaching
styles and staff development
Holly,
action,

1991).

(Gore and Zeichner,

1991;

The method insists on reflecting on

data collection and evaluation AS the research is

happening.

This approach not only departs from the

positivist view of formulating a hypothesis that the
researcher then "proves," but it also recognizes that
research is processual rather than linear;

reciprocal

rather than autocratic.
The object of

inquiry—the students or teachers

themselves—participate in the study,
findings-to-date,

comment on the

and thereby help formulate the

direction of the the study and the outcomes.

The

research thus becomes a social and collaborative process
(Carr and Kemmis,

1986)

where practices and understanding

are related to each other.
Research is viewed as a NEGOTIATED process which is
dialectic and transformative:

each act of reflection

brings the researcher to a DIFFERENT starting point,
which,

in turn,

must be reflected upon and offered to the

population being studied—thus creating yet ANOTHER
starting point.
Reflective research,
quality to it,

in fact,

has an ungraspable

for the present moment of observation has
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already gone by.
temporal

The wise researcher accepts the

limitations and regards reflection-in-practice

as a necessary "mindfulness"—-that quality of
preparedness which is willing to abandon linear learning
and invest in the present moment

(Tremmel,

1993).

This processual and collaborative nature of research
treats knowledge as tentative and provisional

(McKernan,

1988)but capable of yielding informed action,

data and

policy.

As long as the process is democratic and

empowering—that is,

as long as the research includes

member checking and triangulation of data

(Lather,

1986) ,

then the findings demonstrate credibility and
trustworthiness

(Lincoln and Guba,

1985;

Phillips,

1987)

since the people being studied have the power to
negotiate further questions and methodologies.
and Kemmis

(1986)

cycle of plan,

point out,

act,

As Carr

the process is an endless

observe and reflect whereby

retrospective understanding leads to prospective action.
The authors identify this collaborative,

participant-

empowering method as an organized process of
enlightenment.
The idea of a researcher checking out her findings
with the participants is part of any research that is
concerned with informed,
(Elliott,

1991;

Lather,

democratic action and policy
1991;

Lincoln and Guba,

1986).

All these authors recommend consulting the individuals,
acknowledging that they too are owners and authors of the
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research,

and giving them opportunities to participate in

the formulation of questions,

methods and analysis.

One of the major goals of action research is riot to
discover The Truth—with a capital

"T"—but to generate

findings and actions which reflect and incorporate the
participants'
Guba

(1985)

viewpoint

(Phillips,

1987).

Lincoln and

see this process as necessary for

credibility.
Most of action research has been applied to teacher
education and staff development,

and although this

reflective practice is certainly valued in the
educational professions,

the process is rarely seen as

research

itself.

(Feldman,

1994)

But why shouldn't this negotiated,

collaborative and

reciprocal process be regarded as research?

After all,

a

researcher usually proceeds from her questions—and if
these questions themselves are not responsive to the
beliefs of the people being studied,

then how can we be

sure that what is being studied is important,

trustworthy

or credible in the first place?
I thought for a long time about these questions and
about action research in general.

I reminded myself that

action research is self-reflective and that it is based
on the model of an individual taking action on people and
situations and then examining the reactions to the
particular action.

Why couldn't I apply these principles

not just to the actual DOING of the research but to the
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FORMULATION of the research questions and methodologies?
Why couldn't I make MYSELF AND MY THINKING the object to
be observed and reflected upon.

I knew that this

application of action research departed from the original
paradigm,

but I believed that this use of action research

had merit.

After all,

why shouldn't the participants be

empowered and included from the MOMENT of the inception
of thought?

It seemed to me that the step of negotiating

findings by conducting member-checking occurred too late
in most research processes.

I was ready to embark on a

slight change in research applications.

3.1.3

Methods of Action Research

After thinking about my new approach to action
research I now was ready to apply some methods which
would enable me to understand better the impact of incest
on women's career developement.
My basic questions were:

1.

Whom do I ask?

In other words,

who will

constitute my sample—and why?

2.

What should I ask them?

3.

What domains should I

identify for questioning?
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Many researchers would delimit a sample population
and formulate a list of

interview questions and topics

(or tests and measurements etc.)*
design,

But I wanted my

my questions and my topics to include emic

processes:

from the incest survivors'

I used the following five processes of

perspective.
inquiry in order

to answer my questions:

1.

Enhanced normal practice:

trying out of
(Feldman,

ideas in professional,

anecdote telling and
collaborative groups

1993)

2.

Journal writing

(Holly,

1989)

3.

Reading professional articles

4.

Consulting with experts in research design and

incest

5.

Triangulation:

reciprocity,
(Lather,

member checking in order to use

empowerment and multiple perspective-taking

1986)

6. Reporting my findings from each method to the
other interested parties in order to sustain a
robin"

of information.

"round-
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In action research the research is continually in
process; thoughts at one point lead to new insights and
questions.

3.1.3.1

Enhanced Normal Practice

I am indebted to Allan Feldman for familiarizing me
with enhanced normal practice.

This approach is a form

of collaborative learning which takes place in small
groups of professionals who meet for the purposes of
improving their practices by talking about their
reflections on their professional activities—teaching,
staff development,

or,

as in my case,

research design.

Enhanced normal practice consists of three interrelated
actions:

anecdote-telling,

trying out of ideas and

systematic inquiry—conducting the research itself.

I

used the first two methods.
Fortunately,

I was a student in Allan Feldman's

action research class and therefore had an instant
professional group as a forum for my ideas.

I first

utilized this group for my initial inquiry while I was
still taking graduate courses.

My experiences with this

group yielded different findings from the findings I
later discovered when I used a different professional
group.

This second group served as the soundingboard for

the decisions I ultimately made for my dissertation.
think the findings were different because this second

I
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group consisted strictly of mental health professionals
who were experienced in both research and incest.
Secondly,

I took their comments to a larger client base

than I had originally included in my graduate course
experience.
of questions,

This client base helped inform my selection
but I did not include any of my clients in

the actual research since I wanted to maintain a
nonclinical population.

The concept of using practice

groups grew directly from my graduate school experience.
All the following discourses occurred in this second
enhanced practice group.
In this second group we told "stories"—anecdotes
from our practice.

The particpants not only listened to

these stories about students or supervisors or readings,
but they responded by:

asking for more details,

asking

theoretical or analytic questions or by telling stories
of their own.

Sometimes the stories were accompanied by

analyses—but more often the response was in the form of
another anecdote.

Learning occurred through the medium

of narrative constructs.
For example,

I told a story about how my clients

begged me only to include people in the sample who "knew"
about their sexual abuse since childhood.

My clients

were afraid that the recent concerns over recovered
memories would negatively effect the trustworthiness of
my study if I included participants who had just
"learned" about their abusive history.
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One of the group members responded by telling a
story about her reactions to a talk show about false
memories; another group member responded by telling his
reactions to a similar show;

finally,

a third member told

a story about a student who once told him that he had to
meet with students' parents in conjunction with the
students to get a "full" picture of the family
environment at home.

What emerged—without having to

spend much time in "analysis”—was an understanding of
the importance of credibility.

The group agreed with my

clients—but with one reservation.

The group believed

that obtaining information from SOME clients with
recovered memory might elucidate the process of self and
career development in incest survivors whose memories
were not recovered.

The comparisons might then be able

to highlight and/or strengthen observations about the
survivors who had remembered.
I took this information back to my clients,
turn,

and,

in

brought their comments on the group's comments back

to my professional group.

I was thus able to answer one

question regarding my sample:

include primarily those

who knew since early childhood about their abuse;
however,

if I could find some women who had recovered

memories too,
memories,

in turn,

observations.
research,

then perhaps these women with recovered
could help me refine my questions and

Of course, by engaging my clients in the

I was able to test out the ideas in an on-going
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manner.

Indeed,

by including women with recovered

memories I have been able to make stronger statements
about the effect of incest on women's career development.
Equally as important as answering one of my research
questions was the value everyone in the professional
group placed on story telling.
becomes another "way of knowing"

Narrative structure
(Kaspirin,

1987)

in

which the story itself is a "vehicle for meaning;" in
fact,

as my professional group would argue,

narrative

forms have the power to impart meaning and knowledge that
otherwise cannot be as readily accessed.
narratives are the best way,
moral perplexities of life

3.1.3.2

indeed,

(Putnam,

Sometimes,

to demonstrate the
1976).

Journal Writing

After each meeting with my clients,
group and experts,

professional

I wrote down my thoughts on loose,

yellow lined sheets of paper, which I collected in a
folder.

I would raise questions and record my remarks.

For example,

one expert said that I did not need to

establish a matching control group.

Although having the

information from nonabused populations would be helpful,
she did not think that I needed to match this population
according to ethnic,

socio-economic or racial categories.

I was shocked to learn this,

for I was trained in

positivist methods where control groups were essential.
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I noted my surprise in my folder and then took her
ideas to the professional group and to my clients as
well.

The feedback indicated that even though I did not

need to match exactly my research population,

I should

try to construct as diverse a sample as possible—
including interviewing women who were NOT abused in order
to enrichen my findings.

For example,

nonabused women

might be able to give me a perspective on the work and
career issues they face across the lifespan; having this
perspective would,

then,

ground my findings, hopefully

giving me a basis for seeing more clearly the differences
between abused and nonabused women,

and strengthening my

statements about the difficulties abused women have in
work and career.

Everyone agreed that the ideas of

"matching" and "representative sampling" were left-over
positivistic views that were naive.

No one

believed

that humans can be "matched" across every important
variable since the weight of a given variable may
fluctuate from individual to individual.
Furthermore,

a sample of the small size I was

considering could hardly be "representative" of every
trend and interest group in the United States.

Everyone

in the group believed that small samples that took "a
Noah's ark" approach to sample construction were missing
the point that a handful of people could not be expected
to "represent" their ethnic or racial group.

I remember

how one of my graduate student colleagues was angered at
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always being "lumped" in with the African-Americans
whenever she was addressed in class.
would turn to her and ask,
perspective?"

Some professors

"What is the Black

She would answer by saying,

"I don't know-

-I'm Jamaican for one thing—and even then my views are
just mine,

not all of Jamaica's."

warnings made sense; after all,
Jews in the United States.

My group's cautionary

I cannot "speak" for the

However,

I did heed their

advice in aiming to keep my sample as diverse as
possible.
In general,

throughout the research process,

conducted an internal dialogue,

I

and myself and the

feedback from all the various sources.

The writing

enabled me to make conscious my unconscious processes and
arrive at new,

tentative conclusions

(Holly,

1989) .

My reflective writing became a journey (Tremmel,
1993)

which looped back on itself and the input of

others.

As long as I did not expect answers; and as long

as I was able to remain in the PROCESS of learning and
not concentrate on the PRODUCT of learning,

I was then

more open to new ideas and closer to reaching my goal.
regarded each temporal "position" as rehearsal, where
mistakes were expected—and even desired.

I
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3.1.3.3

Reading Professional Journals

Sometimes I read randomly selected research and
articles on research.

Usually there was something in the

title that intrigues—or I was interested in general
the author.
clients,

Other times,

in

guided by the feedback from my

my professional group and the experts,

I read

particular articles that would address the issues that
they raised.
For example,

one of the issues that emerged from my

discussions with my clients was the age of the
participants in my actual dissertation sample.

My

clients said that their inability to identify their
skills and thus select a career did not bother them when
they were in their twenties.

After all,

twenty year-olds were "searching”
way to be;

for a lifestyle and a

my clients said that they "fit right in."

However,
thirties,

so many other

by the time my clients reached their late

they said they "could no longer fool"

themselves—they felt "lost,"
"cheated."

Consequently,

"undeveloped," and

my clients suggested that the

force of the impact of incest on career development
really could not be assessed until AFTER about ages 3 032.
I trusted my clients'

observations and decided to

consult the professional literature on life span
development.

Indeed,

life span studies of women indicate
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that the twenties are regarded as a time of
experimentation,
lifestyle,

and that the urgency to choose a

identity and values does not emerge until

around age 30.
In turn,

I took this information back to the experts

and to my study group for their comments.

Surprisingly,

they had the same comment regarding age restriction as
they did regarding recovered memory.

The final decision

was to concentrate primarily on women over 32—but to
include,
glad I

if I could,

listened.

age range I

SOME women who were younger.

My findings are STRONGER because of the

included.

incest survivors,

For example,

in general,

being "out of phase"
nonabused women;

I am

I discovered that

have a greater chance of

in the life cycle as compared to

nonabused women in their late thirties

to late forties were beginning to contemplate a "second
adulthood"

(Sheehy,

1995)

of either career or family¬

building—depending on which domain was the focus of
their previous years;

these nonabused women were most

likely to feel a sense of accomplishment about their
earlier years and now wanted to start something
different.
survivors,

My findings demonstrated that incest
regardless of age,

were most likely to report

that they felt "perpetually at step one"
accomplishments or family formation.

in their career

The age 30 marker

did not seem to apply to their course of development.
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3.1.3.4

Consulting Experts

On the faculty at the University of Massachusetts
are several well-known experts in the field of research
design.

I met with them to discuss my findings and

receive feedback.

I

learned,

for example,

that although

my sample was emerging as a "well-constructed"
quanitative sample,

my treatment of it was qualitative—

and that this "mix" was perfectly acceptable.
In fact,

I specifically did NOT want to conduct a

quantitative analysis;

I was far more concerned with the

personal reports of my interviewees—not answers to
questionnaires.

Besides,

other researchers had already

quantitatively tested and measured incest populations in
order to show how they differed psychiatrically from nonabused populations.
their work.

I definitely didn't need to repeat

Nor did I want to.

survivors were more depressed,
of the world.

So what if incest
for example,

than the rest

What I want to know is how does this

depression affect their work and career?

So what if

incest survivors have more nightmares and dissociated
states than other people?

How did these phenomena affect

their work behavior and decisions?

In essence,

I want

the incest survivors to tell their story—a medium I have
already demonstrated to be powerful.
Talking to the experts provided me with yet another
perspective and a way to test previous ideas from my
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other sources.

I also discussed some of my findings with

other therapists who work with incest clients.

Their

feedback confirmed what my clients were telling me.'
Furthermore,
training,

3.1.3.5

since many of the therapists had research

I was also able to check my ideas with them.

Triangulation:
empowerment

Member checking,

member

My clients who are incest survivors were very
helpful

in giving me their feedback.

participants'

Usually,

perspectives and viewpoints are checked

AFTER the researcher has already commenced observing,
interviewing,

journal writing,

member check should,

ideally,

analyzing,

etc.

This

be on-going—not only for

purposes of establishing credibility,

but also in order

to empower the particpants and to give them opportunities
to understand their own reality as well as transform it
(Lather,

1991).

(Not surprisingly,

learning about my

research had therapeutic benefits to my clients.
reported feeling "less alone,

They

better understood and less

in the dark about their behavior."

Some felt "less

different" than before and said they thought they were
"even beginning to act"
However,

in less harmful ways at work) .

checking the actual research design and

questions with members is rare.

I have not read or heard

about anyone constructing their research in this manner,
but I would like to think that other researchers have
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included the participants from the moment of thought.
course,

one must be careful

Of

in thinking that the

experiencer of the phenomenon IS the expert.

I

learned

long ago when I used to run divorce support groups that a
person's EXPERIENCING something does not mean she
UNDERSTANDS her experience or has LEARNED from it.
bore these limitations in mind,

I

yet I still believed that

checking with my abused clients would be useful.
I was forthright with my clients about my research.
I asked them if I could take a few extra minutes at the
end of their sessions to talk about my ideas with them.
Some clients even volunteered to come in to see me in
addition to their sessions.
time,

I did not pay them for this

nor—despite their obvious therapeutic gains from

our discussions—charge them.

I recontacted old clients

and asked if they too would be willing to give me
feedback about my findings and to offer any insights they
had.

I was shocked at how cooperative my clients were;

many said they "felt like it was a mission" to help
others so that other survivors would not "have to suffer"
as they had.
I asked my incest survivor clients:

1.

What do you want people to know about you and

your world?

2.

What do you want to know about yourself?
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Their reply was:

1.

Am I different?

How am I different?

2.

How can I convince others that I am different?

3.

How can I

4.

How can I show others how well I cope—in

learn to cope better?

general—not just because of the abuse.
be different,

I may

but I manage.

These responses further strengthened my decision to
include some nonabused women in my sample;

I was

understanding better how their contribution could amplify
my findings.

Another idea to emerge from these member

checks was the importance of including women who were
both physically and sexually abused.

My clients believed

that the sexualization of their abuse created specific
problems,
However,

fears and ways of thinking and acting.
they were also curious as to HOW the additional

presence of physical abuse might effect the outcomes in
my study.

In the end,

the women wanted me to focus on

sexual abuse—but include women who were physically
abused as well.
Again,

I took this suggestion back to the experts

and my professional group;

I recorded my thoughts in my
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folder and consulted articles.

Interestingly,

the

psychological tests on sexually and physically abused
populations

indicate great similarities

incidence of depression,
self-mutilation.

in areas such as

self-mutilation,

My colleague group,

suicide and

again,

suggested

that perhaps survivors of both sexual and physical abuse
would have important information for me.
did.

I

learned,

for example,

Indeed they

that UNIVERSALLY,

my

participants said they "would rather have been beaten
than sexually abused."
power of incest;
abuse,

This comment underscored the

if I had excluded survivors of physical

I may never have had this perspective.

Another issue to emerge,
response to my questions,

as evidenced in their

was whether I would also take a

salutogenic approach to their adult management of their
abuse.

Some clients felt that they were excellent copers

and wanted to share their skills.

Other clients felt

that their coping mechanisms were "spotty," and they
wanted to learn how others—both abused and nonabused—
managed.

This issue of coping highlighted again for me

the importance of interviewing nonabused individuals.

3.1.4

Conclusion

Action research requires patience.

It requires that

the researcher be willing not only to live with anxiety
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but to transform it from fear to curiosity;

from a need

for closure to a need for journey.
Working alone is undesirable and ill-advised.
Applying Feldman's

(1993)

enhanced normal practice to my

professional group and experts was invaluable.
importantly,

More

including and recognizing my clients AS the

base for the research was crucial—to them—and therefore
to me.

I was able,

through my action research,

the questions I posed earlier in this chapter.

to answer
I will

discuss my decisions below.
In general,

I would like to emphasize that if the

subjects about whom the researcher is studying are not
included,

then the researcher runs the risk of conducting

"top-down” research:
dominance.

research that perpetuates

Enlightening research originates from

enlightened researchers who are interested in
empowerment,
Finally,

change and informed action.
I think that researchers need to rethink

the answer to the question:
Hopefully,

where does research begin?

now they will consider using it to formulate

the research itself.

Even better—perhaps they will see

that this seemingly prelude to research IS the research.

3.2

Applying the Findings of Action Research

In this section I will review in detail the
foundation of my methodology:

sample construction,

the
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nature and process of interviewing,

and selection of

interview questions.

3.2.1

Sample Construction:
WHOM did I interview?
What are the limitations?
And how did I obtain my
participants?

My action research had made my sample construction
easy.

I finally utilized the following criteria:

1.

Participants were all female.

2.

Participants were any age over 18, however,

concentrated my sample on women older than thirty.
mentioned in Part 3.1,

I
As I

lifespan studies of women

indicated that age 30 was a powerful delineator for women
(Caffarella and Olson,

1993).

After age 30 women seemed

to make more decisions about relationships, marriage,
childbearing,

and career training.

However,

I included

younger women so that their contribution could inform my
larger sample.

3.

I concentrated on women who knew about their

abuse; however,
sample,

for purposes of enrichening my larger

I included women who recovered their memories

later in life.
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4. I concentrated on women who were only sexual
abused;

however,

in order to strengthen my findings,

I

included women who had also experienced physical abuse.

5.

I

interviewed only women who had either a good

friend or partner,

a therapist,

religious leader,

other social service advocate available to them.
is a lonely experience,

or
Incest

and talking about it always

produces uncomfortable feelings.

I did not want to

further isolate my participants.

6.

I only interviewed women who had been out of the

hospital for at least three months.
mental

issues is a process.

Hospitalization for

My experience as a therapist

taught me that at least three months is necessary in
order to see whether a person has the capacity to thrive
and/or function without harm to themselves.

7.

I have 41 female incest survivors,

nonabused women in my sample.

However,

and 15

I have also been

able to draw upon my almost twenty years of experience of
doing therapy with over two thousand nonabused women and
many sexually abused women.

The benefit of this

experience is that I have familiarity with the subject,
can generate questions,

and have both a perspective and

framework for understanding women's issues and trauma.
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8.

My sample included a mix of socio-economic,

racial,

ethnic,

religious,

educational experience.

sexual orientation,

and

Because my participants

medium-sized cities with diverse populations,

lived in

I have been

able to construct a diverse sample.

9.

My sample included women with varying work

histories:
lifespan,

3.2.2

never worked for pay,

worked throughout the

worked all their lives.

Limitations

The greatest limitation of my study is,
size.

of course,

My sample size is 41 incest survivors,

nonabused women.

In addition,

volunteering to be in a study,
motivated,

and 15

by the very nature of
my study consists of more

verbal women who are reasonably comfortable in

asking for help and in talking about themselves.

My

goals are to continue my networking in my community so
that I can include a larger and more diverse sample size.
Finally,

my study excludes men.

However,

ample research

exists on male incest survivors and their work histories,
and I do not need at this time to include men.
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3.2.3

How did I get my participants?

I didn't want to focus on a clinical sample.
Rather,
which,

I wanted to address the population in general,
I knew, would include people in therapy but would

not exclusively target a clinical population.

I also

didn't want to focus on Incest Anonymous groups.

But

where to go?
Actually, my research sample almost seemed to take
care of itself.

1.

My sample came from several sources.

I contacted two women's resource centers in two

socio-economically and racially different communities and
explained my research needs.

These women's centers ran

both educational and support groups and lectures for
women.
support,

Topics included job hunting, yoga,
parenting,

spirituality,

etc.

divorce

These resource

centers did not carry the stigma of a mental health
clinic.

The centers offered to list me in their program

mailing and to refer from within the center.

I conducted

almost all my interviews at these two centers.

2.

The newspapers in both communities ran articles

about my research.

One of the newspapers,

in fact,

because of a scandal on the staff, was dedicating AN
ENTIRE YEAR AT LEAST to featuring
incest.

articles pertaining to

The articles did not specify that I was ONLY
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looking for women who were

incest survivors.

At the end

of the articles the names of the women's centers
appeared.

I found that affiliating myself with an

established women's center gave me credibility and
established an instant sense of trust among potential
participants.

3.
centers,

Because of my association with the women's
I began to attract other professionals and

professional groups who were active at the centers and
who were willing to refer participants to me.
ran a support group for incest survivors,
referred women to me.

One woman

and she

Another referral source came from

a woman who was the chair of a predominantly lesbian
support/educational/social group who invited me to speak
to their monthly meeting—which just happened to meet at
the women's center.

One of the Board members of one of

the women's centers agreed to let me talk to a training
session for a social service group that primarily served
low-income Black and Hispanic families.

I also gave a

workshop at one of the women's centers for Human Resource
Administrators.

4.

In general,

one contact led to another.

In one of the newspapers I ran an ad in the

personal column,

calling for female incest survivors to

participate in a university-based
career issues.

study on incest and

I offered free career assessment to
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anyone who would participate.
and it drew 10 people.

I ran the ad for one week,

One of the persons who responded

then referred 5 more of her friends.

5.

Almost EVERYWHERE I went,

research.

I talked about my

When I went to a store to buy an

began talking with the owner,

outfit,

I

and she agreed to let me

interview her and an employee on the spot.

At a meeting

another woman heard me discussing my research with a
colleague,

and she followed me into the parking lot and

asked to be interviewed.

6.

Finally,

Naturally,

I

word-of-mouth referrals were frequent.

intend to continue networking so that I

can expand my sample size.

3.2.4

The Nature and Process of Interviewing:
What did I ask?

In general,

I followed the suggestions that grew out

of my action research.
inquiry,

in which I

I established several domains of

listed the most important questions

that I believed I needed to have answered.
I conducted my interviews,
certain shape,

Of course,

I saw the findings take on a

so that I added,

emphasize certain questions.

expanded or didn't

In addition,

two other

as
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sources were crucial in shaping the questions I asked.
One source was the audience of the lectures I conducted;
they often asked questions which made me add new
questions to my interviews.
course,

The second source,

was the participants themselves.

even suggested I ask:

of

One participant

WHAT WOULD YOU DO WITH THE MONEY

IF YOU WON THE LOTTERY BIG TIME?

I added this question

too.
If I had already interviewed someone and needed to
ask new questions,

I would recontact my participants by

phone and either meet with them or ask them the questions
over the phone.
questions,

Over time,

I dropped,

added,

and refined

always making sure to recontact my

participants.

The following domains and the questions in

them represent the questions I asked of every
participant.

However,

the interviews consisted of more

than just the answers to my questions.

Since my

interview approach was to use a semi-structured
interview,

my participants both satisfied MY needs to

obtain certain information and satisfied THEIR needs to
talk about other areas that they felt were important.
Consequently,

the following list does not include EVERY

question I ever asked.

However,

I have listed the

questions that have proven to be the most helpful to my
research and which every participant answered.
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1.

Incest and trauma information
1.1

Who was/were the perpetrator(s)?

1.2

How old were you when the first incident

happened with each perpetrator?
1.3

Until what age did the sexual abuse last

with each perpetrator?
1.4

Approximately how many times a

week/month/season/year did the abuse occur?
1.5

How long have you known about your abuse,

and how much of the abuse do you recall?

2.

Family process information,

including

mental health status

2.1

What is your age now?

2.2

Whom,

abuse at the time?

if anyone,

did you tell about the

What was the person's reaction?

you did not tell anyone,

why not?

If

What were the effects

of these situations/reactions on you?
2.3
abuse later?
not tell,

Whom,

if anyone,

did you tell about the

What was the person's reaction?

why not?

If you did

What was the affect of these

situation/reactions on you?
2.4
siblings'
parents,

Describe the birth order,

age and sex,
stepparents,

stepgrandparents.

including

of the following people:

you,

both sets of grandparents or

your
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2.5

What are the occupations,

the people mentioned above?
2.6

of all

Include volunteer work.

Did physical abuse occur in your family of

origin or extended family?
long?

if any,

Who abused whom?

For how

Include yourself.
2.7

Did alcoholism/substance/food abuse in

your family of origin or extended family?

Include

yourself.
2.8

Did mental illness/depression occur in

ur family of origin or extended family?
including yourself,
or see a therapist?
for depression,

yo

Was anyone,

ever hospitalized for mental illness
Is anyone taking medication

anxiety,

or mental illness?

have multiple personality in your family?

Does anyone
Include

yourself.
2.9

Did you have a mentor or a safe,

supportive person to whom to turn on a regular basis?
2.10 How would your family have reacted if
Martians had taken you away when you were younger?
2.11 Who in your family,
encouraged/expected you to work,

if anyone,

do well in school,

and

succeed?
2.12 Who in your family,

if anyone,

encouraged

you to develop your skills and interests?
2.13 How would you describe your temperament?
How well do you cope with stress and anxiety?

Explain.
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3.

Multicultural issues

3.1

What was your family's socio-economic

background when you were growing up?

What is your socio¬

economic background now?
3.2
is

What is your racial composition,

and what

it like being this composition?
3.3

raise you?

In what religion,

What,

if any,

if any,

did your family

religion are you now?

Discuss

your religious/spiritual orientation.
3.4

What is your current sexual orientation,

and what is it like being that orientation?
3.5

How are you "typical" of the various

multicultural contexts of your background?

How are you

different?

4.

Educational background

4.1

What is your highest level of education?

Are you surprised/pleased/disappointed/etc.
this is your highest level?
4.2

that

Explain.

How would you describe your academic

experience in your elementary/middle/high school/college
years?

Were some subjects easier/hardier/more or less

enjoyable?

What kinds of learning difficulties,

did you have?

if any,
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4.3 How would you describe your social
experience in elementary/middle/high school/college?
Were you friendly/shy/loner/sociable/popular or a mix,
etc.?

What kinds of difficulties,

Were you sexually active?
Were you ever in trouble,

if any,

did you have?

Did you abuse substances?
such as being truant or

reprimanded?

5.

Employment information

5.1
do you do?

Are you now working?

If not,

How much money do you make?

you had this job?

5.2

What

How long have

How long do you intend to stay?

well do you enjoy the job?
have at this job?

why?

What problems,

if any,

How
do you

Are you surprised?

Did you work as a child?

In high school?

What did you do?
5.3

Let's review all your jobs since age 18.

Pay special attention to the following issues:
did you stay at the job?
problems,

if any,

ever been fired?
history?

Why did you leave?

did you have at the jobs?

How long
What

Have you

How satisfied are you with your work

What would you like to change?
5.4

If you won the State lottery big time,

what would you do with the money?
thing that comes into your mind.

Just say the first
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5.5

Imagine it is the night before a job,

you are visited my the 21st-century Wizard of Oz.
bag of tricks he has all kind of magical,
electrical,

and computer devices.

and

In his

technical,

What items,

if any,

would you like to bring with you to your job?
5.6

How would you describe the pattern of

your work history?
5.7

In what way,

if any,

has your experience

of sexual abuse affected your work/career?

6.

Relationship/current family status

6.1

What is your marital/relationship now?

6.2

What,

if any,

is the relationship between

work and your personal/family/childrearing
responsibilities now?
6.3
are they?
father(s)

Where do they live?

(are)

the

Have you ever been married before?

How

How many times?
6.5

before?

Who is

How old

of the children?
6.4

long?

How many children do you have?

Have you ever lived with anyone long-term

How long?
6.6

How many times?

What patterns,

if any,

do you see in your

relationship history?
6.7

How satisfied are you with your

relationship history?
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7.

The interview process

7.1
was hardest?

What was it like being interviewed?
Easiest?

7.2
alterations)

What

What changes

(additions,

deletions,

would you suggest?

7.3

Would you recommend that others

participate in the study?
7.4

How much did knowing about my topic

influence your answers?
7.5

What is it like to know about the

responses of other participants?
7.6

What would you like people to know about

incest?

3.2.5

The Interview and Thinking Process

With the exception of one interview,
interviews in a face-to-face format.
person over the phone; however,

I conducted all

I interviewed one

this person is a someone

with whom I've had several prior contacts,

and therefore

I did not feel that the nature of the contact was in any
way impersonal.

She was recovering from dental work and

could not leave her house.
The initial interview time ranged from 1 hour and
forty-five minutes to 2 hours and 45 minutes.
average interview was 2 hours and 15 minutes.

The
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I conducted most of the interviews of the incest
survivors and nonabused women at the local women's
centers.

Seven of the interviews of incest survivors

took place at my residence where I had separate office
space.

Two of the interviews of incest survivors

occurred in restaurants at private tables where we could
set up a tape recorder and not be bothered.
I began each interview by talking a little bit about
myself and the history and nature of my research.

I

explained that I would only be asking brief questions
about the actual abuse.

I stated that I was more

interested in finding out about their family, work,
educational,

relationship,

and mental health histories.

I said I would not be administering standardized tests—
unless they wanted it.

Only one person expressed an

interest in taking a career inventory and personality
test.

I reminded each person that the interview could

take as much as 3 hours.

I always like to review the

particulars of the interview in case someone changes her
mind.

No one backed out of an interview once they made

an appointment—an astonishing phenomenon in itself.
Although in my years as a therapist I have a rather low
record of "no-shows,” I nonetheless have had people make
appointments and not show up.

I was prepared to have

SOMEONE in my study not show up,
appointment.

but everyone kept her

One woman confused her appointment time,

but she did show up at a rescheduled date.
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Before I began the interview,

I had every

participant read and sign a release form giving me
permission to interview and/or tape the sessions.

The

form appears in the APPENDIX.
Only nine incest survivors agreed to be taped.

Most

of the incest survivors did not feel comfortable with the
idea of being recorded.

Actually,

I was quite surprised

that ANY of the incest survivors agreed to be taped.

In

my experiences in working with incest survivors I have
found that a need to control and a mistrust of others are
common factors.

Most of my incest survivor participants

seemed to be saying to me:

"I'll talk,

this to stone—I need a backdoor out."

but don't commit
Having their

words placed on a tape seemed too confining or
entrapping.

Conversely,

none of the nonabused women

objected to being tape recorded.
The idea of interviewing people without taping them
did not bother me at all.
therapist.

Luckily,

I am an experienced

I rarely tape recorded or video taped my

therapy sessions.

Rather,

I have twenty years of

experience of doing what I call "hard" listening.
fact,

I still remember,

almost word for word,

statements of my earliest clients.

In

the salient

I have always taken

notes while I conducted a therapy session,

and I have

reviewed my notes with my clients.
Consequently,

I asked my participants the questions

and wrote down the key phrases to each answer.

At the
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end of each interview I reviewed the answers to make sure
my notes were accurate and to see whether my participants
had anything to add.

I did not transcribe the taped

interviews.

For one,

I am used to playing back taped

interviews;

secondly,

I get much more information from

the tape than I do from a recording;
inflection,

I can hear

the rustle or tears of silence,

a certain

tone of voice.
I always ended my interviews by reviewing what I saw
as my participant's strengths.
my current findings to date.

I then shared with them
My participants seemed to

enjoy this last part best—and so did I.
people have untapped,

I believe

often unknown resources,

and I was

so happy to be able to list for my participants some
assets that they had not previously recognized in
themselves.

Furthermore,

all my incest survivor

participants said that hearing about my findings helped
them feel

"less alone;" they were energized by hearing

that the incest experience could explain many factors in
their work history.
After the interview I would review my notes
immediately.

I kept the notes on each participant in a

separate file folder.

I had at least one other contact

with all my participants.

After the interview I either

met with them or talked with them on the phone about the
research experience.

Usually being interviewed about

unpleasant events stirs up unpleasant feelings,

and I
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wanted to know how my interviewees were feeling following
their meeting with me.

I also asked them if they had any

corrections or things to add.

Sometimes I would review a

quote or ask more questions.
Often an interview would yield new information,
which,

in turn,

sparked new questions.

would give a talk about my research,

Or, whenever I

someone in the

audience would ask a question that I coudn't answer
adequately.
ideas,

Consequently,

hunches,

said to me.

I started keeping a folder of

and things people and my participants

I wrote notes and reminders to myself.

Typical items in my folder would include comments such
as:

"check to see if the mothers did volunteer work;" or

"ask whether person sees self as having a career or job—
or whether they make these distinctions at all."
Sometimes when I'd give a talk,

a certain metaphor that

was useful in explaining my concepts would come to mind,
and I'd jot those down too.

For example, the "paint can"

metaphor came to me when I was being interviewed by a
reporter.
4,

(I will explain later this metaphor in CHAPTER

fINDINGS in my discussion about incest survivor work

profiles).
Furthermore,

as I became a more experienced

interviewer on this topic,
variables emerging.

I saw certain themes and

I then composed what I called my

Variable sheets on 8 1/2 by 11 inches graph paper.
sheet,

in addition to my questions,

This

contained a list of
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the categories and variables that seemed to be important.
I then reviewed again my notes and tapes to confirm
whether these variables were important.

I assigned each

participant a number and ran their name down the page.
Across the top of the page I'd list my Variables.

In

essence, my Variable sheet was a distillation of the
answers to my questions.

I was pre-organizing the data,

and this pre-organization became an on-going process;
sometimes I'd add categories to the sheet,

and other

times I'd merge categories.
Every time I created a category,

I called back my

participants either to check on what they had said or to
ask new questions.

I was very lucky in that all my

participants gave me their home phone numbers and said
that it was fine for me to call them.
One typical unscored,

entry on a variable sheet on

one participant would look like the diagram below.

I

usually could fit 6 or 7 participants down the side on a
variable sheet,

and I could run between approximately 7

variables across the top.

On the next page in Table 1.

demonstrate a Variable sheet.

I
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Table

No.

*
*
*
*
*
*

Variable sheet

1.

in
therapy

In CHAPTER 4,

* had therapy * hospitalized
* subs.
*
* for depression * abuse
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

FINDINGS,

I will discuss the key

variables that emerged.
One of the things that surprised me about my incest
survivor participants was that the overwhelming majority
of them met with me for the purposes of
tales in order to help others."

"telling their

These stories were

amongst the most heartwrenching tales of crimes against
humanity I have ever heard.

On the list of man's cruelty

against man I would pair them with the horror tales of
Holocaust survivors.

Yet,

my participants wanted

desperately "for the world to know"
incest.

about them and

Every participant saw the interview as a social

intervention for other incest survivors,
people,

and professionals.

In fact,

nonabused

only 9 of the women

wanted any career guidance sessions following the
interviews.

When I ran my ad in the personal section of

the newspaper,

I had stated that I would offer free

career assessment and guidance in exchange for
participating in the study.
responded to my ad,

Of the ten women who

only 4 of those women wanted career
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guidance assistance.

However,

these women said that

"they would have come even if there wasn't any free
counseling."

The women wanted,

Finally,

above all,

to be heard.

I would like to add a note about my

experience in conducting these interviews with the incest
survivors.
me.

These interviews both energized and exhausted

I was energized because each participant confirmed

my findings that sexual abuse does affect work and
career;

I was exhausted because the information was so

painful and horrifying.
outraged,

and tearful.

Many times I came home drained,
I could only conduct two

interviews of incest survivors a day;

one time I did

three—and I vowed NEVER AGAIN.

my anguish could

Yet,

never equal the pain and suffering of my participants,
and this research could not exist without their bravery
and dedication.

I thank them all.

CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS

In this chapter I will review the findings within
the following domains:

demographic profile
health/mental health profile
trauma information
negative self-constructs
family process information
educational history
work history.

I

initially assembled all raw data by simply adding

up the number of incidents on my variable sheets and
tallying them.

My study is small,

able to tally the data easily;

and therefore I was

furthermore,

since I

gathered my information in a qualitative manner,

I had

available to me the individual files on each participant
to review.
I then divided all my participants into various
groups,

based on their work history patterns,

named:

disabled,

dabblers,

balancer/achievers,

and

drones,

drivers.

which I

sprinters,
I used the following
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factors in identifying a participant as belonging to a
particular worker group:

1.

average length of time at a job

2.

average number of jobs within a year,

two-year

and three-year period

3.

relatedness of types of jobs

progress,

4.

(consistency,

responsibilities)

reasons for leaving a job

development,

boredom,

advancement,

(stress,

symptom

more money,

fired)

5. reasons for staying in a job
fear,self-appraisal of skills,

(satisfaction,

money)

6. overall work/life history satisfaction

7. comfort with success

8. ability to tolerate set-backs,
criticism

errors,

and
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9.

realistic goal-setting

10.

ability to support self.

My incest survivor participants comprised the
following worker groups:

10 disabled
16 dabblers
3 drones
2

sprinters

6 balancer/achievers
4 drivers.

The nonabused participants comprised the following
groups:

3 drones
9 balancer/achievers
3 drivers.

These work categories emerged over time AS I
INTERVIEWED.

I did not establish the categories and then

seek to fill them.
or "profiles."

Furthermore,

Rather,

people are not "types"

I envision these categories more

as points along a work history continuum.
paint can containing white paint.

Think of a

In your hand is a
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bottle filled with red pigment.

If you add a few drops

of red pigment to the can and then take a stick and stir
the white paint,
paint

nothing visible happens to the white

in the can.

However,

after a few more drops of red

pigment and a few more stirs with the stick,
takes on a pinkish cast.
stirs,

the can

After a few more drops and

the can turns the color of cotton candy;

a few

more drops and stirs,

and the color is now rosy;

more drops and stirs,

and the can becomes the color of a

candy apple;

a few more drops and stirs,

becomes the color of cranberries.

a few

and the can

At which exact point

is the color rosy or candy-apple red or cranberry?
exact point is difficult to pinpoint.
but barely visible,

Of course.

work histories are similar to the

continuum of color in the paint can.
one category,
in life.

Are there small,

increments before paint becomes rosy

versus candy-apple red?
Individuals'

We are often not

or the category may change at a later point

However,

just as visual difference between pink

and candy-apple red exist,

I found in my research sample

that various work history points also existed.
these categories as points along a continuuum.
them below.

The

I use
I discuss

I used these categories for both the incest

survivor participants and nonabused participants.
Finally,

before assigning a participant a work profile,

discussed the profile with the participant for accuracy;
in other words,

I did a member-check with my

I
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participants.

Below I discuss

in greater detail each of

the work group categories.

4.1

4.1.1

Work Categories

Disabled

The disabled worker is a participant who identified
herself as someone who "could not work at this time."
few participants had held jobs previously,
various reasons,

but,

A

for

they now felt they could not work.

A

few of the participants were actually on psychiatric
disability.

In general,

disabled workers had long

histories of not being able to work.

None of the

nonabused participants were unable to work.

Frequent

comments from the survivors who were disabled include:

"I've suffered all my life, it's time for the
government to pay to support me.
I deserve it."

"I've accepted the fact that, as a child,
failure to thrive...I just can't work."

I had a

"I know there must be something I can do, but it
seems everytime I get an idea, I manage to sabotage
myself somehow...I take on too much, expect too much
of myself...My way is to go overboard, real gung-ho
about something, and then phzzz—nothing happens.
If I could only get organized..."
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A few women,

however,

made statements such as:

"I know I can work—I've done it—I'm just not ready
now."

"Maybe in September (four months away) I'll be able
to do some childcare work...but I can't right now."

4.1.2

Dabblers

Women with the profile of a dabbler had held many,
short-term jobs throughout their work history and/or
within any year.
paying.

These jobs were almost always

In addition,

low-

these jobs usually did not relate

to each other occupationally.

For example,

a typical

dabbler work profile of one participant could be:
receptionist,

carwasher,

housekeeper,

cook,

babysitter—all

within a timespan as short as one year.
not satisfied with their work histories.

Dabblers were
They usually

had low energy and low ability to sustain work over time.
None of the nonabused participants were dabblers.
Typical statements of dabbler survivors include:

"I've done it all...call me a jack of all trades,
master to none.
I've been a printer, a paramedic,
a cook.
Now I think I want some training in legal."

"I think I was happiest when I was working for that
temp agency.
Three weeks and I'm outa there."

"I had the Social Security Office give me a print¬
out of my jobs over the past ten years, and do you
know I had almost fifty jobs..."
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One woman,

however,

said:

"You know, I've had lots of different jobs since
I've been married, but I'm really ready for pharmacy
school now.
I finally found something I like.I
think I can stick with it.
I'm more together now."

4.1.3

Drones

Drones were women who often held a particular job
for

between three and five years but who were not happy

at their job and who,

for various reasons,

were afraid to

change their place and/or type of employment.
were often,

but not exclusively,

These jobs

low-paying jobs.

If a

woman with the profile of a drone did hold a job for less
than three years,

she was most likely to get another job

within a related field.

In this profile the women never

had managerial responsibility.

A typical drone profile

would be a women who worked three years in medical
records,
pharmacy,

five years in the stockroom of the hospital
and eight years in basic patient care.

Women

with this profile are usually not satisfied with their
work history.

Although the women who are drones can

sustain work for long periods of time,
feeling low in energy.
survivors

they also report

Typical statements of drone

include:

"I don't hate what I'm doing, I just don't have any
passion for sales anymore.
But the things I do love
I can't earn a living at.
I don't know, maybe if I
could only psych myself up for it...I just don't
know what else there is to get excited about."
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"It's left foot in front of the right foot in front
of the left foot—you know what I mean?
I mean, I
love my husband, love my kids, have my health, have
a job, but I wish I was dead."

"I come up with ideas (for change), but then I think
of all the reasons not to do something."

"I think I'm too old...It's too late."

One survivor,

however,

said:

"In my mind I'm on the right track—I think I want
to become a teacher—it's just that, with the kids
so young and no one to take care of them, now isn't
the right time to be making any changes...I think
I'm being realistic and not just excuse-making..."

4.1.4

Sprinters

Sprinters are women who have held jobs for between
one and three years.
in energy,

These women are typically very high

but low in their ability to sustain work.

These are the women with "great ideas"—AND the ability
to implement the idea.
jobs,

They often have higher-paying

since many of them start their own businesses.

The

typical pattern is to get going rapidly with high
aspirations;

often the woman embarks on a project with

her current partner.

Within a few years most of these

women "crash and burn;" they've made money—not a lot,
but enough to support themselves and have some left over
for frill vacations,

clothes,

and a new car.

However,

they "drop" the business usually because they have broken
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up with their partner or because they begin to feel that
the business is

"becoming too much."

Most of these women

backed off at the point that the business became
successful and demanding.

I call this sudden dropping of

the career as the "hot potato phenomenon."

Typical

sprinter profiles include a woman who started a
housecleaning company and dropped it when the demand
became too high;

another woman had a chance to have her

own talk show on a local station,
executive

and she cancelled

interviews as soon as the job became more and

more of a possibility.

These women move on to newer,

more exciting ideas and repeat the same pattern over and
over,

often with the assistance of a new intimate

partner.

More than any other group these women's work

and love interests were interdependent.
nonabused participants were sprinters.

None of the
Typical

statements of sprinter survivors are:

"When I look back, it makes me sick to think that
I needed a man every time.
But then I did so
well...I mean I was the one who still had to keep
the business going.
I mean, I know I can do things
on my own...I don't know...right now I'm living with
this rich, old man, and he doesn't want me to
work...I don't know, I've gotta get out of it.
My
old boyfriend wants to start up a business with me
too—but that mean going back to having a relation¬
ship with him again...I don't know..."

"I've gotten such good feedback about being a
talkshow host—really photgraph well—blah—blah.
I can feel it...wheels are just spinning, I'm ready
to go.
I just have to point myself somewhere.
I
don't want to settle.
We'll see.
There's this man
I've been dating..."
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4.1.5

Balancer/Achievers

These women have career goals.
usually include a slow,

Their work histories

but marked increase in

responsibility and/or professionalism.

Most of the women

in this group either had college degrees or were
attending college.
life,

They balanced their work and personal

and were usually more satisfied with their work

life than with their personal life.
sustaining capabilities,

They had energy,

and comfort with success.

job

A

typical work history of a woman who is an
achiever/balancer includes a woman who worked in a
hospital as a nurse's aide,
raised a family,

went to college parttime,

finished her associates degree and then

her bachelors degree,

and then moved up the nursing

hierarchy in the same hospital.

Typical statements from

survivors include”

"I knew I'd have a career... it's been a steady
climb—although to outsiders, it must seem a mess—
two suicide attempts, alcohol—but I've been making
steady—slow—but steady progress, and I'm almost
there.
I have me, my job, my schooling, my
son.
It's enough for now.”

”I've had to heal from my auto injuries—that takes
precedence in shaping my life more than being an
incest survivor.
It's been a long haul, and with
being a single parent and all...but you know, I
always felt I'd make it, always knew, always saw
the light at the end of the tunnel."

"There was no question I'd make it.
I'm just a
late bloomer.
I think all incest survivors are.
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4.1.6

Drivers

These women were similar to the sprinters;
profiles had high energy and "big"

ideas.

both

The difference

is that the drivers could sustain the energy over long
periods of time,
success;

and they did not SEEM to back away from

paradoxically,

their own failure,

they often were the authors of

sabotaging their best efforts with

their difficult personalities.

Overall,

however,

women were seen as very successful at their job,
commanding both respect and fear.

these
often

The women with the

driver profile differ from the balancer/achievers with
regard to satisfaction;

the drivers are often

chronically dissatisfied because no achievement,
title or salary is "enough.”

no job

These women would be

unhappy unless they achieved no less than becoming the
first AND second woman to become President of the United
States.

These women often rise in their careers alone,

without the assistance of an intimate partner;
also likely to have nervous breakdowns.
frequently have college degrees.

they are

These women

A typical driver

profile includes a woman who started as a realtor at a
small company,
own business,

quickly "learned the ropes," opened her
and became a difficult,

workaholic with

lots of money and power but little personal life or ease
amongst the employees.
survivors include:

Typical statements of driver
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"I'm just never satisfied.
I don't know what I
want to be when I grow up—I'm only fifty...For
now I'll just give it all I got.
I netted over
half a million last year in sales...I'm too busy
to know if I'm happy at it or not."
"It's hard to see myself as a driver.
I do have
big ambitions—but nothing that I don't think I
can do—other people see me as amazing—so there
must be some truth to it.
I'm just so mad that
I'm getting my start now.
Who knows what I could
have achieved."

"I don't have a lot of patience with excuses.
You
can't imagine what I've been through, and look where
I am and I'm no genius."

"My sister says I have two speeds—fast forward and
faster forward."

The participants who were NOT incest survivors fit
the profiles of drones,

balancer/achievers or drivers.

I then compared the work groups to each other by
examining the differences in their responses on the
variable sheet;
patterns.

not all comparisons yielded discernable

I continued reviewing my data,

looking both

for variables that occurred either frequently or
infrequently.
At first,
example,
it.

I did not evaluate variables.

For

if a participant had been in therapy,

As my sample size grew,

I recorded

I was able to record which

variables occurred with any frequency within each
grouping.

I

learned that length of previous therapy did

not seem to present any pattern of frequency.
in the following discussion of my findings,

Therefore,

I am listing

only the data which I have found to be useful.

I derive
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the data from the variable categories on my variable
sheet.

Perhaps in a larger study,

emerge as

important.

other data would

Below I discuss my data according

to the category domains listed at the beginning of this
chapter.

4.2

4.2.1

Demographic Profile

The ethnic and racial composition of my 41 incest

survivor participants is:

1 Japanese-American;
1 Cuban;

Hispanic

(one parent Asian)

(both parents born in Cuba;

raised in Cuba)
4 African-Americans
1 French-Canadian;
in Quebec Province;

(both parents born in U.S.)
Caucasian

(both parents born

raised in both Canada and U.S.)

34 Caucasian Americans,

consisting of the

following:

2 of Italian heritage
3 of Eastern European heritage
1 of Swedish heritage
28 of Anglo-Irish heritage.

Eighty-two percent of the incest survivors are
Caucasian-Americans.
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4.2.2

The ethnic and racial composition of the

nonabused women participants

1 Portuguese

15

is:

(both parents Portuguese;

raised

in Portugual)
1 Hungarian

(both parents Hungarian;

raised in

Hungary)
1 Chinese-American

(both parents Chinese;

raised in U.S.)
2 African-American
1 African-Native American
9 Caucasian Americans,

consisting of the

following:

1 of Eastern European heritage
8 of Anglo-Irish heritage.

Sixty per cent of the nonabused women are CaucasianAmericans.

4.2.3

Another important demographic subgroup includes

sexual orientation:

3 incest survivor participants are lesbian
2

incest survivor participants are bisexual

1 nonabused participant is lesbian.
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4.2.4

Two incest survivor participants are adopted.

4.2.5

Two incest survivors are homeless.

4.2.6

Two incest survivors are disabled.

One woman has

a permanent back injury resulting from a car accident;
she is ambulatory but has restricted activities,
sitting for two hours at a time,

bending,

or lifting.

The other woman has temporal lobe epilepsy;
careful of overstimulation such as noise,
stress,

bright lights,

such as

she must be

too much

and physical movement.

Both of

these women have been on medication and have been
hospitalized for their disabilities.

4.2.7

The age range for both incest survivor

participants and non abused women is 27-64.
survivors age profile is:

age 27-30:

1

age 31-35:

10

age 36-39:

5

age 40-45:

10

age 45-49:

8

age 50-55:

4

age 56 up:

3.

The incest
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Slightly more than one third of the participants are in
their thirties.

Almost 44% of the participants are in

their forties.
35-65.

The nonabused women ranged in age from

The nonabused age profile is:

age 35-39:

1

age 40-45:

4

age 46-49:

4

age 50-55:

4

age 56up:

2.

The age profile of nonabused women is older.

Over half

the group is in their forties.

4.2.8

Amongst the incest survivor participants are three

sets of sisters.

4.2.9

In both groups I recorded two variables regarding

socioeconomic background:
the family of origin,
the participants'

the socio-economic profile of

and the socio-economic profile of

current status.

In all but four incest

survivor participants the socio-economic status either
improved or stayed the same.
this

Since I do not consider

incident of downward economic change to be

significant,
status.

I

list below only the current socioeconomic

No participants in the nonabused group

experienced a downward shift in their current economic
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status.

The numbers below in Table 2.

represent the

actual number of participants in each category.

Table 2.

Current socio-economic profile of participants

Incest survivors

upper
2

Nonabused

upper mid.
2

2

middle
29

5

lower
8

8

0

Slightly more than 70% of the incest survivors are
currently middle class.

Fifty-three percent of the

nonabused participants are middle class.
The incest survivors demonstrated a wider range of
professions than the nonabused group,

in part,

because

the incest survivors included members from the lower
classes.

See Table 3. below.

Table 3.

Number of types of occupations of participants

incest
survivors
executive
realtor
human services
education
own business
sales
med/tech
secretarial
food service
bookkeeping

2
0
7
0
1
2
8
4
2
1

nonabused

3
4
5
2
1
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4.2.10

Relationship profile is an important factor in

incest survivors.

Research on incest survivors indicates

that they have a higher number of divorces,
1981)

and my study confirms this finding.

(Herman-,
Almost a third

of the incest survivors have been divorced two times or
more.

In contrast,

6% of the nonabused participants have

been divorced more than once.

In both groups marriage is

still the most common marital status.

Amongst the incest

survivors 17% choose to live together.
together 3 have never been married,
with

live-in status is bisexual.

have been married before.

Of those living

and one of the women
Two of the lesbians

One married woman is bisexual.

Two of the live-in couples are lesbians.

Table 4.

demonstrates the relationship profiles.

Table 4.

incest
survivors
nonabused

Almost 22%

Number of current relationship profile of
participants

marr.
19

live-in
7

11

(9 women)

children voluntarily;

divl

0

div2

div3

sep

13

11

2

sing
4
11

4

I

0

0

4~~

of incest survivors do not have
in contrast,

only 13%

(2 women)

the nonabused group do not have children voluntarily.

in
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4.

1.11.

The religious orientation of both the abused and

nonabused participants is primarily a mix of various
Protestant sects,

Catholicism,

Judaism,

and people who

feel no formal religious affiliation but feel "spiritual"
in their lives.

Twenty-two of the incest survivors

(55%)

were raised Catholic; these women still state their
religion as Catholic,

but they do not regard the Catholic

faith as a "source of inner strength or identity."
abused women

(12.1%)

were raised Jewish,

Five

and two of them

regard their religion as a "source of inner strength" and
feel a "strong identity" with being Jewish.
remaining 14 abused women (34.1%)

The

stated various

Protestant sects as their religion; of these women three
felt "very spiritual" but did not participate in
organized religion.
women

(60%)

The nonabused women included nine

who stated their religion was Catholic but

who felt "no strong ties" with the Catholic church; two
women

(13%)

were Jewish who felt an "ethnic but religious

identity," and the remaining women belonged to varying
Protestant denominations.

Only one of the nonabused

women felt an element of "spirituality" in her life.

4.3

Health/Mental Health Information

In general,
depression,
disorders,

incest survivors have higher rates of

suicidality,

drug and alcohol abuse,

borderline personality,

illness,

and

eating
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dissociative disorders
Finklehor,

Hotaling,

1981; Kluft,

(Adams-Tucker,

et.al,

1982; Briere,

1990; Gligor,

1990; Meiselman,

1978) .

1992;

1966; Herman,

The incest survivor

participants certainly confirm these findings;

in all

areas they had significantly higher rates of incidence
than the nonabused participants.
to detail these findings,
emerged as important:
depressive episodes,
personality).

I do not see the need

but I will cite four areas that

alcoholism,

drug abuse, major

and dissociative disorder

Twelve incest survivors

(29.2%)

("multiple
were

recovering alcoholics; amongst the nonabused population
only one participant

(6%) was a recovering alcoholic.

Eleven incest survivors
drugs,

(26.8%)

had seriously abused

including speed, marijuana,

cocaine,

and

prescription drugs; none of the nonabused participants
had abused drugs.

Fifteen incest survivors

(37.5%)

were

hospitalized for major depressive episodes; none of the
nonabused participants were ever hospitalized.
4 incest survivors

(9%)

Finally,

experienced dissociative

disorder; none of the nonabused participants experienced
dissociative disorder.
Of greater interest is the comparative incidence of
these four factors between some of the work profile
groups of incest survivors
sprinter,

(disabled,

balancer/achiever, drivers),

next page in Table 5.

dabblers,

drones,

as shown on the
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Table 5.

Number of comparative incidence of drug and
alcohol abuse, hospitalization, and
dissociative disorder between incest survivor
work profile groups

dis¬
dab.
abled
dissoc.
disorder

1

3

alcohol

5

4

drug

7

2

hospit.
ma j.
depress.

7

3

drone

sprint

bal/ driver
achv

2
3
1

1

1

2

2

The table indicates that a higher incidence in all
areas occurs in incest survivors at the lower functioning
end of the work profile continuum.

The good news is that

the presence of alcohol abuse or even hospitalization for
major depression does not necessarily,

in itself,

signal

work difficulties for balancer achievers.

4.4

Trauma Information

I explored several trauma factors,
the perpetrators,

such as who were

the number of times the abuse occurred,

over how long a period the abuse continued,

the existence

of multiple abusers within and outside the family,
nature of the sexual abuse,
abuse.

the

and the presence of physical

Not all factors were significant across the
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continuum of work profiles.

I will highlight below the

data that was most useful.
Twenty-one

(51.2%)

incest survivors experienced

sexual abuse by more than one family member.
(39%)

Sixteen

incest survivors experienced sexual abuse by

nonfamily members,
teenaged boys,

such as priests,

and teachers.

babybsitters,

Research indicates that

sexual revictimization is common amongst incest survivors
(Herman,

1988).

All of the sexual abuse included some kind of
contact.
vaginal

Twenty incest survivors
intercourse;

(48.7%)

experienced

9 of the incest survivors

(21.9%)

experienced genital fondling as well as kissing,
bathed,

and having their breasts fondled;

incest survivors

(29.2%)

being

twelve of the

had to fondle the perpetrator,

including giving oral sex.

In addition,

survivor experienced anal stimulation;

one incest

one incest

survivor's parents were nudists who were openly sexual in
front of the children;

another incest survivor was

drugged during many of the contacts.

The nature of the

sexual abuse was not a factor in determining the work
profile or self-construct of the incest survivor;
the sexual boundary was crossed,
helplessness,

blame,

once

shame,

and negative views of self and others

occurred.
A few findings in my study differ from larger
samples

(Herman,

1981;

Finklehor,

Hotaling,

et al.

1990;
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Justice,

1979;

Russell,

1986;

Wyatt,

1986).

In these

studies the most frequent abuser was the stepfather;
participants report that 17

fathers

perpetrators.

stepfathers accounted for

only 4

(9%)

In contrast,

(41.4%)

my

were

of the perpetrators.

In my study other family members accounted for a
large number of perpetrators.

Twelve uncles

(29.2%)

in

caretaking capacities was the next largest group of
perpetrators.

Eleven caretaking siblings

including two sisters,
(12.5%)

were abusers.

abused their children,

Five mothers

and in three cases both

parents sexually abused their children.
grandparents,
abusers.

Six

including two grandmothers,

(14.6%)

were sexual

Other abusers include cousins and nonrelated

caretakers,

including two priests.

Prevalence studies of incest
1990;

(26.8%),

Lisak and Luster,

1994;

Wyatt,

ages when the abuse first occurs.
reported to be 5.9 years,

7,

(Finklehor,

9.5,

1986)

et al.,

report varying

The mean age has been
and 12.

the age of onset is considerably lower.

In my study
All but two of

the participants stated that the abuse first occurred by
age 13.

Twenty-seven

(69.2%)

of those women report that

the abuse began before the age of seven.
(19.5%)

Eight women

reported that the abuse began by the age of

10.

The onset of abuse was young across all work profiles,
and,

consequently,

the age of onset did not appear to be

a significant factor in work success or difficulty.
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Similarly,

the duration of the abuse over time was

also not an important factor in my study since so many of
the participants experienced the abuse through several
developmental stages.

In fact,

28

(68.2%)

participants

report that the abuse continued past the age of
Previous studies
Briere,
1990)

1992;

(Adams-Tucker,

Eth and Pynoos,

1982;

1985;

Anthony,

Finklehor,

14.
1987;
et.

al.,

suggest that psychological damage may be related to

an increase in the number of developmental stages in
which the abuse occurs within one individual.
Physical abuse was also frequent amongst my
participants.

Twenty-five

abused physically;

women reported being

one person reported witnessing abuse

between her parents.
spread that,

(62.5%)

The incidence of abuse was so wide¬

in my study at least,

physical abuse did not

emerge as an important factor in whether an individual
would be able to work or advance in a career without
problems.

Two women in the nonabused participants were

physically abused.

Unanimously,

my incest survivors said

they would rather be physically than sexually abused.
Finally,

only ten participants

(24%)

experienced

recovered memories of the abuse later in their adult
life;

in all but two participants the abuse was later

confirmed by other family members.

Whether the memory

was recovered or known early in childhood or adolescence
was not an important factor in a woman's subsequent work
and career experience.
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4.5

Negative Self-constructs

Negative construct about the self is a frequent
phenomenon of
et al.,

incest survivors

1979);

Forward,

Shengold,1989).
"damaged,"

1978;

(Briere,
Herman,

1992;

1981;

Finklehor,

Lisak,

1994;

Survivors typically feel they are "bad,"

and "flawed."

In addition,

often blame themselves for the abuse,

incest survivors
and this self-blame

establishes a self-schema of negative fault-finding with
the self through several domains,
and work performance.

Because incest survivors

frequently feel so "different"
isolated and alone;

such as relationships

from others,

furthermore,

they can feel

this social isolation

contributes to their feelings of helplessness and lack of
trust in others.
general,
world

Not surprisingly,

trauma survivors,

in

often lose their trust in the goodness of the

(Janoff-Bulman,

Rangell,

1976).

concept,

in part,

1992;

Erikson,

1976;

As I stated previously,

Lifton,

1976;

since self-

depends on one's view of the world,

then in losing one's view that the world is a good and
caring place,

one also compromises a part of one's self.

I embedded within my questions about family history
and educational and work histories questions about the
self.

But the incest survivor participants needed no

prodding in discussing their feelings about the self and
others.

All the participants demonstrated disturbances

in the formation of the self.

Even the
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balancer/achievers talked about feelings of shame,
damage,
world,

lack of trust,

low self-esteem,

and reduced energy for life.

fear of the

This victimized

identity informs both subsequent self-concepts and
behavior; the master identity of victim thus limits and
defines other opportunities.

For example, many of the

survivors who had the work profile of dabblers,

drones,

and sprinter talked about needs to "play it safe" with
people; dabblers and sprinters especially discussed this
inner sense that they "had spent enough time with the
same people at a job" and that it "was time to move on;"
conversely,

the women whose work group was drones said

that once they found a workplace that was "comfortable
enough," they didn't want to risk moving to another
environment which could be even worse.
All but three of the incest survivors developed what
Helmreich

(1992)

identified as a "double track" where one

track is the "daily self" and the other track is the self
where all the negative constructs of others and self
reside.

For example,

several abused participants said

that they had a "daily work face" that they "put on" at
work; the abused participants experienced this "front" as
"false" but "necessary" in order to "hide who they really
were."

At work they "smiled," "laughed at jokes," and

"even participated in office gossip" in order to "appear
normal."

However,

interactions,

in the midst of these work

these abused survivors said they "felt
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damaged and different" from the other co-workers;
addition,

in

they said that internally they repeatedly

"heard" a voice saying things such as,
other workers)

"if they

(the

only knew how different I am from them;"

"if they knew my secret,
really not like you,

they wouldn't include me;" "I'm

but aren't you fooled?"

Many of the participants mentioned how maintaining
this double track often drained them of the energy that
was needed to sustain even the most basic social
interactions in a work environment.

For instance,

one

characteristic of both dabblers and sprinters is they
job-hopped frequently and bolted from jobs when the
energy demands for socializing became too great;
contrast,

in

drones felt that switching jobs and forging new

social ties was more draining than coping with the
familiarity of co-workers.

Since all but three of my

participants had negative social experiences in high
school,

the overwhelming majority of the participants

already had lengthy social contacts with others that were
unpleasant and difficult.

By the time the incest

survivors entered the workforce, they already constructed
within them a negative self.
The sexual abuse created negative self-constructs
that competed with other master and targeted identities
with regard to racial/ethnic composition or sexual
orientation.

The African-American, Asian,

and Hispanic

incest survivors said that their socially targeted racial
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identity was "who they were;"
choose their race,
group.

even though they did not

they felt some pride in being of their

Being a sexual abuse victim, however, was

something "that happened to them" that robbed them of a
firm sense of membership in both their own racial group
and the dominant,

Caucasian majority.

The African-American women especially felt that all
their lives they had "tried to fit in" with the dominant
culture and "go after" some of their goals; they felt the
existence of the sexual abuse strongly impaired them.
Two of the African-American abused women said that they
felt "having dark skin already meant they had one strike
against them;"

the sexual abuse made them feel they had

a "secret strike against them."

One of the African-

American woman added that "the abuse meant that there was
one MORE thing about

(her)

that people just woudn't

understand."
Similarly,

the lesbian and bisexual women said that

their socially targeted sexual orientation was "who they
were;" they felt great pride in saying so,

and reported

great support from gay and lesbian social groups;
although they felt much freer to discuss their sexual
abuse amongst their supportive groups,

they said they

felt "much less free" in disclosing their sexual abuse to
the dominant culture.
Even though not all of the lesbian and bisexual felt
comfortable in coming out at work (regarding their sexual
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orientation),

they did feel that they at least had a

social forum "somewhere" in which to express their sexual
orientation.

On the other hand,

they felt far more

secretive and ashamed of their sexual abuse histories.
For example,

one of the bisexual women said she felt

"conflicted enough about

(her)

sexual identity—(she)

didn't want anyone to know that being abused made

(her)

even more different."
In general,

the women with socially targeted ethnic,

racial or sexual orientation identities felt that being
sexually abused was "an additional burden."

When I asked

these women with these other identities to complete the
sentence "I am _," they all responded with answers
such as,

"I am African-American,

I'm a nurse,

incest survivor;" or "I am a lesbian,

and I'm an

a good friend,

and

an incest survivor."
In contrast,

the nonabused participants did not

demonstrate a pattern of negative self-construct.

Even

though five of the participants described their high
school years as a "mix of good things and bad," they did
not carry a strong negative self into the workplace.
the contrary,

To

these participants felt that they

"blossomed" either in college or in the work world,

and

they attended their high school reunions with a sense of
"I told you so."
Although six (40%)

of these nonabused participants

reported feeling marked low self-esteem at some point in
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their lives,

the negative feelings were associated with

divorces and other relationship difficulties,
difficult teenagers.

such as

The workplace was chiefly a source

of positive self-constructs.

Racially and ethnically the

nonabused participants did feel that their skin color,
foreign accents,

and ethnic features did make their

assimilation into the dominant White culture more
difficult.

They all expressed feelings of "having to

prove themselves," "try harder," and "not make waves."
Finally,

in response to a request from one of my

incest survivor participants,

I asked all the

participants what they would do with the money if they
won a huge sum of money in the State lottery.

I

instructed the participants to say only the "first thing
that came into their heads."

The responses were

surprisingly different between the abused and nonabused
groups,

but not within the incest survivor subgroups.

Twelve non abused participants said they would use the
money for "frills:" newer car,

bigger home, vacations,

ornamental changes to their existing home,
hardwood floors,

retiling a bathroom,

etc.

such as
Two of the

nonabused said they would first pay off some loans or
bills; one said she would give her son some money.
The responses of the incest survivors were
qualitatively different.
responses have,
rather,

I am not suggesting that these

in any way, diagnostic significance;

they provide just one more window into the world
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of incest survivors.

Twelve

(29.2%)

said that the first

thing they would do was give some of the money away to
help others who were hurting or neglected as they were.
Ten

(24%)

said they would buy a home—not a luxury home,

but a "safe haven" in the woods,

on the ocean,

or in the

mountains; half of those who wanted a "safe haven" said
they might use some of the property to set up camps or
homes for the homeless,
deprived populations.

impaired,
Safety,

harm were central themes.

overweight,

or other

isolation and freedom from

Finally,

Eight

(19.5%)

said

they would use the money to pay for the schooling that
they strongly felt they needed.

Most of the incest

survivors felt that their lack of schooling,
completion of a high school diploma,
them.

including

greatly hindered

The responses of the incest survivors to the

lottery question reveals a self-construct of not being
safe,

prepared enough for life

attainment),

4.5.

(low educational

and damaged.

Family Process Information

I have already reviewed some of the important family
factors in my discussion of trauma; however,

a few

additional factors are worth exploring.
Judith Herman (1981)

found that a high percentage of

incest survivors were first-born children.
incest survivor participants were oldest;

Fifteen

(27%)

in addition,
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fifteen more were only daughters.

Toman

(1961)

describes

the first-born as demonstrating greater independence,
intelligence,
Furthermore,

reliability,

and resourcefulness.

the only daughter amongst male siblings—

unless she was the youngest sibling—would also be more
likely to demonstrate some caretaking responsibilities.
Consequently,

even though sexual abuse is most likely to

occur with oldest children,

these children are also most

likely to have self-care and life-skills.
(37.2%)

Indeed,

eleven

of the incest survivor participants described

themselves as "Cinderellas" in their families of origin:
daughters with inordinate responsibility for the
household,

childcare,

and—in instances where the parents

were alcoholic—parental care.
These daughters often seem more mature than they
really are

(Lustig,

et al.,

1966); they may have peer

problems,

but at home they are most likely to be a family

lynchpin.

Many of the incest survivor participants said

they "held the family together."

These women did not

recount their experience as Cinderella as being fun or
rewarding,

yet their unpleasant family role gave them

critical experience in life skills,

and,

in turn,

these

life skills enabled them to cope at work and in
childrearing.

Four of the six balancer/achievers were

Cinderellas as children; the other balancer/achievers
were either oldests or only daughters.
were women who could not work;

Two Cinderellas

one woman was a drone,
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and the rest were dabblers.

However,

all ten women who

were Cinderellas report that their early childhood
experience gave them skills that allowed them to cope as
well as they did.

One of the Cinderellas was a homeless

women whose life skills enabled her to work as a live-in
care-companion to very ill,
person died,

elderly people.

When the

she would then return to the streets or

shelters until she could find,
personal sections,

mostly through ads

in the

another home in which she could get

room and board in exchange for caretaking.

Finally,

four

of the eleven Cinderellas and four of the fifteen oldest
daughters were born into large,

farm families.

families responsibilities were endless:
planting,

canning,

siblings.

cleaning stables,

In these

cow-milking,

and guiding younger

Four of the incest survivor participants who

were Cinderellas in farm families became
balancer/achievers.
In the nonabused population 10

(66%)

were either oldests or only daughters.

of the women

Two of the

remaining five were "family favorites," and the other
three felt as though they had recieved "sufficient
attention and encouragement" as well as family
responsibility.

One women said she felt like Cinderella

growing up.
Clearly,
but,

being Cinderella has its disadvantages,

in later years,

the early training in independence

and responsibility was a great resource.

Being the
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oldest,

and especially being from a large,

farm family,

conferred on an individual self- and life-skills that
were necessary later across the lifespan.
The other important factor in both the sexually
abused and nonabused groups was whether the mother was
perceived by the child as capable outside the home,
either in paid work or active,
such as church work.

consistent volunteer work,

Seeing the mother as a worker

establishes what Murray Bowen calls a "dormant structure"
(Bowen,

1978)

of work-capability.

Even though few of

these mothers ever sat down with their daughters and
discussed their jobs—or took their daughters to work on
a regular basis,

by working AT ALL these mothers

automatically gave their daughters a role model that
women CAN work.

Seven of the ten incest survivors who

said they COULD NOT NOW work said that one of the factors
that they believed would enable them in the future to
work was "knowing that their mothers could do it."

(work)

All of the mothers of the nonabused participants either
worked outside the home or held important,
volunteer jobs within the community,

long-term

such as church work

and organized charities.
An even more important factor in family life was
whether the parents encouraged and expected the child to
exceed at a job and/or in school.

Although no strong

pattern of family encouragement emerged within individual
work groups,

incest survivors at the higher end of the
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continuum

(sprinters,

balancer/achievers and drivers)

parents who encouraged them to succeed.

Fifteen

had

(36.5%)

parents of incest survivors encouraged their daughters to
work and achieve; twelve of these famiies produced
daughters at the higher end of work continuum
balancer/achievers,

and drivers).

(sprinters,

Four of the parents of

the 16 dabblers told them that careers and college
(outside the home)

were for boys,

not girls; one of the

parents of a dabbler encouraged her to do well in high
school,

but not to go to college or technical training.

Similar patterns exist for parents,

especially

fathers, who encouraged or "permitted" their daughters to
have social lives,

including dating and joining large

organizations such as Girl Scouts or 4-H.

Incest

survivors whose parents did not encourage the development
of peer groups comprised the lower end of the work
continuum (can't work,

dabblers, drones).

These women

had little or no opportunities to develop social skills,
peer relationships or trust in the world at large.
contrast,

all the nonabused participants had parents,

especially fathers, who encouraged dating,
interests,

In
and

development of

and membership in social groups.

In general, what is lacking in incest families is
basic environment for self development.

Families that

provide a rich environment encourage and recognize each
child's skills and interests, promote peer relations,
support memberships in social organizations,

and allow

a
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daughters to date.

This lack of basic developmental care

later expresses itself in incest survivors in the
formation of a limited self that has little belief in her
own skills or abilities,
relations,

impaired peer and social

and conflict and guilt over whether they

should succeed.
development

This basic family failure in promoting

is perhaps the most damaging aspect of

sexually abusing families,

excluding,

of course,

the

existence of the sexual abuse in the first place.

4.7

Educational History

The greatest differences between the incest survivor
participants and the nonabused participants were in
educational achievement.

Only three

(20%)

of the

nonabused participants did not complete college; two of
these three women were realtors with very high incomes—a
phenomenon which proves the exception to the rule that
education is needed in order to earn higher salaries.
fact,

In

real estate is one of the few high income-potential

careers available to women without college degrees.
contrast,

only nine

(21.9%)

In

of the incest survivor

participants had completed college; three of these women
had masters degrees,

and one had a doctorate.

An

additional two incest survivors were actively pursuing
the completion of their bachelors degree; one incest
survivor was going to law school parttime.

The overall
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educational level,
study is low:

five

however,
(12.1%)

of high school; three

(7%)

of the incest survivors in my
of the survivors dropped out
obtained their high school

diploma through a GED program;
college but dropped out.
out was not financial:

13

(31.7%)

had attempted

The main reason for dropping

rather,

the incest survivors

reported that they felt "overwhelmed," "confused," and
"unable to concentrate."

Consequently,

amongst the

incest survivor population high school was the highest
level of education for 32
comparatively,
for 12

(80%)

(78%)

participants;

college was the highest level of education

of the nonabused population.

In general,

the higher levels of career development

along the continuum demonstrate the highest level of
academic achievement amongst incest survivors,
in Table 6.

as shown

below.

Table 6. Attainment of college degree amongst incest
survivor work groups, in numbers of
participants

disabled

dab.

Actively
pursuing
bachelors
College
degree

drone

sprint

bal./
driver
achvr.

2

11

113

2
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Although my population is small,

some relationship

is suggested between college attainment/serious pursuit
of degree and higher levels of work success.
Significant differences between the incest survivors
and the nonabused populations exist with regard to the
overall nature of the experience of education
or positive),

learning difficulties,

(negative

and social

difficulties through the twelfth grade.
Only three incest survivors

(7%)

reported their

combined elementary and high school years as positive;
two of these women played on organized sports teams
during their high school years,

and each participant said

that "being in sports saved her life;” the other incest
survivor was active in a social/service organization,
which,
four

she said "became her life."

(26.6%)

In contrast,

only

of the nonabused group described their

elementary and high school experiences as negative; thus,
11

(73.3%)

of the nonabused population expressed

satisfaction with their elementary and secondary
education.
Compelling research exists which supports the idea
that incest disrupts cognitive development in children
(Adams-Tucker,
Cicchetti,
Ruth,

1982; Biller,

1986; Bowlby,

1987; Eth and Pynoos,

et al.,

1987).

Twenty-five

1982;

1985; Fine,
(62.5%)

1990; Lyons-

of the incest

survivors stated that they had learning difficulties
throughout their schooling.

Eighteen survivors

(72%)
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reported that the most common impairment was difficulty
in "concentrating and focusing."

These incest survivors

with self-reported learning difficulties said they spent
a "great deal of time thinking about what happened in
their families;” consequently,

they felt they did not

have "the energy” or "ability" to concentrate on their
studies; these women reported that they "felt out of it"
most of the time whenever they "faced an open book."
They spent their time daydreaming or "simply tuning out."
The remaining incest survivors reported a mix of
difficulties with math,
incest survivors

(7%)

pleasure in learning,
things."

science,

and reading.

Only three

reported that they "took great
studying and/or discovering new

These three survivors were the only survivors

to get grade averages over 3.3 in high school.

All the

incest survivors who knew about their abuse early in
childhood or adolescence said that their sexual abuse
"greatly contributed" to their reported learning
difficulties.

After recovering their memory of the abuse

later in life all the incest survivors with recovered
memory also linked their abuse to their difficulties in
learning.

In contrast,

only three

(20%)

of the nonabused

population reported learning difficulties; these
difficulties were in math and science; none of the
nonabused population described their learning
difficulties in terms similar to those of the abused
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participants; rather,

they said things such as,

"I'm just

not good in math;" "I never enjoyed science lab."
Social difficulties,
abuse,

promiscuity,

such as truancy,

and peer relationships are more

frequent amongst incest survivors
and Luster,

1994).

substance

(Herman,

1981; Lisak

Using a qualitative methodology

helped me greatly in sorting out whether sexual abuse
contributed to the prevalence of these factors.
example,

amongst the nonabused population,

four

For
(33.3%)

of the participants reported that they were "truant;"
however,

they described this truancy as "a one-time

event" related to "spur of the moment" temptations; two
of the truancies occurred in the last month of senior
semester when the high school was a little more lenient
in tolerating infringements by rambunctious seniors; one
truancy was related to seeing her boyfriend before he
shipped out to war; the other truancy was an unexplained
"day off" that the participant said she thought she'd try
to get away with.

In contrast,

nine

(21.9%)

of the

incest survivors said they were truant; significantly,
however,

the incest survivor participants reported that

six of these truancies were directly related to their
incest abuse:

4 felt "too depressed that day to go to

school;" one felt "too nervous" for school that day,

and

the other "felt too fogged out to attend school;" two of
the other truancies occurred because the survivors felt
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they were "bad persons anyway" so why not cut class?

The

reason for the remaining truancy was "unknown."
Substance abuse was higher amongst the abused
participants.

Two of the nonabused participants

(13.3%)

said they had "serious drinking problems" in high school;
one woman attributed it to the physical abuse that
occurred in her family; the other two said that their
parents' divorce was a factor.
incest survivors

(21.9%)

In contrast,

nine of the

said they "seriously abused

drugs/alcohol in order to escape the pain of what
happened at home."
(12%)

In addition,

five incest survivors

reported they were promiscuous in high school; none

of the nonabused participants said they were promiscuous.
The most significant self-reported differences
between the nonabused and abused participants was in peer
relations.

Only two

(13.3%)

of the nonabused

participants described themselves as "loners" in high
school;

six

(40%)

of the nonabused participants said they

were "in the popular crowd in high school;" the remaining
seven nonabused participants said that even though they
weren't popular,

they all "had friends" and/or a

"consistent group of friends."
however,

Incest survivors,

are chiefly loners in high school.

incest survivors

(67.8%)

Twenty-seven

reported that they had "no real

friends or groups to hang out with."

These women

described themselves as feeling "different" from the
other classmates; they all said they lived in "two
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worlds,” with one world being the social front,

and the

other world being the secret world of feeling "damaged”
or "not good enough."

These descriptions are similar to

the "double track" that some Holocaust survivors use to
describe their differences between their daily and
private lives

(Helmreich,

1992).

All of these women

reported feeling "depressed" and "out of it" in high
school; one woman tried to kill herself.

Three of the

incest survivors who did NOT describe themselves as
"loners" said they were members of a "misfits club," and
even though they themselves as well as the rest of the
high school class perceived the clique as negative,

the

incest survivors said that membership provided them with
the "only friends and support" available to them in their
high schools.
In general,

the literature on incest survivors

support the self-descriptions that the incest survivors
use to depict their negative academic and social
experiences in high school

(Courtois,

Pynoos,

1985; Fine,

1990; Forward,

Herman,

1981; Lisak and Luster,

1980,

1988; Eth and

1979; Gelinas,

1990).

1983;

As a group,

incest survivors demonstrate that they have internalized
a "bad self" and feel both academically and socially
limited and impaired.

Membership in social groups,

as organized sports, Girl Scouts,
positive social interactions,
positively one's self image,

such

and 4-H provided

opportunities to adjust
and contact with mentors.
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In fact,

one incest survivor said that the only thing

that sustained her through her school years—other than
her self-reported determination to succeed—was the'
support of mentors,

such as a teachers and social

organization leaders.
important,

Mentoring proved to be an

but rare opportunity for incest survivors.

In summary,

negative educational experiences,

academically and socially,

both

contributed to already

existing negative self-construct in incest survivors.

4.8

Work History

The only study which systematically compares the
work histories of adults abused in childhood with
nonabused adults is Lisak and Luster's 1994 study of
sexually and physically abused male,
Importantly,

their findings are very similar to mine with

regard to number of jobs held,
leaving a job,
peers.

college students.

negative reasons for

and difficulty in getting along with

I will examine the above factors,

overall satisfaction.

as well as

I define career success as

satisfaction with one's jobs and/or career progress and
goals,

ability to support self beyond the paycheck-to-

paycheck phenomenon,

and ability to use skills and engage

interest areas.
In general,

nonabused participants felt more

satisfied with their work accomplishments,

career choice,
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progress,

status,

income,

and use and engagement of their

skills and areas of interests.
participants
changes,

(20%)

Three of the nonabused

were considering making career

but these changes involved variations and newer

applications within their field.

These three nonabused

women felt like drones at their current jobs; however,
unlike the incest survivor drones,

they felt capable of

making the changes necessary to insure job satisfaction.
One realtor wanted to start her own company; one
executive wanted to change the product line that she
would be representing,

but she wanted to remain in an

executive capacity with a large company.

Three other

women

(20%)

wanted to ADD to their lives an interest

area,

such as painting or traveling, which they had long

neglected due to childcare responsibilities.

Overall,

these nonabused women were either satisfied with work and
with the balance they had struck between work and
family/personal life or they felt capable of making the
changes necessary in order to bring about the desired
balance and work/life satisfaction.

Nine of the

nonabused women were balancer/achievers.
Furthermore,

these nonabused women were older and

had passed through or were in what Gail Sheehy
terms Second Adulthood,

(1995)

a time between the ages of 45-60

when adults typically reconsider their career and
personal life paths and often implement change.

This

second adulthood may temporarily bring with it a period
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of confusion,

loss,

and fear until the individual comes

to new resolutions.
to school,

traveling,

Changes in women can include return
or starting a business.

In

Sheehy's study she found that women whose family incomes
were above $30,000 a year were more likely to feel
positive and empowered with this stage of life;
income level allowed them to afford classes,
start-up money for new ventures.

the

travel,

or

My nonabused

participants reflect this optimism and surge of renewed
energy.

My previous clinical population of over 2,000

nonabused women supports the finding that indeed working
women can find happiness in both their career and work
life.

Three of the nonabused women were drivers who felt

that "work was their life."

These women had grown

children and had experienced "messy" and "ugly" divorces
which contributed to their focusing their energies on
their work almost exclusively;

these nonabused drivers

reported that job satisfaction was a "moving target" and
that they raised their goals "often."
The literature of job satisfaction highlights
several

important factors that are worth examining.

midlife,

for both men and women,

personal meaning becomes

an important variable in job satisfaction
Levinson,

1978;

Osherson,

1981;

1977).

In addition,

skills,

room for advancement,

At

Sheehy,

(Gould,

1995;

1978;

Vaillant,

jobs that provided use of one's
intellectual challenge,

responsibility also increased women's self-esteem,

and
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reduced depression,
(Baruch,

et al.

and increased their desire to succeed

1983;

Bernard,

Antonucci,

1982;

Crowley,

Josselson,

1987;

Kantor,

1972;

1973;
1976;

Coleman and

Hardesty,
Miller,

1986;

1979);

in fact,

working outside the home is so powerful that,

regardless

of home responsibilities or the reason for working,

work

itself was responsible for raising self-esteem in women
(Coleman and Antonucci,

1982).

All the nonabused

participants reported that work was satisfying,
meaningful,

and empowering;

although all had had jobs in

the past that did not meet these requirements,

they all

felt that even if they lost their current jobs,
would be able to recapture the same sense of
empowerment,

meaning,

they

importance,

and satisfaction.

Incest survivors,

on the other hand,

were not

generally as optimistic or self-confident.
exception of the six balancer/achievers,

With the

none of the

incest survivors reported overall satisfaction,
empowerment,

pride,

or meaning in their job.

women drivers did express pride,
empowerment,

meaning,

The four

and

but these women were chronically

dissatisfied with the status or income of their current
position;

they wanted more and more,

yet were unable to

name exactly what it was that they wanted.
were strivers-in-strain;

These drivers

they set their goals very high

and kept their energy levels in overdrive in order to
reach this nameless,

shapeless goal.

Job status and high
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income became what sociologists call "disclaimers;" these
women had to overachieve in order to disclaim their
internalized identity of sexual victim.

When I discussed

the long term effects of the incest with women in this
group,

they were the most reluctant to talk and the most

ashamed to admit that the abuse still affected them.
These were women who lived for their jobs, who "were" or
"became their jobs."

Personal relationships took a back

seat to all career planning.

Significantly,

both

balancer/achievers and drivers reported that having a
series of mentors had made the transition to success and
achievement much easier; they felt cared for,
and valued.

understood

None of the other work subgroups received

any mentoring.
Incest survivors who were dabblers,
sprinters rarely had job satisfaction,
empowerment,

responsibility,

drones,

and

a sense of

or appropriate use of their

skills and intellectual abilities.

Two of the sprinters

had high incomes left over from their previous short
burst of success,

but they were very anxious about the

source of their next income; more than any other group,
they relied on their personal relationships to carry them
financially.

Furthermore, women who were dabblers or

drones rarely had high enough family income to start
businesses,

attend school or receive technical training.

The group that felt the most dissatisfied with their
work histories was the disabled,

a group that is similar
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to Josselson's
part,

(1987)

identity diffusers.

For the most

these women felt unable to either hold a job or

maintain an image of what they might be able to do;'they
didn't recognize their skills,

and,

if they did,

they did

not feel competent enough to use them effectively in a
work environment.
jobs,

These women had often been fired from

experienced co-worker difficulties,

and had general

problems controlling their post-traumatic stress symptoms
such as tuning out,
hallucinations,

experiencing de-realization,

dissociative episodes,

paranoia,

hypervigilance,

anxiety,

at work.

Not surprisingly,

startle responses,

and avoidance of men

this group demonstrated high

levels of substance abuse and frequent hospitalizations
for depression.

Most of these women were on

antidepressants and anxiety medication;
through the day" was difficult.

just "getting

Work for most incest

survivors was not a positive experience that enhanced
self-construct; but for the disablers,

the negative self-

construct was the most tenacious and pervasive.

These

women saw themselves as "someone who could not work."
Difficulty with peers was a major complaint of all
incest survivor participants.

Drivers knew they were

perceived by others as "witches,
masters;" yet,

bitches,

they defended their behavior as "what was

necessary to get the job done."

Drones and dabblers

usually kept to themselves, making few,
at work.

and task¬

All groups,

if any,

friends

including balancer/achievers.
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reported that they didn't trust co-workers' motives; they
also felt that they took longer to trust others in
general because they so often mistrust their own judgment
of others.
Dabblers,

drones,

and drivers all reported having

difficulty with authority; drivers felt that superiors
were often "stupid" and "incompetent;" dabblers and
drones feared the disapproval of supervisors and feared
that because they often felt "tuned out," that they were
more likely to make mistakes.

In the section on themes

and interpretations I will devote most of the chapter to
portraying these worker subgroups; however,

I at least

want to mention the most frequently occurring factors.
Dabblers and sprinters reported leaving a job or
haulting the development of a career path due to feelings
of being overwhelmed; more than any other groups these
women were uncomfortable with too much responsibility or
success.

Even though sprinters are most likely to

experience high incomes and status,
drop the career when it peaks.

they are quick to

Dabblers and drones were

especially sensitive to criticism; dabblers often bolted
from a job rather than work it out; drones,

by definition

felt they "swallowed their pride and went on."

Drones

STAYED at jobs too long for the same reasons that
dabblers QUIT them:
and low confidence,

mistrust in others,

low self-esteem

inadequate and/or negative assessment

of their skills and interests, generalized fear of the
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world.

On the other hand,

balancer/achievers quit jobs

when they felt they had already mastered the tasks and
needed further challenges.

Even though

balancer/achievers expressed the same fears of not
fitting in and mistrust of others,

these fears did not

impair their advancement or satisfaction.
The most measurable difference,

however,

incest survivors and nonabused populations,

between

and between

the incest survivor work subgroups is in the number of
jobs held within a given time period.

The table below

counts the average number of jobs held by each group over
a three year timespan.

Of course, drones would be

expected to hold the same job year after year;

indeed,

two of the women in the drone group have held the same
unsatisfying job for over fifteen years.
included the disabled.

I have not

Table 7. below demonstrates these

findings.

Table 7.

no.

jobs

dabblers
drones
sprinters
bal/achvr.
drivers
nonabused

Average number of jobs held within a three-year
period between incested groups and total
nonabused participants

1

2

3

4

10 or more
X

x
X

X
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All of the nonabused participants,
worker subgroup,

regardless of

held the same job for three years.

As the table above indicates,
job-hop are drivers,

sprinters,

those most likely to

and dabblers.

Drivers

quit jobs and move on because "there isn't enough" for
them at a given job;
success,

sprinters quit at the peak of

especially if they are starting up a business;

dabblers job-hop constantly due to generalized feelings
of discomfort in work environments.

Many dabblers held

jobs for less than three months; along with the disabled
the dabblers were most likely to experience anxiety and
post-traumatic symptoms at work.

Although the disabled

did hold jobs in the past, their job profile was almost
identical to the dabblers with regard to an increase
number of short-term jobs within a year; however,
the dabblers,

the disabled had long stretches of time

when they did not work at all.
not working,
SSI,

unlike

When the disabled were

they became homeless, went on welfare and

lived with family members,

or relied on their

partner's income.
The nonabused participants certainly had experienced
periods in their lives when they job-hopped; however,

the

changes were due more to family needs such as having to
move for their husband's jobs or the work hours
conflicting with their childcare responsibilities.
Overall,

the nonabused resembled the-balancer/achievers;

they held jobs long enough to get salary increases and
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promotions.

Nonabused drivers were responding more to

failed personal relationships than negative childhood
experiences.
Incested disabled,

dabblers,

drones,

all expressed discomfort with success,
sustained high salaries,

and status.

and sprinters

responsibility,
They were the most

likely to make negative statements about their abilities
and intelligence.

They didn't like working with others,

and feared bosses and male co-workers especially.
Dabblers,

sprinters,

and drivers were most likely to get

sexually involved with co-workers.

Finally,

unlike the

women in Gail Sheehy's study (1995)

the incest survivor

participants did not experience a Second Adulthood; they
didn't feel a sense of division between their earlier
adult years

(to approximately age 45, which Sheehy terms

Provisional Adulthood)

and their Second Adulthood.

For

most of the incest survivors life was an on-going present
with the first-step or early steps in a career being
taken "over and over."

Two women described their careers

as "crab-like" movements:
never forward.

always going side-to-side,

The differences,

then,

in self-reported

satisfaction and in job profile between the nonabused and
incest survivor participants is significant.
Not surprisingly,

asking the incest survivors

questions about work triggered great anxiety,
confusion amongst the abused participants.

shame,

and

In the past
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when I have conducted career workshops I often try to
obtain important information in a less stressful manner.
One of my methods is to ask the participants the
following question:

Imagine it is the night before a job.
You are
visited by the Twenty-first century Wizard of Oz.
In his bag of tricks, in addition to the old stand¬
bys such as courage, are all kinds of technical,
magical, and psychic gadgets.
What do you want from
the Wizard to take with you to work tomorrow?

The exerice is a form of projective testing that
most often is fun, yet capable of generating significant
differences between the responses of incest survivors and
nonabused participants.
way can be used,

Of course,

in itself,

the exercise in no

as a diagnostic tool; rather,

it is a tool that aids in revealing both abused and
nonabused participants'

self-construct regarding work.

Two of the nonabused participants

(13.3%)

said they

wanted the Wizard to give them self-confidence; the
remainder of the nonabused participants wanted
technological gadgets that would provide convenience
and/or efficiency to their work environment such as:
cars that hovered over traffic; better cellular and car
phones; computers that could read thoughts;

longer lunch

breaks.
The responses of incest survivors were qualitatively
different.

Twelve participants

(29.2%)

wanted devices

that would increase their brain functioning; survivors
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said they wanted anything that would help them "think
more clearly," "be smart enough" to perform the job,
"tuned-in enough to understand."

and

One woman wanted a

CATSCAN to see if her brain were functioning properly.
Thirteen incest survivors

(31.7%)

confidence and/or self-esteem."

said they wanted "selfTwo

(4%)

said they

wanted relief from post-traumatic symptoms,
flashbacks and tuning out.

such as

Six incest survivors

said they wanted better peer relationships,

(14.6%)

including

"trusting others more" and "dealing with power/authority
better."

Two

(4%)

said "they didn't know what they

wanted-from the Wizard,

and six

(14.6%)

said they wanted

their bosses and co-workers to understand and accept
"what it was like to be sexually abused."
In summary,

incest survivors experienced

difficulties trusting others and themselves at work; they
mistrusted the motives of others as well as their ability
to "read" people.

With the exception of the drivers and

balancer/achievers,

incest survivors were uncomfortable

with success and responsibility; the disabled,

dabblers

and sprinters had difficulty maintaining sufficient
energy to sustain work over time.

Furthermore,

the

disabled and the dabblers were more likely to experience
the negative effects of post-traumatic stress at work
such as dissociative episodes and poor concentration.
Difficulty in work performance contributed to negative
self-constructs.

Finally, these women are "out of phase"
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with the demographic shift to a Second Adulthood that
Gail Sheehy has identified in her book New Passages: the
incest survivors are JUST arriving at or are STILL in the
process of completing the career stages of their first
adulthood

(which Sheehy terms Provisional Adulthood).

Without question incest continued to inform the self long
after the abuse occurred.

CHAPTER 5
THE STORY OF TWO SISTERS

Amongst my incest survivor participants are three
sets of sisters.

As strange as it sounds,

siblings are

more likely to be dissimilar to each other than similar—
especially if the siblings are the same sex and close in
age

(Bowen,

1978; Toman,

differences are complex,
birth order,
temperment,

1961).

The reasons for the

but the critical factors are

genetic contribution to intelligence and
different life experiences,

Probably the easiest way, however,

and family role.

to understand the

differences between two siblings of the same sex is to
imagine that the older of the two siblings has "first
grab" at temperment and world-view which birth order
usually confers;

"what's left over" becomes the domain of

the younger sister.

For example,

sisters are often bossy,

oldest sisters of

emotionally distant,

intelligent, professorial, power- and authority-oriented;
if they have professions,
head nurses,

they make excellent lawyers,

literary agents,

and realtors.

Youngest

sisters of sisters tend to be more sociable and outgoing,
more emotionally available, more adaptable,

and

intelligent—although they often have to work harder at
intellectual tasks.

If they have careers,

excellent sales reps, teachers,

they make

and actresses.

Younger
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siblings of the same sex can often be entrepreneurs with
a good sense of moderate risk-taking;

consequently,

whereas the oldest same sex sibling may be a studio
executive,

the younger same sex sibling may have started

her own company.
sibling model;

Of course,

in fact,

no person fits exactly the

whenever the sibling profile is

far off the expected profile,

one can expect that unusual

circumstances have probably happened in the family of
origin.

No description or analysis of anyone's family

can possibly account for all of one's
thankfully,

life's path—

there is still room for surprise and the

unknown.
In the following story of two sisters,
Zoe,

birth order,

temperament,

Amanda and

and family events both

altered and amplified the expected sibling profile.

Both

sisters were sexually abused by the same perpetrators—
yet their lives followed very different paths.
changed the names,

occupations,

I have

and nonvital information

so that the sisters cannot be identified.

Amanda and Zoe Tucker

Amanda and Zoe grew up in a milltown in the
Northeast.

The firstborn child was a son,

early age was aggressive and unruly.
student,

who from an

He was not a good

and could not sit still or concentrate.

taxed his parents greatly.

He

When the brother was nine,
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Amanda was born.

From the minute she was born,

was strong-willed,
her quickly,

dominant,

and restless.

Amanda

Toys bored

and she often had temper tantrums.

She had

the ability to get her brother and mother in an uproar,
often making the mother feel at the end of her rope.
years

later Zoe was born.

She liked to watch people,

Two

Zoe was quiet and obedient.
and later in life,

people

often said that Zoe was "tuned in to others."
Mrs.

Tucker was the oldest of several sisters;

later in life she told her daughters that both her
parents physically abused her;

she also said that she was

sexually abused by a maternal uncle when she was a child.
Mrs.

Tucker was frail and nervous most her life;

she

drank too much and developed quite a temper when drunk.
She was married when she was eighteen,

and she told her

daughters that she "had no idea what she was getting
into."
did

Childcare responsibilities overwhelmed her,

financial problems.

as

She worked throughout the

entire marriage in the local mills,

often leaving the

children at home alone or with one of her own younger
siblings.
herself,

Mrs.

Tucker tried several times to kill

and was institutionalized for several months in

the State mental hospital.
Mr.

Tucker was the youngest of several boys who was

sexually abused by his alcoholic father.
alcoholic himself.

He met the future Mrs.

they were both working in the mill;

He was
Tucker when

neither of them had
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graduated high school,

and the family story is that they

fell

in love at first sight.

man"

in the factory,

blonde."
drunk;
temper.

Mr.

then,

He was the "most handsome

and she was the "tiniest little

Tucker was charming,
like his wife,

except when he was

he displayed a terrible

Often the two of them would start the weekend

drunk and end it kicking and punching each other.

The

children witnessed these drunken and violent episodes.
Later,

when the oldest son was a young teen,

would join his parents and get drunk.

he too

He dropped out of

high school himself and worked in the same mills.

The

parents never physically abused the children—only each
other.

Often,

with bruises,

Mr.

and Mrs.

Tucker would show up at work

but no one commented.

In those days other

people's family business was not your business;

besides,

physical abuse was common amongst this Caucasian,
Catholic working class community.

Nightly Amanda and Zoe

grew up to the clink of broken glass or the thud of a pot
hitting a wall.
When Amanda was seven and Zoe five Mr.
out to move in with another woman.
visit the house once a week,
yell at the girls,
Tucker moved out,

Her father would

toss money on the table,

and then leave.
Mrs.

Tucker walked

Shortly after Mr.

Tucker started dating a man who

owned a local restaurant;

this man moved in,

in the house for the rest of the girls'

and remained

lives.

Tucker had several children with this man.

Mrs.

When Mr.
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Tucker was in his early fifties,
hanging himself.

he killed himself by

He left no note.

they were not surprised;

Amanda and Zoe said

their father always seemed

exhausted and overwhelmed with life.

Mrs.

Tucker is

still alive and still lives with the restaurant owner.
She continues to be frail,
has reduced her drinking,

sickly,

and depressed.

She

but occasionally still gets

drunk.
Amanda and Zoe described their house as "being out
of control" with no one "in charge."

Neither parents

seemed to "understand" what the other needed,

and many of

the fights were about whose needs came first.
(1961)

Toman

would say that these relationship difficulties

were predictable since neither parent had any childhood
experience of growing up with siblings of the opposite
sex.

Furthermore,

even though Mrs.

Tucker was an oldest

sibling—and therefore a good marital match for a younger
sibling—by temperament she was frail,
sickly.

Clearly,

depressive,

and

no one was in charge in this family;

also the fact that both parents had been sexually abused
contributed to their sense of helplessness and
internalized sense of badness.
High,

unchecked parental and marital anxieties often

set the stage for an older sibling to become a sexual
perpetrator

(Forward,

1978;

Herman,

1981),

and the Tucker

family was no exception.

From the age of 5 for Amanda,

and the age of 3

the older brother sexually

for Zoe,
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abused them each for the next five years
was 10,

and Zoe was 8).

The brother was fourteen when he

began sexually abusing his sisters;
was nineteen,

(until Amanda

he left home when he

and that was when the abuse stopped.

Because of the turmoil and helplessness in the family the
oldest brother was cast in the caretaker role of his
younger sisters.

He abused his sisters weekly.

The

paternal grandfather also sexually abused the daughters
during the summer months whenever the Tucker family went
to visit him at his lake home in the New England woods;
he abused his granddaughters sexually for three or four
summers until he died of alcohol poisoning.
The older brother dressed the girls,
breakfast,
slips.

made them

and often signed their school permission

However,

even though the son was put in the

position of being responsible for the children,
Zoe who was cast as her mother's caretaker.

it was

Usually,

the

family designates the oldest daughter as Cinderella,
emotional caretaker,
parent;

however,

and confidant of an overwhelmed

differences in temperament account for

the shift to identifying Zoe,
Cinderella.
stubborn,

As you recall,

and hot-headed;

the second daughter,

Amanda was strong-willed,

Zoe was quiet,

emotionally responsive to others.
choice for a caretaking Cinderella,
exactly what she became.

as

shy,

and

Zoe was the obvious
and indeed that's

Zoe said that "it became her

job to check in on Mother to see if she were still
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alive.”

On more than one occasion Zoe would find her

mother choking on her own vomit or falling asleep,
in hand,

in the bathtub.

Mrs.

bottle

Tucker's live-in partner

kept long hours at the restaurant and was often not home
to care for Mrs.

Tucker.

Zoe became nurse,

listener,

and

designated worrier about her mother's welfare.
By the time the girls attended elementary school,
their acdemic and social paths were set,

and these

patterns remained constant throughout high school.
Amanda was overly busy,

bossy,

judgmental and academic;

she participated in every school play,

dance,

and

activity that required her to stay after school and not
go home.

She was creative and overly confident,

picked

to be the class president and voted "Most Likely to
Succeed."

On the other hand,

Zoe was quiet and shy,

participating in no after-school activities since she
needed to be home to take care of her mother.
brother left at age 19,

Zoe,

at the age of 8,

After the
also took

over the household responsibilities of cooking,
and grocery shopping.

cleaning,

Amanda was nowhere to be seen;

she

was always out with friends or in school play rehearsals;
Zoe never made a single close friend in high school,

and

she said she always felt "different and unfit;"
conversely,
classmates.

Amanda said she always felt "superior"

For Amanda the most important thing was

be in charge;"
be good."

to her
"to

for Zoe the most important thing was "to
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The parents expected their daughters to do well
school academically,
attend college;

in

but they were not encouraged to

they told their daughters that college

was only for girls who wanted to be teachers or nurses.
Mrs.

Tucker was sure that her girls would marry young and

raise children.
school;

Both daughters were B students in high

Amanda had no identifiable academic difficulties,

but Zoe said she often had trouble concentrating and
focusing on her lessons.

She would have to read the same

sections over and over before the paragraphs made any
sense.

Throughout their high school years they each

worked for pay in the local town stores on Saturday
mornings.

However,

by the time both sisters graduated

high school they each were harboring a serious drinking
problem.
As soon as the sisters graduated from high school,
they moved out of the house.

What enabled Zoe to move

was that her mother's live-in partner sold his restaurant
and retired;

if he had not sold his business,

Zoe said

she would have felt compelled to remain at home.
fled to a big city in New England,
the southern United States.

Amanda

and Zoe took off to

Amanda got a job in

department store sales immediately;

Zoe worked as an au

pair for a family and received room and board.

By the

time Amanda was twenty she was pregnant with the child of
one of the executives;
to another city,

the man arranged to be transferred

and Amanda raised the child alone.
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Shortly afterward, Amanda married a prominent local
politician and became the manager of his campaign;
divorced him when he became a cocaine addict.

she

She

remained in politics and managed the political careers of
several State politicians, with whom she had numerous
sexual relationships.
campaigns,

She continued to manage their

always getting her man re-elected.

By the

time she was in her early forties, Amanda was wellconnected in the State and could call in political favors
for financial assistance to help pay for her various side
businesses; at any one time Amanda was managing political
careers as well as running network marketing deals for
various products.

She always made lots of money,

but no

amount was enough,

and no politician was powerful or

prominent enough to make her feel satisfied and proud of
her career accomplishments.
son alone.

She continued to raise her

When Amanda was 43 she had a nervous

breakdown and was hospitalized for three weeks.

Six

months later she married a local, wealthy real estate
developer and now helps him run the sales and marketing
divisions of his company.
careers,

She stopped managing political

but still can call in favors from time to time.

She continues network marketing and says she is "always
looking for something else to do that will REALLY
satisfy" her.

Amanda is now 46.

Amanda is a driver—never satisfied,
power,

authority,

always lured by

and higher and higher incomes.

Her
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oldest status fortified her sense of capability,

yet,

her

excessive strivings leave her emotionally vulnerable;
Amanda only recently stopped drinking,
another breakdown.

and she fears

Depression and suicidality sometimes

can be genetically transmitted,

and Amanda may have

inherited her family's tendencies.

What may also have

contributed to her vulnerability is that the abuse
occurred when she was old enough to make sense of what
was happening to her,

ages 5-10; by the time Zoe was 8,

the abuse had stopped.
Zoe's career course was different,
personal life was remarkably similar.

although her
When Zoe was

twenty years old she married a local businessman and had
one daughter; at this time she was still working in child
care related activities.

She divorced this man after two

years of marriage when she learned that he was bisexual.
She supported herself by caring for children,

but she

realized that she needed a college degree in order to
earn a decent salary.

She started taking a few college

courses in nursing at night; she wanted to be a pediatric
nurse.

She worked for a temporary home care agency,

took care of young,

ill children.

and

One of the parents of

one of the sick children raped her.
Four years later Zoe remarried another businessman
and had another son with him.

He was physically abusive,

and she divorced him as soon as the child was born.

She

continued to attend college and work in short-term jobs
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in various nursing fields.

She quit drinking by her late

twenties and has not had a drink since.
boys on her own,

She raised both

neither father being either emotionally

or financially supportive.

Zoe said that her "years as

Cinderella in her family" gave her the confidence to
"juggle lots of things at the same time."
38 she started taking anti-depressants;

When Zoe was

she is currently

taking Zoloft and says it helps her avoid the "downward"
swoop that can plague her from time to time.

She has

never had a breakdown and has never been hospitalized.
When Zoe was forty she completed her college degree in
nursing;

she was "shocked" that she actually accomplished

her educational goal—especially since no one really
encouraged her.

She still laughs, however,

that,

true to

her parents' words that college was "for teachers and
nurses," she is now a nurse.
When Zoe was forty-one she met the man she currently
lives with

(Zoe is now 44 years old).

Her partner is a science teacher,

and Zoe says it is a

loving and supportive relationship,
afraid to get married again.

of her life.

but that she is

She is currently working on

her masters in pediatric nursing,
local hospital.

They have one son.

and she works at the

She says she is "happy" in "all" areas

Her children are doing well in school,

her first two children love her live-in partner.

and

She

feels that her life is "balanced" between work and home,
and she says she feels lucky to have met a man as
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wonderful as her live-in partner.

Zoe says she looks

forward to completing her masters degree.
difficult at times for her,

Life has been

but she never thought she

would arrive at the "peace and richness" that she now
has.

Zoe even overcame her shyness,

and finds that

nursing really brought out a social side of her that she
never knew she had.

Zoe is truly now a

balancer/achiever—despite a rather rocky start.

CHAPTER 6
THEMES AND INTERPRETATIONS

One way to understand the major factors in the lives
of incest survivors is to review first some of the
theoretical contributions to the development of self I
mentioned in the review of the literature and then to
explore in more detail the six work subgroups to see how
these theories find expression.

5.1

An Essay on the Negative Development of Self in
Incest Survivors

At the beginning of this study I presented several
areas of concern regarding the development of the
negative self-construct in incest survivors and made some
statements about the general impact of incest on women's
career development.
critical ideas,

Let's look at an overview of the

based on what the participants have

bravely been willing to share.
Overwhelmingly,

the participants demonstrate that

the trauma of incest creates a disturbance in the
formation of self, which results in a negative selfconcept and negative world-view (Janoff-Bulman,
that varies within each individual.

In turn,

negative self-construct frequently competes or

1992)

this
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intensifies the master identity with regard to
personality,
religion,

gender,

and class.

sexual orientation,

ethnicity,

race,

What compounds this negative self-

construct are the emotional processes in a given family
and the educational experiences of a survivor.
Ultimately,

this personal, master identity informs and/or

impedes the development of the career identity in the
occupational/social system.
But how did this negative self-schema start?

We

need to review both a few central concepts of the
victimized self and the overall structure of Robert
Kegan's theory of development.

In general,

the sexually

victimized self is a person whose body's boundaries and
sensations are outside her control and whose very
efficacy of self-as-agent,
stimulation,

because of the sexual

is at risk of being totally annihilated

(Freud,

1926; Herman,

1981; Lifton,

1989) .

As Lifton (1976)

1976;

Shengold,

states, trauma is death anxiety;

when sexual victimization causes this anxiety,

the

anxiety then centers on the death of the construction of
the self as one who cannot be SEPARATE from others
(Shengold,
struggle,

1989).

The incest survivor is doomed to

in varying intensities, with the phenomenon of

feeling that she is the object of someone else's desires,
and this objectified self is structurally at risk of
never perceiving the self as a self that can actively
stand on her own

(Wilden,

1968).

This objectification
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and inability to act as agent form the foundation of a
negative self-schema;

incest survivors tend to experience

an inner sense of badness that then contributes to the
construction of a self as flawed,

dirty,

unlovable

1981; Lisak and Luster,

1995).

(Forward,

Furthermore,

1978; Herman,
children,

difficulty with attribution,

isolated,

in general,

and

have

and they are most likely to

blame the abuse on themselves rather than themselves.
The continuing damage of incest is that it can
restrict the choices and ranges of later behavior since
survivors have difficulty being effective in controlling
their environment; because they have been cast too well
in the role of passive victim,

they tend to have less

ability to modify their behaviors later in life,
find themselves often re-victimized

(Herman,

and thus

1981).

A

sequelae of the abuse is that the survivor does not feel
permission to "be;” indeed,

the participants in my study,

in discussing their career development problems,

often

spoke of this inner sense of not being "allowed to
develop."

The incest survivor participants demonstrated

what I term the "three strikes" of career development:

1.

I shouldn't hold a job or establish a career

BECAUSE
2.

I don't deserve to have a job or career

AND THEREFORE
3.

I can't have a job or career.
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These are all issues of "being"—a process that the
incest severely impairs.
As most developmentalists agree,

psychological human

growth depends on the ultimate ability of one to separate
self from others.
objectification,

Incest survivors,

because of their

risk never making clear boundaries

between self and other; they historically struggle for
agency.

As I discussed in the review of the literature,

Robert Kegan's theory of normal,

nontraumatized

development in The Evolving Self

(1982)

focuses on the

details of this continuing task of the child to establish
and identify a clear self through the conflicting forces
in the family culture of confirmation and contradiction.
Kegan states that through the actions of the caregivers
the child participates in a constantly alternating
process of integration and differentiation,

and

confirmation and contradiction of the continuously
fluctuating boundary between self and other,

a boundary

which Kegan terms a temporary "truce" that varies
depending on the child's stage of development; this
"truce" is a temporary resolution of the war between the
"self with the self" regarding where the self begins and
ends.

The goal of maturation,

disembed

(differentiate)

according to Kegan,

is to

from one's family culture

sufficiently enough to form a self that feels a sense of
agency and authorship—but without having to forsake a
sense of belonging and responsibility to the family,

the
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world,

and principles of ethics and caring.

The warring

forces of confirmation and contradiction that exist in
all families is the medium through which this negotiation
occurs.

The goal of each new "truce” is to move the

person to a different construction of reality whereby a
self is established that can increasingly deal with the
demands of others.
When we apply Kegan's concepts to incest survivors,
we see that incest survivors are at constant risk of
never differentiating enough from the family's culture of
embeddedness.

The incesting family OVERCONFIRMS the

child's experiences of being embedded in the world of
overstimulation, passivity,

and helplessness.

When we

apply Kegan's model to the incested child, we see how
easily the young self can be constructed to be a self
that is always subject to the actions of the perpetrator.
Kegan's normative contradicting forces in a family—such
as the messages to a teenager to get a job, plan for
college and/or life in general—are weaker in incest
families; as I have just mentioned in the above
discussion about the victimized self,

the incested child

experiences little or no messages to contradict or
disconfirm these forces of embeddedness; rather,

the

incested child grows up to believe she SHOULDN'T have a
differentiated self.
Kegan's paradigm,

In fact,

if we continue to apply

the incested child risks forming a
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young adult self that exists to serve the needs of others
and who cannot easily distinguish stimuli from self.
Cognitively,

early signs exist that this

undifferentiated self has trouble in school.
school age,

By early

if the abuse has occurred by then,

these

children are often depressed loners who don't mingle with
the other children and who are subsequently left out of
the social cliques and after-school social events.
Learning difficulties are the rule rather than the
exception,

and the abused child may often daydream,

unable to focus or concentrate on the tasks
Tucker7

1982; Biller,

Gelman,

1979; Cicchetti,

Fine,

1990).

1986; Bowlby,

(Adams-

1982; Bullock and

1987; Eth and Pynoos,

1987;

The cognitive impairment then contributes

to the already existing negative self-construct that the
abuse has created.
school,

By the time the survivor reaches high

she has developed low self-esteem and constructed

an inner schema of being bad and different from her
peers.

Indeed,

studies indicate that sexually abused

teenagers have greater incidence of teen pregnancies,
substance abuse, promiscuity,
mutilation,
Tucker,

suicidality,

attempted runaways,

1982; Gligor,

van der Kolk,

and truancy

1966; Herman,

1987; Meiselman,

self(Adams-

1981; Kluft,

1978; Lisak and Luster,

1994) .
Some incested children,

1990;

of course,

negatively affected than others.

Why?

are less
No magic
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combination of either positive or negative life factors
exists that can explain every survivors' unique
struggles,

but some genetic,

family process,

and trauma

factors contribute to the understanding of the degree of
impairment and the resiliency
Cohler,

1987; Anthony and Koupernik,

Felsman and Valliant,
Murphy and Moriarty,
Wilson,

(Anthony,

1985).

1974; Anthony and

1974; Bowen,

1987; Gondolf and Fisher,
1976; Peck,

1987; Sanford,

1978;

1988;
1992;

Positive variables include having a

temperament that can withstand anxiety and stress,
engaging personality,
capabilities,

intelligence,

an

problem-solving

ability to soothe one's self without the

aid of substances,

and having skills that are perceived

and valued by the self and others.

Important positive

family values include higher socio-economic status,
mothers perceived to be effective outside the home,
expectations for educational and social achievement,
first-born or functional oldest profile,
and/or alternate positive caregivers.

and mentoring

Finally,

the age

of onset and the duration of the incest over numerous
developmental stages are important factors in the long¬
term after-effects of abuse; the earlier the abuse,
frequency of its occurrence,

the

and the total length of time

of the abuse over the child's years are obvious negative
factors.
Often overlooked contributions to the development of
a self-schema are the multicultural variables of race,
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ethnicity,

class,

religion,

and sexual orientation;

minimizing these factors denies the experience of the
survivor

(Browning,

McGoldrick,

et al.

1987; Buenker and Ratner,
1982; Phinney and Rotheram,

1992;
1986).

In

general, muliticultural variables provide self-schemas
for organizing values,
evil,

selecting goals,

establishing self-views,

judging good and

and establishing a

location within the larger community; typically,

a person

is most likely to select the culture's non-dominant
identity,

such as being an African-American in the United

States or an Algerian in France,
internalized self-identities
Papajohn and Spiegel,

1975).

as one of their chief,

(Buenker and Ratner,
Of course,

1992;

no one person

embodies all the assumptions about a particular race or
sexual orientation,
group.

and no one person can "speak" for her

The impact of being,

for example,

American, working class, Jewish,
individual to individual,

an African-

or a lesbian varies from

and only the person's unique

meaning can account for the complex synthesis of
identities.

However,

these individually selected,

socially-constructed self-schemas often compete,

usurp

and/or alter the negative self-construct that sexual
victimization creates.
The African-American incest survivors in my study,
for example,

state that being Black was "difficult

enough" in America; they felt pressured to "fit in," "not
cause trouble" and "be as good as the White kids."

Their
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skin tones and ethnic features were usually impossible to
hide—but they could hide being an incest survivor,

and

this "doubly negative" self-schema made these
participants feel extra emotionally burdened by their
experienced sense of "societal unacceptability."

The

participants said that the Black Pride movement of the
seventies helped "somewhat" to lessen the degree of
negativity of their internalized badness,

but the incest

victimization was something these women could not shake.
Similarly, when the incest survivors in my study who are
lesbians discuss their sexual orientation,

they say only

as adult women do they feel that their being gay is a
"source of strength" and "positive self-image;" the Gay
Pride movement was instrumental in reducing some of the
negative self-schemas—but,

of course,

"passing" for

membership in the dominant culture is still easier if
one's skin tone is white; nonetheless,

for the

participants who were lesbians being an incest survivor
was still more problematic.
As Janoff-Bulman (1992)
Shattered Assumptions,

describes in her book

incest survivors are also more

likely to construct a world-view where people are not
benevolent or trustworthy and where life itself often
seems meaningless and too mecurial.
Finally, what also contributes to the negative selfschema in incest survivors is their sense of feeling "out
of phase or out of step" in the life cycle with their age
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peers.

For example,

Gail Sheehy describes in her 1995

book New Passages that many women in their forties and
early fifties are beginning what she terms Second
Adulthood,

a time when a woman often embarks on a new

phase of life
change)

(usually involving career growth and/or

AFTER having completed what she terms a

Provisional Adulthood,

a time when a woman often

establishes a family and/or career.
on the other hand,

regardless of age,

The incest survivor,
often feels that

she is "on the first step" of either family and/or career
development;

indeed,

several incest survivors said they

felt "doomed" to be on an "endless" first step that never
managed to "get to the second step that other people
had."

As a consequence, these survivors felt "different"

and "flawed."
Exactly how—and which—of the above factors affect
individual incest survivors will forever have an element
of mystery.

In the following section, we will see how

these critical contributions specifically inform work
histories.

5.2

Profiles of the Incested Work Groups

The 41 incest survivor participants demonstrated six
work subgroup profiles along a continuum, with the
following number of study participants within each group:
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1.

10 disabled

2.

16 dabblers

3.

3 drones

4.

2 sprinters

5.

6 balancer/achievers

6.

4 drivers.

The nonabused participants demonstrated only drones,
balancer/achievers,

and drivers.

people are not "types;" yet,

I cautioned before that

a work history pattern

emerged within both the abused and nonabused
participants.

However,

the personal meaning and

explanations that the nonabused women used to describe
their work histories differed qualitatively from the
incest survivors'.

For example,

"stuck" in their jobs,
use of their skills,

nonabused women who felt

deprived of real advancement and

attributed their circumstances to

events other than childhood abuse,

such as lack of

economic opportunity or race; similarly,

the nonabused

drivers said that disillusionment over personal
relationships led them to put all their energies into
work;

in contrast, the incested drivers said they felt

they had to "overcome" or "prove" their worth in light of
what happened to them as children.
The groups that seemed underrepresented in both my
nonabused participants and in my thousands of nonabused
clients whom I've treated are the disablers,

the
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dabblers,

and the sprinters.

The dabblers comprise the

largest work subgroup amongst my incest survivor
participants,
level,

and their pattern of many,

short-term,

low-

unrelated jobs seems typical of so many sexual

abuse survivors.

I don't doubt, however,

that this

pattern may also exist for physically abused people and
substance abusers; however,

a very high percentage of

substance abusers and survivors of physical abuse have
also been sexually abused;
necessary; however,

further research is certainly

and most importantly,

the incest

survivors ATTRIBUTED most of their difficulties to the
sexual abuse.
In this next section I will provide more detailed
profiles of these worker subgroups so that the reader can
get a more evocative account of the difficult work lives
of the incest survivors.

But first I want to offer an

overview in the tables below of the two major, polarized
types of problems that incest survivors have in the
workplace.

In the profiles that follow I'll show how

these various problems express themselves.
As a final cautionary note,
groups are not fixed points,

I emphasize that these

nor are they permanent.

In

the next chapter I describe the histories of two sisters
whose work profiles are very different; one of the
sisters started out as a dabbler and ended up as a
balancer/achiever.

In identifying the individual

participants I was careful to do a detailed personal work
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history so that I could assess whether the CURRENT work
profile was typical or different from their extended work
histories;

and,

of course,

I always did a member check

with the participant to see if my assessments were
correct.

In Table 8 below and Table 9 on the next page I

provide a list of behaviors that incest survivors tend to
display at work.
checklists;

These tables are not intended as

no one person demonstrates all the behavior.

I am providing the list as a comprehensive overview of
the kinds of problems that incest survivors most
frequently encounter.

Table 8.

Problematic work behaviors of
the incested disabled, dabblers,

drones

Often late or out frequently on sick days
Often loses things
Easily overwhelmed
Often humorless
Can't concentrate or focus—seems "in a fog"
Constantly "messing things up"
Overly agreeable—has no opinion
Not a self-starter
Can't ask for things
Always apologizing or sees self as wrong
Often gets sexually/emotionally involved with co-workers
Often doesn't finish tasks
Fearful of change
Fearful of too much responsibility
Easily defeated
Overly sensitive
Feels "picked on" at work
Thinks company is "unfair"
Job hops
Would rather quit rather than work things out
Loner
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Table 9.

Problematic work behaviors of
the incested drivers

Takes on too much at work
Often can't delegate responsibility
Perfectionistic
Has to be "right”
Nothing in moderation
Trouble with authority
Believes her talents are overlooked
Often can't "hear" others' viewpoints
Thinks her company is "unfair" or "incompetent"
Her life is her work
Oversensitive
Likes to fight
Often has "an axe to grind
May get involved sexually
with co-workers

Argumentative and
defensive
Can't take criticism
Trouble trusting others

No discussion of the various work groups answers the
question:

why does one incest survivor become a

balancer/achiever and another become a disabled?
Although I have been able to identify some critical
variables,

the answer is still a mysterious blend of

nurture,

nature,

tallied,

still do not—and probably never will—account

for all of

luck,

and other unknowns that,

individual differences.

However,

even when

my findings

from this study and my experience as a therapists with
thousands of women indicate several key factors
contribute to a women's career success—whether the woman
has been abused or not.

Table 10 lists what I have

discovered so far to be significant for both abused and
nonabused women regarding success with work.
appears on the next page.

Table 10.
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Table 10.

Factors that contribute to work success in
both nonabused females and female incest
survivors

1. Sibling profile:
oldest child
oldest daughter
most capable child,

for various reasons

2. General caretaker messages:
expected to work
expected to achieve in school
expected to have a career/support self
encouraged interests/skills

3. Early skill acquistion:
worked in high school
had lots of caretaking experience in family
(often "Cinderella”)
saved money

4. Role of mother:

(in addition to above items)

worked outside home, including volunteer work
seen as competent in home duties
seen as. competent at work
involved in child's schooling

5. Role of father:

(in addition to above items)

permitted daughter to have a social life

6. Had mentoring experience

7.

Developed outside interests/skills

8.

Temperament that can withstand stress and anxiety

9.

Sets reasonable goals and can take moderate risks
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Which factors are "most"
person "need"
answers.

important?

How many does a

in order to ensure success?

I have no

In the following discussion of the worker

subgroups the reader will see not only how these factors
influence the lives of the women in each group but also
how the possible problematic work behaviors listed in the
tables above emerge.

5.2.1

Disabled

The histories and plight of the disabled
participants demand the greatest attention and call for
moral and social outrage.

By their own description these

women feel helplessly burdened by their past sexual
abuse.
(she)

One woman said she feels that "every morning
gets up to play cards,

and every time

(she)

gets

dealt the same bad hand by the same cheaters and
cardsharks."

These feelings were so pervasive in incest

survivors that one women seemed to capture the essence
when she said that "these feelings seemed to pass through
every blood vessel and artery."
helplessness,

betrayal,

This sense of

and mistrust of others is common

amongst many survivors of sexual abuse
Lew,

1988;

Lisak,

1988;

1995).

Who are these women?
my study,

(Dimock,

Demographically,

they could be anyone,

according to

but a tendency existed

for them to be from lower income families and to be
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currently divorced.

What truly separates this group from

all the other groups

is their psychiatric instability—

and the daily pain that this instability produces.
These women often spend their days trying to contain
their anxieties and post-traumatic stress symptoms,
as flashbacks,
paralysis,

hallucinations,

muteness,

numbness,

and depression.

such

tuning out,

body

Although all the

women in my study were no longer substance abusers,

the

disablers were most likely to overeat enough to cause
obesity.

One woman said she "had tried thin"

and felt

"terribly anxious" about men other than her husband
finding her attractive.

No wonder that these women are

most likely to have been hospitalized—often repeatedly—
for major depressive episodes,
and suicide attempts.

drug and alcohol abuse,

With a single exception,

this

group includes women with dissociative disorders
(multiple personality).
Unfortunately,

their daily lives often include

responsibility for children—whom many of the disablers
are raising without the physical presence or financial
support of the father.

Many of the women in the disabled

group were on or had been on welfare.
said,
up,

"By the time I do the bathing,

I'm through.

feeding,

and washing

I don't know how women like me have the

energy to work too."

Another woman said that "just

remembering to take the
to do in one day."

As one disabler

(depression)

medication is enough

The sense that energy was

limited was
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a common complaint;

furthermore,

these women described

the actual post-traumatic stress symptoms as robbing them
of the energy needed to do the simplest chores.
Nightmares and chronic insomnia further depleted this
seemingly fixed amount of energy.

One woman said that

"the day after a nightmare is a lost day."
(1976)

As Rangell

suggested in his discussion of the Buffalo Creek

disaster,

trauma may actually take up too much psychic

room and energy.

Even though most of these women had

worked in the past,

they worked for very short bursts of

time—less than four months—and then dropped out of the
job market for years at a time.

One of the two homeless

women said that even though "living in the shelters was
dangerous,"

it was "less emotionally draining" than

having to stay focused at a job every day.
In general,

the notion of showing up at a job,

civil and social,
Repeatedly,

being

and performing skills was overwhelming.

women in this group said "they weren't ready

for work yet."

Work was universally perceived as a place

where people could not be trusted and where the daily
requirements of simply being "tuned in" to one's
surroundings was insurmountable over any period of time.
One woman,

with great "hope in

(her)

a job "totally gung-ho that this time
and stick with a job;
deplete her energy,

however,

heart," would start
(she'd)

make it"

in a short time,

she'd

become exhausted and have to be

hospitalized for nervous exhaustion.

When a disabled
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survivor was able to secure a job,
chance of being fired.

she had a greater

Inevitably,

the only self¬

construct these disabled women embodied was of a person
incapable of working.
This disabled self-construct has its seeds,
course,

in early family life.

of

More than any other group

the disablers came from families that either discouraged
education in general or regarded educational advancement
to be for "boys only."

Studies indicate that daughters

are at particular risk of not developing intellectually
when fathers do not express expectations for achievement,
and disappointment when the goals are not met
1986;

Hunt and Hunt,

1977;

families of the disabled,
remiss

Radin,

1981).

(Biller,

However,

in the

not only were the fathers

in instilling achievement needs in their

daughters,

but the overall parental and transgenerational

messages to all the female children were not to succeed,
not to strive,
perpetrator.

especially if the father were the
These families failed not only to recognize

and nurture the child's abilities,
give PERMISSION to thrive.
disabled women,

for example,

but they failed to

Many of the fathers of the
did not allow their

daughters to have social lives or outside interests,
including high school jobs which would have provided some
experience in developing life skills.
The disabled women were most likely to feel disloyal to
their families if they succeeded,

developed interests,

or
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established social groups.

Consequently,

the family

contributed to a disabled self-construct by teaching
these daughters that they SHOULDN'T,
COULDN'T succeed.

Finally,

many of the survivors

group were also physically abused;
survivors said,
was worse;

yet,

and

in this

as the other

these women felt that the sexual abuse

they described physical abuse as "happening

outside the body,"
them.

DIDN'T DESERVE,

Clearly,

and sexual abuse as

"happening inside"

sexual abuse violates boundaries of self

and seems to deepen the sense of inefficacy about the
self.
Educational performance was predictably poor.
of the disablers had education beyond high school,

None
and

many had dropped out of high school before graduating.
Cognitive functioning was impaired due to troubles
concentrating,

focusing,

and generally being alert enough

to pay attention in class
1990;

Fish-Murray,

1991;

van der Kolk,

(Eth and Pynoos,

et al.,
1987b).

1987;

1985;

Herrenkohl,

Fine,

et al.,

Difficulties in

concentrating and learning usually started in the
elementary school years,
reached high school,
that was stupid,

so that by the time the survivor

she already had constructed a self

slow,

limited,

or flawed.

Social

relations in high school seemed to reinforce this self¬
construct,

for all the disablers described themselves as

"loners” who felt "different" and "not as good as the
other kids"

in high school.
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By the time these women reached adulthood they had
no energy,

no dreams,

no perserverance,

and no inner or

familial resources which would aid in either career
development or in the ability to remain at a job.

These

disabled women in my study most resembled Josselson's
(1987)

identity diffusers.

The disabled knew that the

sexual abuse impaired them greatly,

and they were angry

not only at the power of the abuse but at society in
general for not recognizing that sexual abuse could so
dramatically affect their work readiness.
Even though these women had the greatest contact
with

psychiatric and social institutions,

they said they

received little or no professional help or understanding
of the long-term effects of their sexual abuse.

They had

trouble enough blaming themselves for their inner sense
of badness,

but having professionals and society in

general now view them as failures was even more hurtful.
A common cry was "no one asked me at work if my problems
might be related to abuse,

and none of the professionals

told me what kinds of things to expect later in life."
This group of women is the one who inspired the
title of this study:

No one asked,

no one told me.

work future of these women is grim enough;
their overall

The

the picture of

life satisfaction is even darker.

More

than any other group these women demonstrated the twotiered aspect of sexual abuse:

the initial damage to
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self development during the actual abuse,

and the "second

abuse" of long-term affects into adulthood.

5.2.2

Dabblers

The dabblers were the largest work subgroup of
incest survivors,

and they were they most surprised to

see such a visible pattern in their work histories.
the disabled,

Like

the dabblers were more likely to be from

lower socio-economic families that discourage educational
or intellectual achievement in their daughters; the
fathers in these families,

like the fathers of disablers,

also restricted the personal lives of their daughters,
thus limiting their development of social and life
skills.

One slight difference, however,

dabblers, however,

amongst the

is that the dabblers often were first¬

born or first-born daughters who became Cinderellas in
the home, with responsibilities for childcare,
shopping,

housecleaning,

parents.

Consequently,

and,

often,

cooking,

care of alcoholic

the dabblers had to acquire early

in their development life skills,

such as decision-making

and the ability to perform multiple tasks at the same
time.
Even though the familial messages were not to
achieve or separate from the family,

these daughters,

ironically BECAUSE of their over-responsibility within
the home,

developed exactly the skills necessary to at
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least hold jobs.

Some of the dabblers had mothers who

had to work in order to aid the family financially.
these working mothers came home,

When

they often turned over

the caretaking responsibility to the sexually abused
daughter.
(their)

Yet,

the dabblers said that "just seeing

mothers work" gave them the confidence and model

that women COULD work.
Not surprisingly,

the sexual abuse itself and the

strain of the family responsibilities contributed to the
negative schooling experiences of the dabblers.

They too

felt like loners, with absolutely no time for friendships
or after-school activities.

Cognitively,

they

experienced the same difficulties of the disabled in
concentrating and retaining educational information.
the time the dabblers reached high school,
disablers,

By

like the

they too were plagued not only with negative

self-constructs but also with the same post-traumatic
stress symptoms,
turn,

including dissociative disorders;

in

the persistence of the symptoms confirmed their

self-construct as someone "damaged" and "unfit."

Like

the disabled,

the dabblers rarely had schooling beyond

high school.

As adults the dabblers' relationship

profiles were more varied than the disablers.

Dabblers

were a mix of being single heads of households, married
with children,

or single with no children at all.

What

distinguishes the dabblers from all the other groups,
however,

is their checkered work histories and work
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patterns.

As one dabbler said,

every job" she ever had,
twenty pages long."
of numerous,

the resume would be "at least

Typically,

low-paying,

if she were to "list

dabblers have a history

often unrelated jobs that can

last for as little as three weeks or as much as six
months.

A few dabblers had had an experience of working

in one place for over a year; however,

this long time

span was invariably followed with multiple short-term
jobs.

Many of the dabblers said they just "fell into

their jobs" and never felt they exercised any planning or
examination of their skills and interests.

Indeed,

no

dabblers saw themselves as having "careers" or career
aspirations; work was simply something one did for pay—
it was a "job" rather than an occupation or steppingstone to long-term goals.
The jobs were usually in a disconnected number of
fields; a typical work history of a dabbler would include
short stints as a short-order cook,
washer,

delivery person,

restaurant hostess,

receptionist,

car-

answering service operator,

or envelope stuffer.

Other dabblers

did have jobs that related to each other, usually in the
medical-technical field or in human services—fields that
are typically populated by women in general.

A typical

profile of a dabbler with a work history of related jobs
might include short stints as a medical receptionist,
medical records assistant, telephone operator for a
hospital,

or maintenance worker in a hospital.
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Occasionally,

a dabbler is able to secure a slightly more

professional job in supportive patient care or nurse's
aide.
Almost all the dabblers agreed that the "ideal job"
is to work for a temporary employment agency where jobs
rarely last longer than a few months.
be an ideal job?

But why would this

Who would want to have to meet new

people and learn new skills over and over—with little
chance for recognition and advancement?

Yet,

these

seemingly negative attributes are the very factors that
make these kinds of jobs so acceptable to most of the
dabblers..

Since the dabblers comprise the largest worker

subgroup amongst incest survivors,

a closer examination

of some of the variables is necessary.
The most common denominator amongst the dabblers is
the short length of time spent on each job,
that Lisak and Luster

(1994)

a finding

also discovered amongst

adult men who had been sexually abused.

The dabblers

said that the short, time-limited exposure to unknown co¬
workers insulated them from having to make social
connections.

Dabblers were extremely fearful and

mistrustful of strangers; dabblers liked the fact that
they could "hide" at work and avoid the pressure to
befriend anyone.

These women strongly felt that they

were still "flawed" and "unlikable."

Even when dabblers

did stay at a job for longer than six Months,

they

described this "feeling" that "kicked in" that said "it
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was time to move on.”

Many of the dabblers compared

staying at a job too long as being "trapped in a hot
elevator with lots of strangers."
A second common factor amongst dabblers was their
inner sense that,
energy.

like the disabled,

Typically,

they too had limited

dabblers have no sustaining

capabilities at a job,

and they felt that moving around

took up LESS energy than having to relate to others and
sustain success at a job.

They feared that establishing

a "good worker" track record doomed them to having to
MAINTAIN it,

and this lack of confidence often drove the

dabblers to quit their jobs at some subjectively
experienced point of high anxiety.

These women WANTED to

be successful and professional at the workplace,

and they

most often worked BECAUSE of the boost in self-esteem
that working tends to produce; yet,

at the same time,

their fear of failure and their belief that they COULD
NOT or SHOULD NOT succeed forced them to guit jobs,

often

at the point when the job could become permanent or when
promotions were offered.

Other reasons that dabblers

left jobs were intolerable increases in post-traumatic
stress symptoms and inability to tolerate criticism.
Rather than work out issues,

even small ones,

dabblers were more likely to bolt from jobs.

They can be

morbidly sensitive to negative feedback, unable to
"rebound" from the constructive criticism.

Dabblers

often fooled themselves into thinking that they could let
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injustices at work "go by" without having to make a fuss
by confronting a co-worker or boss; yet, what often
happened is that they "warehoused" their discomfort
instead,

until,

one day,

the discomfort was so high that

leaving the job seemed the only solution.

Dabblers seem

to take more sick days or show up late for work.
Yet,
workers.

ironically,

dabblers often make excellent

They usually have high needs to please,

often "read" a boss's needs and be supportive.
can be warm,

efficient,

and can

Dabblers

and careful not to make mistakes;

their responsiveness to others,

not surprisingly,

can make them prey to sexual harrassment.

also

The immediate

appeal of many dabblers makes them good job interviewers;
consider,

for example, how many jobs a dabbler is able to

secure over a short time.

A few dabblers,

experience difficulty in interviewing,

however,

did

often not able to

fend off questions about why they had so many jobs.
Once on the job,
these women,

if bosses have any complaints about

the issues usually involve the boss's

disappointment in the women's lack of initiative and
self-confidence.

Dabblers are often not self-starters or

risk-takers; many dabblers say that "enough energy" is
taken up just trying to "concentrate and stay focused"—
the same problems they encountered in school.

Energy was

a problem in a different way for the two lesbians and two
African-Americans who were dabblers.
lesbians "came out" at work; yet,

Only one of the

despite this "other
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secret" she was carrying,

the sexual abuse was

experienced as an energy-draining,
identity,

self-damaging

whereas the identity as a lesbian was "merely a

secret."

The two African-Americans said that further

energy was "taken up" just trying to "fit in to the White
world" by not drawing too much attention to themselves;
sometimes they had difficulty discerning whether their
discomfort came from feeling "different" due to the
sexual abuse or to their race.
"too uncomfortable" for them,
most of the dabblers,
two African-Americans,

When work began to feel
they left.

In general,

including the two lesbians and the
said that they "knew their boss

saw potential" in them—they just didn't feel they could
live up to it.

Other dabblers are not such pleasant

workers; their lack of trust in others makes them testy
and argumentative rather than passive and agreeable;
these angry dabblers were most likely to get fired for
being "difficult."

Ultimately,

dabblers are costly

workers to hire; as soon as a company invests time and
money in training them, the dabbler soon leaves.
Finally,

and most sadly,

dabblers, despite their

emotional needs, were not satisfied with their work
histories.

They were disappointed that they had not

accomplished more,

lamenting that their life in general

often felt like a repeating series of continuous "first
steps."

Even when they divorced and remarried,

recreated equally as unhappy marriages.

they

Unlike Gail
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most common reason was inability to take a pay-cut for a
more interesting job.
Amongst the thousands of nonabused women whom I've
counseled other reasons for remaining in a "go-nowhere"
job was lack of career vision; however, when these
nonabused drones were unhappy enough, they were FAR MORE
LIKELY to seek help and accomplish a change.

Survivors

of sexual abuse with work histories of drones did NOT
have the inner capability to sustain counseling and/or
make a change.

The reasons that the drones gave for

remaining in a job are the same reasons that the dabblers
gave for quitting:

lack of trust of others.

Drones had

managed to find jobs that more or less utilized their
skills and payed a subjectively acceptable amount of
money.

The survivors who were drones felt "settled in"

to their jobs,
the years.

learning the quirks of fellow workers over

They were also able to establish an outer

persona—the "double tracking" that Helmreich (1992) used
to describe the coping mechanisms of some Holocaust
survivors.

To these survivors the workplace had become

"safe" and "predictable;" overall, they had managed to
keep their past a secret, nonimpairing aspect of their
work lives.
Like many of the dabblers the women who were drones
were loyal workers who were pleasant, efficient and
nonproblematic.

In one instance, the loyalty went to

extremes, and the abused woman remained in her job
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because she was having a lifelong affair with her married
boss.

Like the survivors who were dabblers the drones

too did not initiate tasks or become self-starters,•but
their mildness and reliability made them good workers—on
the outside.
Inwardly,
safe at work,

even though the women who were drones felt
they also felt bored,

"passion" was lacking.
fit into Sheehy's

(1995)

complaining that

These women were most likely to
category of women who are

seeking Second Adulthoods,

filled with desires for

changes and chances and driven by personal meaning.
However,- unlike Sheehy's nonabused Second Adulthood
achievers,

these incest survivor drones assess themselves

as less capable emotionally and psychologically of making
the changes happen.

When they did seek counseling,

most often dropped out,

they

creating a loop of unhappiness—

attempted but failed change—back to the same
unhappiness.
What made these drone survivors feel so helpless and
hopeless about finding personal meaning was their lack of
trust in what the world had to offer and their inner
feelings of emptiness and low self-esteem.

One incest

survivor said "what's out there that's so exciting about
life anyway;" another woman said that she "just didn't
think

(she)

really had anything that special in (her)

afterall, who did

(she)

think

(she)

was?"

Like the

disabled and the dabblers the women who were drones
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expressed this similar refrain that they somehow
SHOULDN'T have careers or aspirations.
Even though the women with the profile of drones
were not generally satisfied with their jobs,

unlike the

disabled and the dabblers they were nonetheless able to
function at the workplace.

These women were not plagued

with the debilitating post-traumatic stress symptoms;
they may still have distrusted others—especially men,
and they may have had trouble connecting to co-workers in
a meaningful way,

but they did not have the flashbacks,

dissociative episodes,

low energy,

hallucinations,

or

lapses, in concentration that the disablers and dabblers
experienced.

They still reported feeling internally

"different" from their co-workers due to their sexual
abuse;

interestingly,

one bisexual had the profile of a

drone,

yet she felt that her sexual abuse history and NOT

her sexual orientation made her feel "apart" from her
peers.

Overall,

the drones were a higher functioning

group than the disablers and dabblers,
disatisfaction.

despite their job

They were more likely to experience—and

expect—greater happiness from their personal lives.
why did these women perform better at work?

But

What

accounts for the difference?
No answer can explain everything,
exist in the demographic,

but differences

family process,

and educational

backgrounds of the women who were drones.
Demographically,

they tend to come from middle class
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backgrounds, which accorded them greater access to better
schools and communities,

and shared belief that education

and upward mobility was possible for them.

At least one

of their parents had some kind of education beyond high
school.

The survivors were not forbidden from having

social lives after school.

All three of the survivors

with the profile of drone worked for pay when they were
in high school,

and they said this experience,

their increased family responsibilites,

gave them life

skills that were useful later in adulthood.
importantly,

along with

Most

they were encouraged to do well in school

and to achieve in life.

Survivors who were drones all

had some college or degrees from vocational training
schools.

Their mothers were often very active in church

and charitable events,
that,

in retrospect,

and the incest survivors said

seeing their mothers as capable was

helpful.
Interestingly,

the relationship of the perpetrator,

the age of onset of the abuse,

and the length of time of

the abuse were not factors in predicting their ability to
function at work;

in fact,

two of the women were

vaginally penetrated by their fathers from an early age
until the age of nineteen,

and they did not generally

display the post-traumatic stress reactions of the
disabled and dabblers; one of the drones did have a
brief,

encapsulated episode of dissociation

personality),

(multiple

but she was able to integrate through the
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aid of therapy.

In addition,

only one of the women with

the profile of a drone was an oldest.
The critical variables seem to be family values and
stress management.

These women said that their families'

values of education and achievement,

and their

expectations that their children would indeed "become
something" was instrumental in instilling in them a sense
of "hope" and "possibility;" the survivors with the
profile of drones also felt they managed daily work and
life stress well.

Even though one of the women had to

overcome alcholism,
mind to it,

(she)

she said that "once

just knew (she)

In comparison,

(she)

put her

could do it.

the women who were disabled or

dabblers did not feel they managed stress well; they were
most likely to resort to drugs and alcohol to bind their
anxiety;

furthermore, they felt they were

constitutionally not strong enough to handle many things
at one time.

Temperment and genetic predispositions have

been universally observed in infants,

and these factors

most likely contribute to one's ability to cope with
stress well.

Perhaps, when I can increase the number of

participants in my study,

I may be able to understand

this group of women better.
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5.2.4

Sprinters

Although my study includes only two women who are
sprinters,
and,

these two participants are remarkably alike,

at this point in my research,

deserves its own category.

I feel this subgroup

Dabblers and sprinters share

a similar "hot potato" response to success—both these
groups of survivors typically back away from the demands
of success.

However,

energy levels,

longer tolerance of success,

often unrealistic,
energy,

these two profiles differ in their

goals.

determination,

Sprinters seem to have more

and drive available to them; both

the women were very resourceful,
intelligent,

and higher,

and engaging.

enterprising,

Furthermore,

they were able

to sustain the demands of success for longer periods of
time; they allowed the success of their endeavor "to
catch" for even a few years before their anxieties of
having to maintain such high levels of self-expectations
overwhelmed them.
company,

Their goals were high—start up a

become a talk-show host—yet,

they managed to

either meet them exactly or create a very acceptable
"second best."

These women were so capable that once

they produced results,

they became recognized in their

professional communities and consequently offered more
opportunities to expand on their accomplishments; usually
at this point of "high flying" the women backed away from
increased responsibilities.

Both women said that the
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anxiety of having to "keep up with themselves" was too
much; they had little faith that they could maintain what
they experienced as an "impostored self."

Their inner

sense of badness provoked feelings of falseness and
family disloyalty; one women said that she knew "deep in
her heart" that her father never really wanted her "to
surpass him."

Other times, however,

like the drivers,

these two women said that they backed away from
successful projects when the accomplishments didn't
gratify them enough;

like the drivers they too were

hoping that career accomplishments would serve as a
disclaimer to the flawed self that the abuse had created.
Unlike the drivers, however,

sprinters never really feel

deserving of success.
How did these women sprinters—even for the
relatively short burst of time—manage to achieve what
the dabblers could not?

Some of the answers reside in

their unique relationship histories and in their families
of origin.

More than any other group these women's

career accomplishments were intertwined with their
intimate relationships.

Both these women repeatedly

found wealthy, high-powered men to aid financially,
emotionally,
endeavors.

and administratively in their business
These men became intimate mentors who

provided guidance, know-how,
connections, money,

social and business

and a roof over the women's heads

until the particular project turned a profit.

Both these
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women had long relationship histories of
various wealthy men;
soured,

of course,

once the relationship

so did the business relationship,

women was

living with

and often the

left with a large amount of cash and a

successful yet fleeting experience of having accomplished
something.
powerful,

In a short time the women attracted another
well-placed man who then supported them in yet

another project.
attractive,

Both these women were very intelligent,

sensual,

and outgoing.

Their family histories were also remarkably similar.
In both instances the father was a long-term perpetrator
who adored his daughter;

one woman was an oldest child,

but they were both the father's "favorite.”

In fact,

the

father himself was a successful and prominent member of
the community who involved his daughter from an early age
in his career activities;

this favoritism became a

sexualized mentoring which the women repeated later in
their adult lives.

The father typically had high social

and educational aspirations for his daughter,
expected her to be accomplished in many areas.

and he
These two

women came from upper middle class families where
education and social advancement were valued.
Furthermore,

the mothers actively participated in the

husband's professional activities,

held prominent

positions on charity boards and/or had careers of their
own.

These fathers were "pillars of the community" and

established what Judith Herman

(1981)

identified as the
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typical

"patriarchal"

family power system where the

father—and males in general—are revered,
NEVER surpassed.

obeyed,

but

The conflicting message these two

received from their fathers was to "aim high and succeed,
but not as well or as high as the father."

Since both

these women were approaching fifty years old,

they

worried that they would not be able to attract the kind
of men that they felt they needed in order to launch
their career goals.

At the time of this writing both

women were in unstable personal relationships and were
very worried about "where to go next."
enveloped them,

5.2.5

A certain sadness

and I too worried about their futures.

Balancer/Achievers

The six balancer/achievers were women who felt
either satisfied in both their work and personal

lives or

felt that the balance between the two domains was
"easily" within their grasp.

Like Tolstoy's comments

about happy families in Anna Karenina these
balancer/achievers were all happy in the same way;

they

all took pleasure in their childrearing and relationship
decisions and felt they had achieved or were actively in
the process of achieving their career aspirations.
of the women were married,

some were divorced,

all had childcare responsibilities.

Some

but they

The divorced women's

dating activities were a mix of actively dating,

living
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with someone or "on a temporary hiatus" due to the
demands of their lives—with an emphasis on the word
"temporary."

These women were optimistic about all

domains of their lives,

and although none were immune to

setbacks and disappointment,

they all had the ability to

rebound and replenish themselves emotionally and
spiritually.

The women who were still in college or

graduate school had set realistic career goals with
realistic time limits;

for all the women in this group

their aspirations were either already achieved or clearly
within view.

Yet,

these women too had been sexually

abused—some from an early age;

some had had alcohol

problems and serious bouts of depressions.

Why were they

able to succeed where the other women had not?
The answer is somewhat elusive—and will probably
always remain so to some extent;

yet,

once again,

certain

factors are present in the lives of these successful
women that are either not present at all

in the lives of

the women in the other subgroups or are not as numerous.
Factors include genetic contributions,
temperment,

intelligence,

such as

and a constitutional heartiness

that can withstand stress;

family values of achievement,

mothers who are perceived as effective outside the home,
middle class socio-economic status or higher,
experiences,

social activities

educational achievement,
limited,

in high school,

oldest birth profile,

late-onset of the sexual abuse.

mentoring
higher
and
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For example,
things

(she)

one woman said that the "only two

had going for

(her)

in

(her)

favor were lots

of mentors and a determined personality ever since
was small."

(she)

Even though this woman was sexually abused

repeatedly from an early age,
points she had mentors;

at critical developmental

she had a teacher who encouraged

her to become active in the Brownies and Girl Scouts,
church

member who secured paid work for her in high

school,

a therapist with whom the women "really

connected"

and a professional mentor at her job.

woman overcame alcoholism,
marriage,

a suicide attempt,

and hospitalization,

a

This

a failed

yet always said she "felt

this determined person living inside" her who just
wouldn't quit.

She is now in graduate school and raising

her daughter while she works at a job that can support
her without having to live paycheck-to-paycheck.
Similarly,

another woman who was also a recovering

alcoholic and who had been mutiply divorced said that she
had the "kind of constitution" that could have survived
being a political hostage;

she could withstand stress and

always saw herself emerging as

"okay."

In addition to the ability to manage stress well
these women reported that their development of outside
interests early in their lives "saved" them.
woman in the above example had Girl Scouts,
sports or responsibility for animals.

The first
others had

These women said

that these activities gave them not only life skills but
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the ability to "escape" their family environments both
physically and internally within their own minds.

Unlike

many of the other families in the other subgroups the
families of these balancer/achievers did not inhibit or
prohibit their having a life outside the home.

These

families tended to value education and achievement for
both boys and girls;

at least one of the parents had some

college or professional training.
these women had working mothers.

In addition,

most of

The overall profile of

most of these families is a middle class family with a
work ethic,

educational expectations of the children,

and

an emotional environment that permitted the children to
develop interests and form social groups.
daughters

The oldest

in this group also seemed to have the typical

profile of greater intelligence and sense of
responsibility

(Toman,

1961).

None of the balancer/achievers,
key variables in their lives.
were abused early in life,

however,

For example,

important?

and

Other women,

How "many"

So which factors are

"should"

a person have?

have no answer at this point—and I may never have one.
Life is unpredictable,
unrecognized,

as

had attempted suicide and had to

overcome substance abuse problems.
"most"

some women

by multiple perpetrators,

throughout several developmental stages.
I mentioned above,

had ALL the

factors.

filled with many positive,
These women,

for example,

often
were

surprised to learn that so many of the incest survivors

I
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came from families that prohibited a
home.

Importantly,

life outside the

what these balancer/achievers ALL

shared was an inner strength and inner voice that made
them feel,

despite what happened to them,

POINT they would thrive.

that AT SOME

All these women were

bloomers;"

none had had Sheehy's

Adulthood,

followed by a new wave of energy that led them

into their Second Adulthood.
their late thirties and older,

(1995)

"late-

Rather,

Provisional

these women,

now in

were just beginning to

"see the light at the end of the tunnel."

They said

their lives felt as though they had lived a greatly
extended present where they had either just realized a
goal or were about to complete one,

such as obtaining a

bachelors degree or finally making the transition at work
to a professional track.

Despite the feeling of having

been "on a long haul," these women still had energy,
optimism,

and a sense of excitement about life.

abuse still

The

left them feeling "different" and

"mistrustful" of others,

but they firmly believed in

their inner strengths to overcome and surpass their
trauma.

5.2.6

Drivers

Like the balancer/achievers the drivers also tended
to come from at least middle class families that valued
education and expected their children to achieve.

They
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too were more likely to be oldests or favorites,
mentors,
home,

high school jobs,

have

social experiences outside the

and mothers whom they perceived as competent

outside the home.
balancer/achievers,

Furthermore,

like the

the drivers reported having "an inner

strength," "energy," and an ability to "fight the odds."
Although the drivers included histories of substance
abuse,

they felt that once they gained power over the

addiction "anything was possible."

In general,

they

could tolerate great stress and could "juggle" many tasks
at the same time.

At first glance the drivers'

backgrounds seem identical to the balancer/achievers,
except for a few critical differences:

nonconflicting

messages of success from the perpetrating father,

a

striving or oppositional temperment,

a world view that

generally casts others as the enemy,

and—like the

sprinters—often unrealistic goals.
Unlike the abusing fathers of sprinters,

the abusing

fathers of the drivers did not compete with their
daughters'

success; they did not put a cap on how "far"

or "high" their daughters should strive; on the contrary,
the drivers describe their fathers as wanting them to
succeed "at all costs" perhaps to assist the FATHERS in
minimizing or disclaiming the long-term effects of sexual
abuse.

Even though one of the drivers could not recall

her father aggressively encouraging her to succeed,

she
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did not feel the conflictual message of the sprinters to
"succeed but not surpass" father.
These high patriarchical expectations were most
effective in children who early in life demonstrated some
kind of promise,
intelligence.
these children,

temperament,

special skill and/or

These abusing fathers seemed to "select"
recognizing them and designating them to

have extraordinary accomplishments.

Not surprisingly,

all the drivers described themselves in terms of being
"dynamos," "loose cannons," "relentless," "leaders," and
"pointpersons."

In fact, they were often contemptuous of

others who complained or set their sights too low.

As

children they said their leadership skills emerged early;
they were always the "do-ers," the ones most likely not
just to babysit but to organize a babysitting service
amongst other teenagers from whom they then took a cut.
They often described themselves as "having too much on
(their)

plate—and thriving on it."

As these women became young adults,

their sturdy

temperaments often hardened into a "take no prisoners"
attitude,

transforming them into just the kind of person

they themselves didn't want as colleagues.
developed headstrong,

These women

oppositional personalities—with a

profoundly negative view of the world.

People were less

likely to become friends and more likely to become
potential enemies.

These drivers often experienced

devastating disappointments that they could not make
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their personal relationships work; as a consequence,
not only threw themselves into their work,
set high,

often unrealistic,

career goals.

they

but they also
No matter how

much these women accomplished in their careers,

no title,

salary or degreee of fame was sufficient to make them
feel satisfied.

These women were driven to succeed at

all costs; as soon as they accomplished a goal,
a higher one,

they set

and then a higher one after that.

One

woman said she didn't feel "good" about herself unless
she were "fighting,

striving or knocking down doors."

Another woman said she would only be satisfied if she
could become the "first and second female president of
the United States."
These women seemed to have an inner-stalker-with-atime-bomb; keeping ahead of this force constitituted life
itself for them.

Setbacks and mistakes were unacceptable

to most of the drivers; small errors registered
emotionally as big ones,

and every criticism or mishap

put a chink in their armor that left them feeling too
vulnerable and imperfect.

Of course,

not all drivers are

impossible bosses or co-workers; one driver described
herself as "a compassionate person on a mission."
What drives these women is their inner sense of
badness and belief that accomplishing some unattainable
goal will relieve both them AND their fathers of the
burden of guilt and shame.

These women were indeed sad,

although they were barely in touch with their own
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depleted core.

Only when two of the drivers had nervous

breakdowns did they begin to realize their internalized
damaged self and their hefty,
loyalty to their fathers.
hospital,

self-defeating sense of

Yet,

once these women left the

they found slowing down to be extremely

anxiety-provoking; they feared that modifying their pace
put them in danger of becoming too vulnerable to their
feelings of being damaged,
course,

flawed,

and different.

one question remains unanswered:

Of

how do drivers

whose fathers are not the perpetrators differ from the
drivers in my study
fathers)*
research,

(where all the perpretrators were the

Hopefully,

as I continue to conduct my

I will better understand this group of women.

In conclusion,

I hope the details of these profiles

have established a richer portrait of the lives of so
many incest survivors and the types of problems they
encounter.

In the next chapter I will tell the stories

of two sisters in the hopes that an even more intimate
account will capture the nature of the problems that
incest survivors have to face.

CHAPTER 7
FURTHER RESEARCH AND CONSIDERATIONS

Most research generates as many questions as it
answers.
results,

My research has provided me with satisfying
yet it still demands more answers, more

questions.

Below I list the issues that plague me the

most.

1.

To me the most obvious question is how will my

findings change once my sample becomes larger?
see the same trends?

New ones?

Will I

My goal is to continue

the research until I at least double the size of the
participants who are incest survivors.
I am most interested in the responses of the
following subgroups:

various racial and ethnic groups
women in their twenties
women in their sixties and older
women with recovered memories.

My findings indicate no significant differences
between these groups.

However, when I have more

participants within each subgroup, perhaps my findings
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will change.

I would like to know,

for example,

how

certain ethnic and racial groups manage incest.

2.

I would be interested in comparing my findings

with the research on men.

Although I asked different

questions than Lisak and Luster,

many of my findings

overlapped with their findings about men who were abused
as children.

Both abused men and women demonstrate

marked problems in adjusting to school and work
environments.

I hope these researchers continue their

investigation.

3.

More research needs to be done on survivors who

do not experience work and career difficulties.

Very

few studies are salutogenic in their approaches;
we have much to learn about psychological resilience in
vulnerable populations.
increases,

Hopefully,

as my sample size

I will be able to generate more findings from

women who manage well.

4.

I've often had the fantasy of repeating several

studies of women where I can adjust the sampling to
include incest survivors.

What if,

for example,

Matina

Horner's famous verbal cue about the female medical
student were administered specifically and knowingly to
separate abused and nonabused populations?
there

Of course,

is no way of knowing whether sexually abused women
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6.

One of the research tools I would like to employ

once my sample gets larger is statistical corelation
analysis of variables.
example,
carry;

I would like to know,

for

what level of significance some of the variables

is having a mother who is perceived as effective

outside and inside the home a more frequently occurring
variable than having a mentor?
analysis reveal anything?

Will a statistical

I would be interested in

combining qualitative and statistical methodologies.

7.

How can therapists and career counselors be

trained to provide services to incest survivors?

How can

I get the two professional groups to "talk" to each
other?

How can courses be integrated into the graduate

curricula?

8.

What methods of career counseling are most

effective with incest survivors?

My experience teaches

me that a combination of group and individual counseling
works best.

Furthermore, using the buddy-system in the

group has proven to be very effective.

The buddy system

similar to the sponsor system of Alcoholics Anonymous
where the new member has a mentor.

In the buddy system

in the incest survivor groups each member is paired with
at least one other member for the purposes of emotional
support and accompaniment in the various life-tasks I
assigned,

such as calling up a prospective employer.
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Under the buddy system the buddy is either present at the
time of the call or serves as a cheerleader/supporter and
checker to make sure the task is accomplished.

Other

methods include micro-management of job search or
interest-identification.

I'm sure I'll have more methods

to contribute once I run more groups.

Hopefully,
and more.

I will be able to address these issues—

My immediate goal is to secure funding in

order to pursue my research more effectively.

I have

already affiliated myself with a possible sponsor
organization,
community.

and I am aware of funds right in my own

I can't wait.
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